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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD MEETING 
 

1st meeting of the Press Recognition Panel 
 11.00 – 18:00, Friday 5 December 2014 at 

 Times Room, 107 – 111 Fleet Street, London EC4A 2AB 
 

AGENDA 
 

1. Welcome and introductions    Chair  11:00 
 
2. Declarations of interest     Chair  11:00  
 
3.  Board induction session - part 1   Chair  11:00 – 12:30 
  
4. LUNCH BREAK        12:30 – 13:00 
 
5. Board induction session - part 2   Chair  13:00 – 14:00 
 
BUSINESS MEETING 
 
6. Organisational culture and approach   Chair  14:00 – 14:30 

Paper PRP01(14) 
For decision 

 
7. Governance Framework     DW/HP 14:30 – 15:15 

Paper PRP02(14)  
For decision - including in relation to interim policies on: working procedures of the 
Board, delegations and matters reserved, indemnity, expenses, Board Member 
removal, confidentiality, expression of views, declarations of interest    
 

8. Report on implementation steps taken to date  DW/GS/HP 15:15 – 16:00 

 Personnel (to be discussed in private session i.e. Board Members only) 

 Banking 

 Premises 

 Finance 

 IT 

 Website and communications 

 Correspondence 
Paper PRP03(14)  
For decision 

 
9. BREAK         16:00 – 16:10 
 
10. Report on Chief Executive recruitment  DW/HP 16:10 – 16:35 

Paper PRP04(14)  
For decision 
 

11. Board Members’ remuneration    DW/HP 16:35 – 17:00 
Paper PRP05(14)  
For decision 
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12.  Plans for future Board meetings   DW/HP 17:00 – 17:10 

Paper PRP06(14)  
For decision 
 

13. Draft agenda for meeting on 18 December  DW/HP 17:10 – 17:20 
Paper PRP07(14) 
For noting 

 
14.  Closing discussion     DW  17:20 – 17:50 

 For discussion, reflecting on morning induction   
   session and afternoon business meeting 
 
15.  Any other business     Chair  17:50 – 18:00 

To note 
 
16.  Meeting close        18:00 
 
Date and time of next meeting: morning of Friday 18 December 2014. Exact time and venue to 
be confirmed.  
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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD  
 
ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE AND APPROACH 

 
Meeting: 5 December 2014 Status: for approval 
 
Lead responsibility: David Wolfe, Chair 
 

Contact details: Holly Perry, 
Governance Manager, 07813691565 

 
Purpose 
 

1. The purpose of this paper is to invite the Board to agree the Panel’s 

organisational culture and approach. The intention - following discussion - is to 

agree the adoption of a draft statement on an interim basis (and for consultation 

before adoption of a final statement) setting out how the Board wants to conduct 

itself overall including in relation to principles such as openness and 

consultation. The intention is not to confirm a final position at the meeting, but to 

shape the vision, mission and values for final polishing and confirmation 

subsequently.  

 

2. The Board is invited to: 

2.1 agree to adopt a position statement as an interim position on organisational 

culture and approach (vision, mission and values) for public consultation; and  

2.2 agree the Panel’s approach to consultation, as part of the overall position 

statement.  

 

Executive Summary 

 

3. The Board is invited to consider the options for a position statement, taking into 

account discussions from the Board’s induction session being held on the 

morning of 5 December 2014.  

 

4. The Chair of the Board is the sponsor of this area of work. The work to prepare 

this paper has been undertaken by Holly Perry.  

 

5. The draft position statement will be consulted on, in line with the expectation 

that the Panel will operate with openness and transparency.  

 

Strategic Objective 
 

 

6. The Royal Charter places no restrictions or expectations on the Panel in terms 

of its culture and approach. Section 6.1 sets out that: 
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‘The Board shall determine and regulate its own procedures for 

conducting its business and discharging its functions under this Charter’.  

 

Background 

 

7. The vision, mission (or purpose) and values (or ethical principles) of an 

organisation are generally established during set up phase, and the mission is 

incorporated into the body’s strategic plan. The advantages of defining these 

aspects in a written form are as follows: 

 to provide a common sense of purpose and identity 

 to provide long-term direction; and 

 to communicate internally and externally what the organisation is all about. 

 

8. Once agreed, the vision, mission and values are usually kept under review to 

ensure that they remain relevant to the current challenges and organisation’s 

environment (the usual approach is to review them at the start of the strategic 

planning round). This should be the basis for planning, monitoring and 

reviewing all activities, expenditures, policies and decision-making. 

 

Definitions  

  

9. Vision - An organisation's vision is the long-term change it ideally would like to 

see if its work is successful. A vision should motivate and enable individuals to 

see how their effort contributes to an overall inspirational purpose.  

 

10. Mission - One of the fundamental questions for any organisation is ‘what is our 

purpose’. The mission statement should clearly define the Panel’s purpose. 

Usually, these are a short, formal statement about what the organisation aims 

to do. It should give a clear picture of why the organisation exists and helps 

keep everyone connected with the organisation focused.  

 

11. Values – an organisation’s values are its guiding principles which apply across 

the organisation and underpin how its work is carried out. An organisation’s 

values are its basic beliefs about what really matters, which guide how things 

should be done.  

 

Analysis 
 

12. There will be an opportunity to discuss and consider the culture of the 

organisation during the Board induction session taking place on the morning of 

5 December. It is expected that this discussion will feed into the Board’s 

consideration of its draft vision, mission and values. Rather than pre-empting 

the discussions and formulating a first draft as a basis for the Board to discuss, 
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a range of public bodies’ statements have been researched and are attached at 

Annex A. These vary considerably in length and format and are intended to be 

helpful background reference.   

 

13. The Board is invited to agree to consider the adoption a position statement on 

the Panel’s organisational culture and approach as an interim position for public 

consultation.  

 

14. As part of the work to establish the draft governance arrangements for the 

Panel, requirements were researched in relation to openness and transparency 

and public consultation and engagement. 

 
15. Openness and transparency - All public organisations are expected to operate 

as openly as is compatible with the requirements of their business. In line with 

the statutory public rights, they should make available timely information about 

their services, standards and performance. This material should strike a careful 

balance between protecting confidentiality and open disclosure in the public 

interest. It is a working assumption that the Panel will wish to operate with the 

maximum degree of openness and transparency in all its dealings, and that this 

will be a key element of the values of the organisation.  Practical issues arising 

from this (such as whether formal Board meetings should be held in public) 

appear elsewhere on the agenda. 

 
16. Public consultation and engagement – Linked to openness and 

transparency, there is a strong public interest in ensuring that all those who are 

affected by the Panel’s work have a say in how it operates. Consulting with all 

groups with an interest in the Panel’s work and about the Panel’s objectives is 

vital to the organisation’s credibility, as well as to test new policies and 

proposals. It is therefore recommended that the Board adopts a broad positon 

in respect of consultation, and a presumption that it will consult publicly on 

wherever practicable on everything it produces (with an explanation of any 

document or policy that is consulted on for any reason).  

 

17. The Cabinet Office published a revised guide to consultation in October 2013, 

which can be accessed here: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/2
55180/Consultation-Principles-Oct-2013.pdf 

 
18. While the Panel is clearly not bound by this guidance, it sets out sensible 

guiding principles, including the presumption that consultations should normally 
be open for 12 weeks.   
 

19. Some factors the Board will wish to consider in agreeing its approach to 

consultation include the following: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/255180/Consultation-Principles-Oct-2013.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/255180/Consultation-Principles-Oct-2013.pdf
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 Consultation needs to influence rather than being used as a way to ‘rubber-

stamp’ policies. 

 Making efforts to seek feedback from seldom-heard groups; in particular, on 

specific issues which directly affect them is important in any approach to 

consultation.   

 Documents should be concise, self-contained and in plain English. They 

should be free from jargon, and not assume knowledge of abbreviations or 

other terms.  

 The costs of consultation should be kept to a minimum, by using electronic 

and other low cost methods (with a view to ensuring that these do not 

adversely affect participation). 

 Publishing feedback after the consultation giving the outcome and how the 

policy changes will be implemented is important.  

 Whether, given the nature and timescale of its task, the Panel wishes to 

adopt the general 12 week guideline or whether a shorter guideline period 

would be more appropriate. 

 What methods it wishes to adopt for announcing/communicating its 

consultations (including: the Panel’s website, Twitter, direct contact with 

people on the Panel’s contact database). 

20. The Board is invited to agree the Panel’s approach to consultation, as part of 

the overall position statement.  

 

21. In terms of the implications of the Board’s decisions in relation to this paper:   

21.1 Budget – there are no budget implications. 

21.2 Legislation – there are no legislative implications.  

21.3 Resources – there are no resource implications.  

21.4 Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – the Board will want to reflect its 

commitment to Equality, Diversity and Inclusion in its interim position 

statement, and is likely to want to ensure that this commitment is explicitly 

referenced in the statement.  

 

22. It is considered best practice to articulate the organisation’s vision, mission and 

values in a written form, and it might encourage the press regulators to adopt a 

similar approach.   

 

Devolved Nations 
 

23. There are no immediate implications/differences in relation to this work and the 

devolved nations, though as with Equality, Diversity and Inclusion, the Board is 

likely to want to reflect its commitment to working proactively and positively with 
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the devolved nations as a point of principle, and explicitly reference this 

commitment in the interim statement.  

 

24. As part of the consultation process, views on whether or not the statement 

should be published in Welsh can be invited. 

 

Communications 
 

25. Once agreed, the interim statement will be published on the Panel’s website 

and views will be sought from stakeholders. The Board will want to consider 

feedback from the consultation and any amendment to the statement in due 

course. 

 

26. It is recommended that the statement is touched on in the Chair’s introductory 

meetings with stakeholders once these get underway, and explicit feedback is 

obtained on the guiding principles contained within it.  

 

Risks 
 

27. There are no significant risk associated with this work, save that development of 

the statement and consulting on an interim draft should reduce the risk of 

challenge connected with the Panel’s position on openness, transparency and 

consultation. 

 

Recommendations 
 

 

28. The Board is invited to: 

28.1 agree to adopt a position statement as an interim position on 

organisational culture and approach (vision, mission and values) for public 

consultation; and  

28.2 agree the Panel’s approach to consultation, as part of the overall position 

statement.  

 

Timeline for future work 
 

29. The interim position statement will be uploaded to the Panel website and 

consulted on for a proposed period of 12 weeks. It will then be re-considered by 

the Board in light of comments received.  

 

Attachments 
 

Annex A – A sample of mission statements from other public bodies  
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ANNEX A  

 

A sample of statements from other public bodies: 

 

Example 1 - Professional Standards Authority for Health and Social Care 

 

Our values  

Our values act as a framework for our decision-making. They are at the heart of who 

we are and how we would like to be seen by our partners. We are committed to 

being:  

 

 Focused on the public interest  

 Independent  

 Fair  

 Transparent  

 Proportionate.  

 

Our values will be explicit in: the way that we work; how we approach our oversight of 

the registration and regulation of those who work in health and social care; how we 

develop policy advice; and how we engage with all our partners. We will be 

consistent in the application of our values to what we do.  

 

We are independent, but do hold ourselves accountable to the public and to the 

parliaments and assemblies of the UK for what we do and how we do it.  

 

We listen to the views of people who receive care. We seek to ensure that their views 

are acted upon in the registration and regulation of people who work in health and 

social care.  

 

We promote and support right-touch regulation. This is regulation that is based on an 

assessment of risk, which is targeted and proportionate, providing a framework in 

which professionalism can flourish and organisational excellence can be achieved. 

We will apply the principles of right-touch regulation to our own work. 

 

Example 2 – BBC 

 

Our mission, vision, and values inform the work of the BBC and are how we promote 

our public purposes. 

The public purposes are set out by the Royal Charter and Agreement, the 

constitutional basis for the BBC. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/mission_and_values/charter.html
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Our mission 

To enrich people's lives with programmes and services that inform, educate and 

entertain. 

Our vision 

To be the most creative organisation in the world. 

Our values 

 Trust is the foundation of the BBC: we are independent, impartial and honest. 

 Audiences are at the heart of everything we do. 

 We take pride in delivering quality and value for money. 

 Creativity is the lifeblood of our organisation. 

 We respect each other and celebrate our diversity so that everyone can give 

their best. 

 We are one BBC: great things happen when we work together. 

The Royal Charter and Agreement also sets out six public purposes for the BBC:  

Sustaining citizenship and civil society - The BBC provides high-quality news, 

current affairs and factual programming to engage its viewers, listeners and users in 

important current and political issues. 

Promoting education and learning - The support of formal education in schools 

and colleges and informal knowledge and skills building. 

Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence - Encouraging interest, engagement 

and participation in cultural, creative and sporting activities across the UK. 

Representing the UK, its nations, regions and communities - BBC viewers, 

listeners and users can rely on the BBC to reflect the many communities that exist in 

the UK. 

Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK - The BBC will build a 

global understanding of international issues and broaden UK audiences' experience 

of different cultures. 

Delivering to the public the benefit of emerging communications technologies 

and services - Assisting UK residents to get the best out of emerging media 

technologies now and in the future. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/citizenship.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/education.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/creativity.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/communities.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/world.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/communication.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/communication.html
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Example 3 – Ofcom (dated 2007) 

 

OFCOM MISSION AND VALUES 

Ofcom’s commitment to its mission and values is shared by Board Members and 

Ofcom colleagues. 

 

The purpose of the shared mission and values is to ensure each Board Member and 

colleague undertakes Ofcom’s work by reference to a clear set of core values. 

Colleagues across the organisation were instrumental in developing the six values 

that reflect Ofcom’s desire to work in an open, effective and people-driven way. In 

working in this way Ofcom strives to be dynamic, responsive and commercially 

aware; Ofcom values incisive thinking, rigorous evidence-based analysis and 

engagement with stakeholders. 

 

Ofcom’s values are: 

• Communicating openly and honestly; 

• Listening with an open mind; 

• Making a difference; 

• Empowering and prioritising; 

• Investing in and supporting our colleagues; and 

• Genuine collaboration. 

 

Example 4 – General Optical Council 

 

Our Mission 

To protect and promote the health and safety of the public. 

 

Our Values 

We are responsible, forward thinking and principled 

 

Responsible - We inspire confidence because: 

 We make clear, well-reasoned, evidence based decisions 

 We account for our actions and are open to scrutiny 

 We apply our resources in a targeted and proportionate manner 

  

Forward thinking - We make a difference because: 

 We pursue defined goals and measure our results  

 We are progressive, innovative and agile in our ways of working 
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 We achieve and deliver more by working collaboratively 

 We are a learning organisation committed to continuous improvement 

  

Principled - We build trust because: 

 We gain respect through our credibility, integrity and high standards 

 We listen openly, act responsively and communicate honestly  

 We behave consistently and fairly to everyone 

 We foster a positive and productive culture 

 

Example 5 – Equality and Human Rights Commission 

 

Our Vision and Mission 

 

Our mandate 

Parliament gave the Commission the mandate to challenge discrimination, and to 

protect and promote human rights.  

 

Our vision 

We live in a country with a long history of upholding people’s rights, valuing diversity 

and challenging intolerance. The EHRC seeks to maintain and strengthen this 

heritage while identifying and tackling areas where there is still unfair discrimination 

or where human rights are not being respected.  

 

Our mission 

A catalyst for change and improvement on equality and human rights.  

 

Our roles 

 

 Outcomes-focused strategic regulator 

 Promoter of standards and good practice 

 Authoritative centre of intelligence innovation 

 Trusted partner 

 

Example 6 – Bank of England 

 

The Bank of England’s mission is to promote the good of the people of the United 

Kingdom by maintaining monetary and financial stability.   

The Bank of England’s mission is to promote the good of the people of the United 

Kingdom, just as it was in the Bank’s original Charter in 1694, which said: 
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‘Now know ye, That we being desirous to promote the public good and benefitt of our 

people…’  

As decided by Parliament, the Bank will do this by maintaining monetary and 

financial stability.   

The Bank’s monetary policy objective is to deliver price stability and, subject to that, 

to support the Government’s economic objectives including those for growth and 

employment. Monetary stability means stable prices and confidence in the currency. 

Stable prices are defined by the Government's inflation target, which the Bank seeks 

to meet through the decisions delegated to the Monetary Policy Committee, 

explaining those decisions transparently and implementing them effectively in the 

money markets. 

The remit of the Monetary Policy Committee including definition of the inflation target 

is re-confirmed each year by the Chancellor.  

Financial stability requires an efficient flow of funds in the economy and confidence in 

financial institutions.  

This is pursued through:  

 the Bank’s financial operations, including as lender of last resort;  

 decisions of the Financial Policy Committee;  

 prudential regulation of financial institutions by the PRA;  

 the Bank’s role as resolution authority; and  

 Bank oversight and regulation of key payment, clearing and settlement 

infrastructure. 

 

The Financial Policy Committee (FPC) takes action against systemic risks to protect 

and enhance the resilience of the UK financial system. The Committee has a 

secondary objective to support the economic policy of the Government. 

The Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) is responsible for the supervision of 

around 1,700 banks, building societies, credit unions, insurers and major investment 

firms. The PRA has a general objective to promote the safety and soundness of 

these firms and – specifically for insurers – contributes to the protection of 

policyholders. 

  

Crucial though they are, however, monetary and financial stability are not ends in 

themselves, but necessary pre-conditions for delivering the public good.  For that 

reason, the Bank’s previous commitment to two core purposes has been recast into a 

single all-embracing mission which emphasises the contribution that delivering the 

Bank’s statutory responsibilities makes to the end goal: The Bank of England’s 
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mission is to promote the good of the people of the United Kingdom by maintaining 

monetary and financial stability.  

 

Example 7 – PhonepayPlus (UK premium rate phone number and service 

regulator)  

Mission Statement 

Our vision 

Anyone can use premium rate services with absolute confidence in a healthy 

and innovative market. Within our remit and expertise, we seek a more 

consistent approach to regulating micropayments that are like PRS.  

Our mission 

Our mission is to achieve our vision and be a world-class regulator by: 

 

• Putting the consumer at the heart of everything we do through providing effective 

regulation, information and assistance. 

 

• Understanding the market in which we operate and how it is evolving, so that we 

can take early, proportionate and targeted action where needed to prevent consumer 

harm. 

 

• Working with providers to build a healthy market with high standards of compliance. 

 

• Having a Code of Practice that is cutting edge in protecting consumers while also 

supporting innovation in a fast-changing digital landscape. 

 

• Applying our Code in a way that is impartial, fair, transparent, effective and 

proportionate. 

 

• Working with Government, other regulators, industry, consumer bodies and 

international partners on matters within our remit and expertise.   

Our core values 

We continue to adhere to the principles of good regulatory practice. In addition, we 

have these core internal values and behaviours for carrying out our work: 

Forward looking 

We understand the market in which we operate and understand how technology, 

business models and consumer behaviour are changing and may change in future. 

We seek proactively and collaboratively to build compliance and to work with industry 
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at an early stage to address emerging consumer issues rather than responding to 

problems after they have emerged. 

 

Credible and trusted 

We act in a way that demonstrates that we are independent, impartial, trustworthy, 

transparent, accessible and consistent in all we do. Consumers can rely on us to 

deliver effective regulation and industry can rely on us to understand their business, 

to act proportionately and to explain and consult on what we do. 

 

Reasonable and Intelligent 

We demonstrate sound judgment and act on the basis of evidence. We are principled 

and pragmatic towards providers and are aware of the commercial and technical 

environments under which industry operates. 

 

Focused on delivery 

We are effective and accountable. We project manage our work effectively to deliver 

results. We manage resources efficiently so as to ensure we continue to provide 

good value for money.  

 

Prompt, open and transparent 

We understand that both providers and consumers benefit from prompt action to 

resolve issues. We are transparent about our processes and the reasoning behind 

decisions.   

Example 8 – Association of Chief Police Officers 

Statement of Mission and Values 

The mission of the police is to make communities safer by upholding the law fairly 

and firmly; preventing crime and antisocial behaviour; keeping the peace; protecting 

and reassuring communities; investigating crime and bringing offenders to justice. 

We will act with integrity, compassion, courtesy and patience, showing neither fear 

nor favour in what we do. We will be sensitive to the needs and dignity of victims and 

demonstrate respect for the human rights of all. 

We will use discretion, professional judgement and common sense to guide us and 

will be accountable for our decisions and actions. We will respond to well-founded 

criticism with a willingness to learn and change. 

We will work with communities and partners, listening to their views, building their 

trust and confidence, making every effort to understand and meet their needs. 
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We will not be distracted from our mission through fear of being criticised. In 

identifying and managing risk, we will seek to achieve successful outcomes and to 

reduce the risk of harm to individuals and communities. 

In the face of violence we will be professional, calm and restrained and will apply only 

that force which is necessary to accomplish our lawful duty. 

Our commitment is to deliver a service that we and those we serve can be proud of 

and which keeps our communities safe. 
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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD  
 
GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK  

 
Meeting: 5 December 2014 Status: for approval 
 
Lead responsibility: David Wolfe, Chair 
 

Contact details: Holly Perry, 
Governance Manager, 07813691565 

 
Purpose 
 

1. The purpose of this paper is to set out the proposed governance framework for 

the Press Recognition Panel. 

 

2. The Board is invited to: 

2.1 agree the overall governance framework for the Panel; 

2.2 approve as interim positions to be adopted pending further consideration in 

the light of public consultation the policies attached at Annexes A to E: 

 Annex A - Working procedures of the Board  

 Annex B – Matters reserved to the Board  

 Annex C - Expenses policy 

 Annex D - Disciplinary Procedure for Chair and Members  

 Annex E - Declaration of interests policy  

2.3 approve as interim positions to be adopted pending further consideration in 

light of public consultation the policy statements at paragraphs 37 to 40 

covering confidentiality, expression of views and data protection;    

2.4 delegate authority to the Governance Manager and Chair to put in place a 

consultation process for the Governance Framework (the Panel’s overall 

approach to consultation is to be agreed as part of the discussion of paper 

PRP01/14); 

2.5 note the timetable for further work set out at paragraph 70. 

 

Executive Summary 

 

3. The Board needs to agree (whether as a final position or as an interim position 

pending further consideration following public consultation) the overarching 

governance architecture for the Panel at its first meeting.  

 

4. There are a number of policies which are regarded as high priority, which need 

immediate consideration and approval, at least on an interim basis – also at the 

first meeting of the board. After this, there are policies and documents that will 

require consideration and approval at the next and subsequent meetings of the 

board. Policies regarded as high priority are set out in paragraphs18 to 40; 

policies regarded as medium priority are set out in paragraphs 41 to 52; and 
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policies which, while important, are not as urgent as the others, are set out in 

paragraphs 53 to 65. 

 

5. The Chair of the Board is the sponsor of this area of work, although the Royal 

Charter is clear that it is the responsibility of the Board to determine its 

governance arrangements. The work to prepare draft policies is being 

undertaken by Holly Perry, interim Governance Manager.  

 

6. The governance framework is being presented to a confidential meeting of the 

Board, to allow free and frank discussion and to determine the appropriate 

principles on which to base, formulate and finalise the necessary policies. The 

recommendation to the Board is that policies are adopted on an interim basis 

pending later final approval following public consultation. Interim adoption of any 

particular policy (if that is the route taken by the Board) should plainly not be 

taken to pre-empt any amendment of the policy in the light of consultation 

responses. Once approved in principle, the final versions of policies will be 

uploaded to the Panel’s website so that the Panel’s governance arrangements 

are presented openly and transparently, and can be subject to scrutiny.  

 

Strategic Objective 

 

7. The functions of the Press Recognition Panel are determined by the Royal 

Charter (para 4.3) as public functions. As a public body, the Panel needs to 

establish robust governance arrangements appropriate to its business, scale 

and culture. The arrangements should combine efficient decision-making with 

accountability and transparency. 

 

Background 

 

8. The purpose of a corporate governance framework is to facilitate effective and 

prudent management that can deliver long term success of an organisation. 

Corporate governance is about what the board does and how it sets the values 

of the organisation – as distinguished from the day-to-day operational 

management of the body.  

 

9. Corporate governance defines relationships and the distribution of rights and 

responsibilities among those who work with and in the organisation, determines 

the rules and procedures through which the organisation’s objectives are set, 

and provides the means of attaining those objectives and monitoring 

performance. Importantly, it defines where accountability lies throughout the 

organisation.  
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10. The first version of the UK Corporate Governance Code1 (Financial Reporting 

Council, September 2014) was produced in 1992 by the Cadbury Committee 

and its definition of corporate governance remains pertinent, covering the 

underlying principles of all good governance: accountability, transparency, 

probity and focus on the sustainable success of the entity over the longer term: 

 

“Corporate governance is the system by which companies are directed and 

controlled. Boards of directors are responsible for the governance of their 

companies. The shareholders’ role in governance is to appoint the directors and 

the auditors and to satisfy themselves that an appropriate governance structure 

is in place. The responsibilities of the board include setting the company’s 

strategic aims, providing the leadership to put them into effect, supervising the 

management of the business and reporting to shareholders on their 

stewardship. The board’s actions are subject to laws, regulations and the 

shareholders in general meeting”. 

 

11. As well as the UK Corporate Governance Code, a number of documents have 

been referred to in drawing together the proposed governance arrangements for 

the Panel, including: 

 Managing Public Money, HM Treasury, July 20132 

 Corporate Governance in central government departments: Code of 

Good Practice, HM Treasury and Cabinet Office, July 20113 

 Principles of Good Administration, Parliamentary and Health Service 

Ombudsman, March 20074 

 

12. The codes of practice and guidance above are by generally principles based 

and are not prescriptive. Departures from the guidance can be justified if good 

governance can be achieved by other means (this is the principle of ‘comply or 

explain’). Reasons for any departure need to be explained clearly and carefully 

in the governance statement accompanying the annual report. In providing an 

explanation, an organisation is expected to illustrate how its practices are both 

consistent with the principle to which the particular provision relates and 

contribute to good governance. If the Board takes a decision not to adopt a 

particular policy, reasons will need to be provided to justify the decision. 

                                                 
1 https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Publications/Corporate-Governance/UK-Corporate-Governance-
Code-2014.pdf 
 
2https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/212123/Managing_Pub
lic_Money_AA_v2_-_chapters_annex_web.pdf 

 
3https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/220645/corporate_gov

ernance_good_practice_july2011.pdf 

 
4 http://www.ombudsman.org.uk/improving-public-service/ombudsmansprinciples/principles-of-good-
administration 
 

https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Publications/Corporate-Governance/UK-Corporate-Governance-Code-2014.pdf
https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Publications/Corporate-Governance/UK-Corporate-Governance-Code-2014.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/212123/Managing_Public_Money_AA_v2_-_chapters_annex_web.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/212123/Managing_Public_Money_AA_v2_-_chapters_annex_web.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/220645/corporate_governance_good_practice_july2011.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/220645/corporate_governance_good_practice_july2011.pdf
http://www.ombudsman.org.uk/improving-public-service/ombudsmansprinciples/principles-of-good-administration
http://www.ombudsman.org.uk/improving-public-service/ombudsmansprinciples/principles-of-good-administration
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Analysis 
 

13. In order to carry out its responsibilities, the Board needs to determine and 

document how it will operate in governance terms. Once agreed, the rules will 

be reviewed on a regular basis, to ensure they remain relevant. The Board will 

need to challenge itself on an ongoing basis, to enable working methods to be 

continuously improved, and to maintain best practice.  

 

14. The following organisations’ governance arrangements – amongst others - have 

been reviewed to help inform the proposed governance framework for the PRP 

(including oversight regulators, front line regulators and other bodies 

established by Royal Charter): 

 Legal Services Board – 

http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/about_us/our_board/board_code_of_p

ractice/ 

 Professional Standards Authority for Health and Social Care – 

http://www.professionalstandards.org.uk/about-us/disclosure-and-

transparency/our-policies-and-procedures 

 Financial Conduct Authority - http://www.fca.org.uk/about/governance 

 Ofcom - http://www.ofcom.org.uk/about/policies-and-guidelines/ 

 Ofgem - https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/about-us/transparency 

 Ofwat - http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/aboutofwat/structure/rop/ 

 Charity Commission - 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/expenses-incurred-by-board-

members-and-senior-executive-team 

 Ofqual - http://ofqual.gov.uk/about-us/ 

 Ofsted - http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/about-us/governance 

 Civil Aviation Authority - 

http://www.caa.co.uk/default.aspx?catid=2348&pagetype=68 

 BBC Trust - http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/who_we_are/trustees/ 

 Equality and Human Rights Commission - 

http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/publication/ehrc-governance-

framework 

 Health and Safety Executive - 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/aboutus/howwework/index.htm 

 Monitor - https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/monitor/about/our-

governance 

 Judicial Appointments Commission - http://jac.judiciary.gov.uk/about-

jac/about-jac.htm 

 National Audit Office - http://www.nao.org.uk/about-us/what-we-

do/governance-of-the-nao/ 

http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/about_us/our_board/board_code_of_practice/
http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/about_us/our_board/board_code_of_practice/
http://www.professionalstandards.org.uk/about-us/disclosure-and-transparency/our-policies-and-procedures
http://www.professionalstandards.org.uk/about-us/disclosure-and-transparency/our-policies-and-procedures
http://www.fca.org.uk/about/governance
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/about/policies-and-guidelines/
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/about-us/transparency
http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/aboutofwat/structure/rop/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/expenses-incurred-by-board-members-and-senior-executive-team
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/expenses-incurred-by-board-members-and-senior-executive-team
http://ofqual.gov.uk/about-us/
http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/about-us/governance
http://www.caa.co.uk/default.aspx?catid=2348&pagetype=68
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/who_we_are/trustees/
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/publication/ehrc-governance-framework
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/publication/ehrc-governance-framework
http://www.hse.gov.uk/aboutus/howwework/index.htm
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/monitor/about/our-governance
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/monitor/about/our-governance
http://jac.judiciary.gov.uk/about-jac/about-jac.htm
http://jac.judiciary.gov.uk/about-jac/about-jac.htm
http://www.nao.org.uk/about-us/what-we-do/governance-of-the-nao/
http://www.nao.org.uk/about-us/what-we-do/governance-of-the-nao/
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 Scottish Legal Complaints Commission - 

http://www.scottishlegalcomplaints.org.uk/about-slcc/who-we-are.aspx 

 Scottish Funding Council - 

http://www.sfc.ac.uk/aboutus/council_board_committees/governance_of_th

e_council/about_us_governance.aspx 

 Office of the Police Ombudsman, Northern Ireland - 

http://www.policeombudsman.org/About-Us/Corporate-Governance 

 General Consumer Council of Northern Ireland - 

http://www.consumercouncil.org.uk/about-us/our-policies-and-procedures/ 

 

15. A total of some 40 governance policies and procedures have been identified as 

part of this analysis.  

 

16. In determining their applicability to the Press Recognition Panel, analysis has 

been undertaken of the policies required to fulfil obligations set out in the Royal 

Charter (e.g. arrangements for indemnity, and a policy for removing board 

members), those that flow, at least in part, from statutory requirements (e.g. 

equality, diversity and inclusion, and whistleblowing) and those that are 

recommended good practice. The analysis set out in this paper flags these as 

follows: 

RC – required by Royal Charter 

St – required by or flowing, at least in part, from statutory obligations 

GP – recommended good practice 

  

17. Given the volume of policies and procedures, some prioritisation has been 

applied to the list, grouped as follows: 

Very urgent – Group 1 – for consideration and approval (at least as interim 

positions pending consultation before adoption of a final position) at this Board 

meeting 

Urgent – Group 2 – for consideration and approval (at least as interim positions 

pending consultation before adoption of a final position) at the Board’s next 

meeting or as soon as possible thereafter 

Non urgent – Group 3 – for consideration and approval (at least as interim 

positions pending consultation before adoption of a final position) at subsequent 

meetings 

 

Very urgent - Group 1 - policies for immediate consideration and approval 

 

18. This grouping comprises the following governance policies: 

 

19. Working procedures of the Board (RC, GP) – the Royal Charter (para 6.1) 

confirms that the Board shall determine and regulate its own procedures for 

conducting its business and discharging its functions. The Royal Charter (para 

6.4) requires that the Board publish its procedures.  

http://www.scottishlegalcomplaints.org.uk/about-slcc/who-we-are.aspx
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/aboutus/council_board_committees/governance_of_the_council/about_us_governance.aspx
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/aboutus/council_board_committees/governance_of_the_council/about_us_governance.aspx
http://www.policeombudsman.org/About-Us/Corporate-Governance
http://www.consumercouncil.org.uk/about-us/our-policies-and-procedures/
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20. Draft rules of procedure for meetings of the Press Recognition Panel Board are 

attached at Annex A. It is recommended that the Board adopt (at least as an 

interim position pending consultation before adoption of a final position) these 

rules of procedure. 

 
21. Delegations / matters reserved (RC, GP) – Good governance dictates that 

there should be a clear division of responsibilities between the running of the 

Board and the (usually executive) responsibility for the running of the 

organisation’s business. No one individual should have unfettered powers of 

decision. The following principles in relation to delegation are recommended: 

 

 The Board may delegate any of its functions (other than those which the Royal 

Charter itself requires the whole Board to take) to the Chair, an individual 

Board Member, a committee or to a member of the executive. Any such 

delegation will be recorded as a formal resolution of the Board. Regardless of 

any delegation, the Board remains ultimately accountable for and must take 

corporate responsibility for action taken.  

 The Board delegates to the Chief Executive (once appointed), the discharge of 

all statutory or general legal obligations (such as those arising as an employer 

or in relation to the Data Protection Act 1998) other than any matter reserved 

to the Board (Annex B); and any matter delegated to a committee of the 

Board. Detail of the delegation of functions will be set out in the scheme of 

delegation (to be drafted).  

 The Chief Executive (once appointed), in consultation with the Chair, may 

delegate the discharge of some of the functions to one or more members of 

staff. The Chief Executive will keep a list of such delegations.  

 The Board may make delegations or vary, revoke or add to existing 

delegations. Any delegation made by the Board may be limited or made 

subject to any conditions, for example, the Board may delegate a function only 

for a limited period of time or for a particular matter. 

 The Board delegates to its committee(s) the discharge of those functions that 

fall within their respective terms of reference other than any matter reserved to 

the Board.  

 Unless the Board imposes a condition to the contrary, a committee of the 

Board may delegate the discharge of a function to a sub-committee or a 

named Board Member or executive, subject to any conditions imposed by that 

committee.  
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 The Board authorises the Chair or any named executive to sign contracts or 

other documents on behalf of the Panel. 

 The Board authorises the Chair to incur expenditure of up to £5,000. Sums 

above this require approval by the full Board.  

 The Board may discharge a function itself even though it has delegated the 

discharge of that function.  

22. A draft list of matters reserved is attached at Annex B. It is recommended that 

the Board adopt (at least as an interim position pending consultation before 

adoption of a final position) the above delegations and adopt the list of matters 

reserved at Annex B. 

 

23. Indemnity (RC, St, GP) – The Royal Charter (para 15.1) states that ‘The 

Recognition Panel shall indemnify each and every Member of the Board and 

person serving on the Appointments Committee from the assets of the 

Recognition Panel against any liability incurred by him by any act or thing done 

by him in the proper discharge of his responsibilities, office or duty under this 

Charter’. 

 
24. Non-executive members of boards are generally personally liable for their 

decisions and actions. Whilst extremely rare, it is possible for non executives to 

be personally liable for their decisions and actions but that this liability can be 

limited through an indemnity given by the Board where the member has acted 

in good faith and taken decisions in the normal course of Board business. It 

does not cover any personal criminal liability nor will it protect reckless actions. 

It is recommended that the Board adopt an indemnity for civil liability in the 

following form: 

 

“A Chairman or Non Executive member or Director who has acted honestly and 

in good faith will not have to meet out of his or her own personal resources any 

personal civil liability which is incurred in the execution or purported execution 

of his or her board function, save where the person has acted recklessly.” 

 

25. If adopted, the indemnity will subsequently be covered by insurance as 
appropriate.  
 

26. To minimise the risk, Members should act in accordance with the Board’s 

policies and procedures and with the support of the Board at all times.  

 

27. Whilst all members of the Board are personally liable for their decisions and 

actions, any executives employed by the Panel will not require specific 

indemnity as they will be direct employees of the Panel and as such the 
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principle of vicarious liability will apply i.e. the Panel will be liable for the actions 

of its employees in the course of their employment. 

 
28. It is recommended that the Board adopt (at least as an interim position 

pending consultation before adoption of a final position) the indemnity 

provisions set out above on behalf of its Members. 

 
29. Board Member remuneration (RC, GP) – The Royal Charter (para 5.3) sets 

out that ‘The Board may make arrangements to pay or make provision for 

paying, in respect of any Member, such amounts by way of allowances or 

gratuities as the Board determines. The amount of any such allowances or 

gratuities shall be set having regard to the prevailing rates payable to the 

members of boards of public sector bodies’. A separate paper has been 

prepared in relation to this item - Paper PRP05/14 refers.  

 
30. Expenses (GP) – The Board needs to determine the sums payable to Board 

Members, advisers, visitors and staff. A draft expenses policy is attached at 

Annex C. It is recommended that the Board adopt (at least as an interim 

position pending consultation before adoption of a final position) the expenses 

policy at Annex C. 

 
31. Disciplinary Procedure for Chair and Members of the Board (including 

removal) (RC, GP) - The Royal Charter provides (para 6.2) that: 

 
‘If the Board is satisfied (which shall require a majority of two thirds of the 

Members entitled to vote concur), that a Member is unwilling, unable or unfit to 

discharge the functions of a Member of the Board under this Charter, that 

Member shall be duly dismissed and notified in writing of this fact, together with 

reasons. The Member concerned shall not be entitled to vote on this matter 

and the Board may make further provision as to the operation of this paragraph 

under Article 6 of the Charter.’ 

 
32. A draft procedure has been prepared to give effect to the provision. A draft is 

attached at Annex D. It is recommended that the Board adopt (at least as an 

interim position pending consultation before adoption of a final position) the 

procedure attached at Annex D dealing with the disciplinary procedure for 

Chair and Members of the Board. 

 
33. Declaration of interests – The Royal Charter (para 6.3) requires that the 

Board put in place arrangements by which a Member can: 

 

a) register his interest of any other matter he considers relevant to the 

Purpose of the Recognition Panel (to carry on activities relating to the 

recognition of regulators in accordance with the terms of the Royal Charter); 
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b) determine whether any interests he holds, whether directly or indirectly, 

gives rise to a conflict of interest; 

c) declare such conflicts to the Board; and 

d) absent himself from decision-making where the Board determines it is 

appropriate to do so. 

 

34. A draft Declarations of Interest policy to give effect to these provisions in the 

Royal Charter is attached at Annex E.  

 
35. It is recommended that the Board approves and adopts this policy (at least as 

an interim position pending consultation before adoption of a final position). 

 
36. In addition to the policies at Annex A to E, the Board is also asked to approve 

as interim positions to be adopted pending further consideration in light of 

public consultation the policy statements at paragraphs 37 to 40 covering 

confidentiality, expression of views and data protection: 

 
37. Confidentiality – It is expected that Board Members shall not during, or at any 

time after the termination of their appointment with the Panel, use for his or her 

own purpose or for another’s benefit or disclose to any third party confidential 

material and shall use his or her best endeavours to prevent such publication 

or disclosure. In this context, ‘confidential’ information means any information 

or matter which is not in the public domain and which relates to the affairs of 

the Panel or any of its business contacts.  

 
38. Expression of views - All invitations addressed to Board Members to attend 

or speak at stakeholder events should be referred to the Chair. Care will be 

taken to ensure that there is appropriate Board representation at events and 

that Board Members are properly briefed in advance of attendance. The 

adoption of a ‘lines to take’ script on the major issues will be provided in 

advance, to aid matters in articulating a common view. If individual Board 

Members are approached to speak on behalf of the Board, the Chair should be 

alerted. In the normal course of events, the Chair will be the nominated 

spokesman. In relation to stakeholders, all contact should be formal and 

usually documented.  

 
39. Data Protection - Board Members are asked to acknowledge and agree that 

the information relating to them which is governed by the Data Protection Act 

1998 including data defined as sensitive and/or personal which is held and 

processed by the Panel for all matters and for all purposes in connection with 

their role of office and the business of the Panel and may be transferred to third 

parties and to countries outside the European Economic Area for such 

purposes. A data protection policy governing the processing of data for 
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individuals external to the Panel will be formulated and referred to the Panel in 

due course.  

 
40. Freedom of Information – The Panel is not listed within the schedule to the 

Freedom of Information Act 2000 and so is not a body to which its provisions 

apply. The Board is nevertheless invited to agree that it will operate as if the 

provisions of the Act applied to it, including producing a publications scheme 

and considering and responding to information requests. The Board should, 

however, note that voluntary compliance in this way does not mean that an 

individual aggrieved by the Panel’s response to any such request could raise 

the matter with the Information Commissioner. The Commissioner would have 

no jurisdiction here.  

 
Urgent - Group 2 - policies for consideration and approval at the board’s next 

meeting or as soon as possible thereafter 

 

41. This grouping comprises the following governance policies, with some 

explanatory narrative included: 

 

42. Gifts and hospitality – the Panel will need a policy on accepting and offering 

gifts and hospitality, in line with good governance and to work in the most 

transparent and open way. This policy will need to cross-refer to our policy on 

contact with stakeholders.  

 
43. Bribery, corruption, whistleblowing – These are important policies to be 

developed; the organisation could be guilty of a criminal offence under the 

Bribery Act 2010 where it has failed to prevent bribery by a person associated 

with it.  

 

44. Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – the Panel needs to agree its formal 

position in relation to equality, diversity and inclusion, both to meet its equality 

duties under common law, and as a point of best practice. 

 
45. Working with the devolved administrations – as the Panel has scope across 

England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, a position will need to be 

agreed in relation to its work with the four nations, and its agreed way of 

working in relation to Scotland and Northern Ireland in particular, where different 

statutory arrangements apply. 

 
46. Senior Independent Director – it is recommended best practice (and included 

in the UK Corporate Governance Code) that boards should appoint a senior 

independent director (“SID”) from among their non-executives. The role is seen 

to be crucial in the relationship between major stakeholders and the board, 

where the normal channels of Chair or Chief Executive have failed to resolve. 
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Senior independent directors serve as a sounding board for the chairman and 

act as an intermediary for the other directors. They are responsible for holding 

annual meetings with non-executives, without the Chair present, to appraise the 

Chair’s performance. They would also be expected to meet with the non-

executives on other such occasions when necessary. Where there is a 

disagreement or dispute between the Chair and the Chief Executive, the senior 

independent director can intervene, identify issues that have caused the rift and 

try to mediate and build a consensus. 

 
47. Risk management and internal control - the Board is responsible for 

determining the nature and extent of the principal risks it is willing to take in 

achieving its strategic objectives. The Board should maintain sound risk 

management and internal control systems, making a considered choice about 

its desired risk appetite taking account of its legal obligations, policy decisions, 

its business objectives, and public expectations of what it should deliver. The 

Board’s agenda should include scrutinising and advising on risk management 

on a regular basis. 

 
48. Finance Policy – financial policies will need to be formulated and agreed, 

including a reserves policy, an interest policy and policies on procurement and 

contracts. The Royal Charter also requires the Board to prepare annual budgets 

for each financial year. 

 
49. Internal and external audit arrangements - the Board will need to ensure 

effective arrangements are established for internal audit.  

 
50. Reporting performance - the Board should be supplied in a timely manner with 

information in a form and of a quality appropriate to enable it to discharge its 

duties. The Board is responsible for presenting a fair, balanced and 

understandable assessment of its performance in public reports as well as in 

relation to information required to be presented by statutory requirements. The 

Board should establish arrangements that will enable it to ensure that the 

information presented is fair, balanced and understandable. 

 
51. Complaints handling - public bodies are expected to strive to achieve clear, 

accurate and reliable standards for the services they provide. It is good practice 

to arrange for complaints about performance to be reviewed by an independent 

organisation such as an ombudsman. The activities of central government 

departments and the NHS are open to review by the PHSO whose Principles of 

Good Complaints Handling sets out generic advice on complaints handling and 

administration of redress. The Panel’s approach to complaints handling will be 

drafted in accordance with these principles. 

 
52. Political activity – a policy regarding Board Members’ (and employees’) 

political activity will need to be prepared. Accepting that individuals have a right 
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to hold political opinions and to engage in political activity outside work, there 

may need to be guidelines relating to the undertaking of political activity in order 

to protect the organisation and its reputation. 

 

Non urgent - Group 3 policies – for consideration and approval at subsequent 

meetings of the board 

 

53. This grouping comprises the following governance policies: 

 

54. Committee structure – Audit and Risk Committee - the Royal Charter 

(section 12) sets out a number of requirements placed on the Board in relation 

to accounts. It is good practice for Boards to establish an audit committee of 

three, or in the case of smaller organisations two, non-executives. In smaller 

organisations the chair may be a member of, but not chair, the committee in 

addition to the non-executives. The Board will need to satisfy itself that at least 

one member of the Committee has recent and relevant financial experience 

(where this cannot be achieved through the appointment of a non-executive on 

the Board, an independent i.e. non Board Member will need to be appointed).   

 

55. Committee structure – Nominations Committee – the Royal Charter 

(paragraph 7.2) states that the responsibility for making appointments lies with 

the serving Members of the Board and not the Appointments Committee. It is 

therefore recommended that a Nomination Committee should be established 

which should lead the process for Board appointments and make 

recommendations to the Board, meeting on an ad hoc basis as appointments 

are required (it is recommended that the Committee meets at least annually).  

 
56. Committee structure – Remuneration Committee – a separate paper on the 

agenda (paper PRP05/14) deals with recommendations for Board Members’ 

remuneration. This paper recommends that future reviews of remuneration are 

conducted independently through the establishment of a Remuneration 

Committee, which might meet no more than annually to review remuneration 

arrangements and make recommendations to the Board. It is advisable that 

such a Committee, once constituted, include an independent external member, 

as well as up to three members of the Board. 

  

57. Arrangements for reviewing Board performance - the Board will need to 

undertake a formal and rigorous annual evaluation of its own performance and 

that of its committees. 

 
58. Arrangements for the appraisal of Board Members – as well as an appraisal 

of the Board’s overall performance, the Board will need to agree the 

arrangements for the appraisal of individual Board Members, including the 

Chair.  
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59. Arrangements for succession planning for the Board (Board Member 

recruitment) - The Board will need to satisfy itself that plans are in place for 

orderly succession for appointments to the Board, so as to maintain an 

appropriate balance of skills and experience and to ensure progressive 

refreshing of the Board. There should be a formal, rigorous and transparent 

procedure for the appointment of new Board Members (links to Nominations 

Committee above).  

 
60. Records management, including retention and disposal policies – the 

Board will need to agree policies connected with the organisation’s corporate 

memory, including identifying, classifying, prioritising, storing, securing, 

archiving, preserving, retrieving, tracking and destroying of records. Records 

management is part of an organisation's broader governance, risk and 

compliance activities and is primarily concerned with the evidence of an 

organisation's activities, as well as the reduction or mitigation of risk that may 

be associated with such evidence. 

 
61. Business continuity -  a policy on business continuity will aim to ensure that 

the Panel’s critical business functions will either continue to operate despite 

serious incidents or disasters that might otherwise have interrupted them, or will 

be recovered to an operational state within a reasonably short period of time.  

 
62. Corporate social responsibility – this policy would aim to embrace 

responsibility for the Panel’s corporate actions and encourage a positive impact 

on the social environment and stakeholders including consumers, employees, 

communities, and others. 

 
63. Environment / sustainability – thought will be given to how the work of the 

organisation may affect the environment, and an approach will need to be 

agreed as to the appropriate steps to take reduce our environmental impact 

 
64. Health and safety – an occupational health and safety policy will need to be 

developed and approved. 

 
65. Welsh language scheme – while the Welsh Language Act 1992 does not 

apply to the Panel, the Panel may wish to consider adopting a Welsh language 

scheme, including whether there are key documents which should be published 

in Welsh (for example, the Annual Report). 

 

Communications 
 

66. Once agreed in principle by the Board, the draft governance policies will be 

published on the Panel’s website as consultation drafts. Policies will then be 
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reviewed by the Board on a regular basis, incorporating feedback received via 

public consultation.  

 

67. A communication can be drafted to key stakeholders, explaining the proposed 

governance framework, and inviting comments on the consultation drafts. The 

Board may wish to advise whether any specific stakeholder engagement should 

be planned in relation to the issue which may be of interest to the Board. 

 

Risks 
 

68. There are significant reputational risks if the Panel does not adopt adequate 

governance procedures and policies (and in many respects, the Panel ought to 

be setting an example to the press regulators and therefore operating at the 

highest standards of governance). Development of these policies in a short 

timeframe will require resources. The prioritisation set out in this paper is 

intended to balance the risks involved.  

 

Recommendations 
 

 

69. The Board is asked to: 

 

69.1 agree the overall governance framework for the Panel; 

69.2 approve as interim positions to be adopted pending further consideration 

in the light of public consultation the policies attached at Annexes A to E: 

 Annex A - Working procedures of the Board  

 Annex B – Matters reserved to the Board  

 Annex C - Expenses policy 

 Annex D - Disciplinary Procedure for Chair and Members  

 Annex E - Declaration of interests policy 

69.3 approve as interim positions to be adopted pending further consideration 

in light of public consultation the policy statements at paragraphs 37 to 40 

covering confidentiality, expression of views and data protection;    

69.4 delegate authority to the Governance Manager and Chair to put in place 

a consultation process for the Governance Framework (the Panel’s overall 

approach to consultation is to be agreed as part of paper PRP01/14); 

69.5 note the timetable for further work set out at paragraph 70. 

 

Timeline for future work 
 

70. The interim draft policies and position statements will be uploaded to the PRP’s 

website once they have been amended to reflect comments raised in discussion 

(and any comments received from Board Members subsequent to the meeting 

on 5 December 2014). Group 2 policies will be brought to the 18 December 
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2014 meeting or as soon as possible thereafter and Group 3 policies to 

subsequent meetings in 2015 (according to a timetable).  

 

Attachments 
 

Annex A – Working procedures of the Board  

Annex B – Matters reserved to the Board  

Annex C – Expenses policy 

Annex D – Disciplinary Procedure for Chair and Members 

Annex E – Declaration of interests policy 
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Annex A 

Rules of procedure for meetings of the Press Recognition Panel Board 

Introduction 

1. The Press Recognition Panel (the Panel) came into being on 3 November 

2014 under the provisions of the Royal Charter on self-regulation of the 

press. 

Frequency of Meetings 

2. The Board shall meet at least ten times in each financial year. The period 

between any two consecutive meetings of the Board shall be no greater 

than two months.  

 

3. An emergency meeting of the Board may be called by the Chair where in 

their opinion an urgent matter has arisen, or following receipt of a written 

request, signed by at least two Board Members, setting out the reason 

why a special meeting is required.  

 

4. The Board may also hold development and strategy events. The purpose 

of such events will be to provide an opportunity to reflect more thoroughly 

on strategy and key issues and also to develop its working practices.  

Location of Board meetings 

5. Board meetings will be held in London. The Board may also decide to hold 

meetings in Edinburgh, Cardiff and Belfast or elsewhere.  

Notice of Meetings 

6. Board meetings will normally be called well in advance and, in any event, 

with a minimum of five clear working days’ notice. A Board meeting may 

exceptionally be called at less than five clear working days’ notice. Notice 

of a Board meeting will be given to Board Members in writing (including by 

email). Failure to receive notice of a Board meeting will not invalidate that 

Board meeting or any business transacted at it. 

 

7. By the end of September each year, a schedule of meetings of the Board 

(and any committees established by the Board) the following calendar 

year will be proposed for the Board's approval. 
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Agenda and papers 

8. The agenda and papers for Board meetings will normally be circulated at 

least five clear working days in advance of the meeting.  

 

9. Other than in exceptional circumstances, papers will be provided to Board 

Members in electronic form only. 

 
10. The agenda and papers (other than those relating to items to be 

discussed in a confidential session) for Board meetings will be placed on 

the Panel’s web site at the same time as being provided to Board 

Members.  

 

11. The papers for each meeting shall comprise: 

 an agenda approved by the Chair which shall indicate the matters to 

be discussed at the meeting; 

 a copy of the draft minutes of the last Board meeting; 

 such other supporting documents and information relevant to the 

matters to be discussed as the Chair may think appropriate. 

 

12. Non receipt of papers by individual Board Members will not invalidate a 

Board meeting or any business transacted at that meeting. 

 

13. Where a meeting of the Board is called at short notice the Board Secretary 

shall distribute notice of the meeting and the papers relating to the 

business to be transacted at the earliest practical opportunity. Papers will 

be distributed by email. 

 
14. With the permission of the Chair, papers may exceptionally be tabled at a 

Board meeting or circulated after the agenda is dispatched. 

Executive attendance at meetings 

15. Members of the executive (and relevant advisers) will normally attend 

meetings (or the relevant part of meetings) of the Board to support the 

consideration of specific items of business. On occasion executives may 

be asked to withdraw from the meeting for specific items of business.  

Other attendees at meetings 

16. Meetings of the Board will generally be open for public attendance but it 

will not be permissible for people attending to record or film a meeting or 
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any part of it without the express permission of the Board given in 

advance. 

 

17. Members of the public who wish to attend will be asked to notify the Board 

in advance of their wish wherever practicable so that appropriate 

arrangements can be made to accommodate the meeting.   

 

18. The public may be excluded from that part of a meeting which the Chair, 

or the Board, decides should be held in confidence given the nature of the 

subject matter, such as where the discussion relates to the personal 

affairs of an individual or to matters which would attract legal professional 

privilege, or, exceptionally, where the Board decides that its evaluation of 

the issues involved could be prejudiced by being held in public.  

 
19. The Chair may decide to exclude from a meeting any members of the 

public who disrupt or interfere with the progress of the meeting.  

 
20. The minutes of any confidential sessions will be made available in 

accordance with the principles arising from the Freedom of Information Act 

2000. 

 

21. The Board may invite other individuals to attend meetings of the Board, for 

example the Board may wish to hear a particular stakeholder's point of 

view on a matter. The invitation may be for the entire meeting or for a 

specific item(s); the invitee is not obliged to attend. Any individual 

attending a Board meeting in this capacity will not be entitled to vote and 

may be asked to withdraw from the meeting at any point. 

Quorum 

22. Any decision made by a properly constituted meeting of the Board 

satisfying the requirements of these procedure rules shall be deemed to 

be a decision made by the Board.  

 

23. In order to ensure that there has been proper input to, and scrutiny of, 

decisions it is necessary to have a quorum for meetings of the Board. The 

quorum for meetings of the Board shall be 50% of the Board Members 

(including the Chair) appointed at that time; when calculating this figure 

any fractions should be rounded down.  

 
24. If a Board Member cannot participate in a discussion and/or voting on any 
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matter as a result of a declaration of interest they will not count in the 

quorum for that item.  

 
25. If a quorum is not available for the discussion of any matter(s) this will be 

recorded in the minutes and the decision made will be ratified at the next 

quorate meeting of the Board.  

 
26. If a Board meeting becomes inquorate during the course of the meeting 

any decisions made will be ratified at the next quorate meeting of the 

Board. If those Members present at an inquorate meeting determine that a 

decision that falls to be taken by that meeting is of such significance that 

the decision should be taken by a quorum, that decision may be taken 

under the deferred decision provision (see below). 

 
27. All or any of the Board Members may, in exceptional cases, participate in 

a Board meeting by video conference, telephone or any communication 

technique that allows all persons participating in the meeting to hear each 

other. Board Members participating in this manner will be deemed to be 

present at the meeting and shall be entitled to make decisions and to vote 

and be counted in the quorum. 

 
28. Written comments on agenda items submitted by a Board Member who is 

absent may be circulated to those Board Members that are present and 

read out at an appropriate point in the meeting. This provision does not 

apply to Members who are not permitted to participate in a matter as a 

result of a declared conflict of interest. 

Chair 

29. The Chair will preside over all Board meetings. In the absence of the 

Chair, whether this be temporarily on the grounds of a declared conflict of 

interest or otherwise, a Board Member, chosen from amongst those 

present, will chair the meeting. It is the responsibility of the Chair or 

member presiding at the meeting to: 

 decide the order in which Board Members will speak, ensuring that 

adequate views are sought in order to make informed decisions; 

 determine all matters of order, competency and relevancy;   

 decide which matters are or are not out of order in terms of the meeting; 

 determine whether a vote is required and how it is carried out; 

 maintain order in the meeting; 

 adjourn the meeting, if necessary, for whatever period of time they 
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believe is appropriate. 

Conflict of Interest 

30. All Board Members must comply with the Panel’s procedure for conflicts of 

interest. 

Order of Business 

31. The normal order of business at every meeting of the Board shall be: 

 where the Chair is not present and the Chair has not nominated a 

Board Member to chair the meeting, to select a Member to chair the 

meeting; 

 to receive any apologies for absence; 

 to consider any declarations of interest;  

 to receive, modify (if necessary) and approve as a true and accurate 

record the minutes of the previous Board meeting; once approved the 

minutes will be signed by the Chair;  

 to deal with any matters arising from the minutes of the previous 

Board meeting in the order in which they appear;  

 to receive a report on any urgent decisions taken between meetings;  

 to consider such business as is set out on the agenda for the meeting;   

 to consider, at the discretion of the Chair, any items of other business. 

  

32. The order of business may be varied by resolution of the Board at the 

Chair's discretion. 

Voting 

33. Decisions of the Board will normally be made by consensus rather than by 

formal vote. Failing consensus, decisions will be made by a vote when: 

 the Chair (or in the Chair's absence the Member acting in that 

capacity) feels that there is a body of opinion amongst Board 

Members at the meeting that disagrees with a proposal or have 

expressed reservations about it and no clear consensus has 

emerged; or  

 a Board Member who is present requests that a vote be taken and 

this is supported by at least one other Board Member; or  

 the Chair feels that a vote is appropriate.  

 

34. If a vote is taken, the number voting for, against and any abstentions shall 
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be recorded in the minutes. The Chair will cast his/her vote at the same 

time as the Board. Voting shall normally take place by a show of hands or 

such other means of assent or dissent as the Chair deems appropriate.   

 

35. In the event of an equality of votes, the Chair shall have a second and 

casting vote. The decision will be carried by a simple majority. The Chair's 

ruling as to the outcome of such a vote shall be final. 

Deferral of Decision 

36. Any Board Member may propose to defer a decision on an agenda item in 

order that the Board can be provided with additional information to support 

the taking of that decision, or for any other reason. If this is agreed, the 

decision to defer, together with the reason for doing so, will be recorded in 

the minutes of the meeting together with a proposed timescale for 

returning the matter to the Board for consideration.  

 

37. A deferred decision may be taken through email correspondence outside 

of the Board meeting, where this is agreed in the meeting.  

 

38. All deferred decisions taken between Board meetings will be reported on 

and reflected in the minutes of the Board meeting subsequent to the 

decision being taken.  

Urgency 

39. During the course of the Panel’s business, matters may arise between 

scheduled Board meetings that require urgent Board approval or 

discussion and cannot be postponed until the next convened Board 

meeting. Where decisions that would ordinarily be taken at Board 

meetings have to be made on an urgent basis they may be taken by the 

Chair. A decision taken under this provision will be reported at the next 

Board meeting together with an explanation of the reasons for urgency. 

The decision will be recorded in the minutes of the Board meeting to which 

it is reported. 

 

40. If the Chair considers the urgent decision to be of a significant nature, 

arrangements will be made for the matter to be decided or discussed via 

email or at an emergency Board meeting.  

 
41. In the case of a decision made by email, in order for a recommendation to 
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be approved, a response must be received from at least 50% of the Board 

Members appointed at that time. When calculating this figure any fractions 

should be rounded down. The majority of the responses received must be 

in favour of the recommendation. 

Governance and Records 

42. Any point of order alleging a breach of these procedure rules shall be 

heard immediately. The Chair's ruling on the point of order shall be final.  

 

43. The Board Secretary will be present at all meetings of the Board and any 

meetings of a committee of the Board to advise and record any decisions 

made. The Chair will agree any individual to act as or deputise for the 

Board Secretary.  

 
44. The Board Secretary shall be responsible for ensuring that the minutes of 

the meeting, including a record of any resolution passed by the Board and 

any committee, are retained. The Chair (or in the Chair's absence Board 

Member acting in this capacity) will be asked to agree the minutes before 

they are presented to the Board for approval at the next Board meeting; 

once approved the minutes will be signed by the Chair.  

 

45. Once approved by the Board the minutes will be published on the PRP 

website. Papers will also be published on the PRP website shortly after 

the Board meeting at which they were considered. At the end of each 

meeting the Board will be asked to confirm the papers to be published; 

any material considered to be confidential will be redacted before 

publication. The presumption will be for the maximum level of openness 

and transparency. 

Reserved Matters 

46. Certain matters are reserved to the Board for decision. This does not 

preclude other matters being referred to the Board for decision.  

 

47. Where it is a matter of judgement as to whether a matter is reserved to the 

Board or not, the Chair will make a determination and the matters 

reserved will be amended or clarified accordingly.  
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ANNEX B 

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL 

MATTERS RESERVED TO THE BOARD 

The Royal Charter provides that the Board shall not delegate the following 

decisions (paragraph 6.2): (a) a decision to recognise or withdraw recognition 

from a Regulator in accordance with the Scheme of Recognition; and (b) a 

decision to undertake an ad hoc review in accordance with the Scheme of 

Recognition. Otherwise, the Charter (paragraph 6.1) gives the Board the power 

to determine and regulate its own procedures. In accordance with these powers, 

the following matters are reserved to the Board for decision. 

Policy 

1. A decision to recognise or withdraw recognition from a Regulator in 

accordance with the Scheme of Recognition. 

2. A decision to undertake an ad hoc review in accordance with the Scheme of 

Recognition. 

3. A proposed amendment to the Royal Charter (which must be ratified by a 

resolution that has been passed unanimously by all Members of the Board). 

4. Surrendering of the Royal Charter, and subsequently winding up and 

otherwise dealing with the affairs of the Recognition Panel in a manner which 

the Panel considers fit. 

5. The Scheme for charging fees to Regulators. 

6. Approval of major items of Panel policy that raise new issues of principle. 

7. Approving use of the Common Seal, including altering the Common Seal and 

replacing it with a new one. 

8. Approval of the Panel’s strategy and forward programme of work. 

9. Approval of the Panel’s communications strategy. 

Organisational Issues 

10. Approval of the annual budget and any material changes to it. 

11. Approval of the annual report. 

12. Approval of the annual accounts. 

13. Decisions to commence or defend significant litigation.  

14. Approval of the publication of any Panel public consultation paper and major 

decisions following that consultation.  

15. Approval of the Panel’s response to any significant external consultation of 

strategic importance to the Panel. 
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16. Approval of any delegation in accordance with the Panel’s governance 

framework and the variation or rescinding of any such delegation.  

Management Issues 

17. Decisions relating to the Panel’s executive structure.  

18. Determining the remuneration strategy.   

19. Approval and strategic monitoring of health and safety policies.  

20. Oversight of the capability/capacity of the Panel to meet its statutory 

objectives.  

21. General oversight of the discharge by the executive of Panel’s business.  

22. Contractual and Other Obligations with Third Parties. 

23. Approval of contracts in the ordinary course of business above £50,000.  

24. Approval of any memorandum of understanding or formal agreements of 

strategic importance that the Panel may enter into with a third party.  

Financial Reporting and controls 

25. Review performance against the Panel’s strategy, objectives and budget and 

ensuring any corrective action is taken. 

Board Membership and other appointments 

26. Appointment or removal of Board Members.  

27. Appointment to or removal from committees including identification of the 

chair and the payment of such remuneration and allowances to any person 

who is a member of a Board committee but who is not a Board Member.  

Delegation of Authority 

28. Approval of terms of reference of Board committees. 

Governance 

29. The undertaking of regular reviews of the performance of the Board and 

Board committees.  

30. Approval and review of the governance framework other than technical 

changes which may be signed off by the Chair.  

31. Approval and review of this schedule of matters reserved for Board decision  

Legal 

32. Anything that is by law reserved to the Board. 
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ANNEX C 

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL EXPENSES POLICY 

Scope 

1. This policy applies to all Board Members, advisers, visitors and staff of the 

Press Recognition Panel (the Panel).  

 

2. This policy is designed to ensure cost efficiency and business effectiveness. In 

making claims for these expenses claimants must apply a test of 

reasonableness and use the most cost efficient means of discharging their 

responsibilities.  

 

3. Expenditure which conflicts with the policy on expenses will not be authorised. 

 

Responsibilities  

 

4. Claimants are asked to submit claims as soon as possible. Claims submitted 

after the 20th of the month will be reimbursed the following month. All claimants 

must ensure expenses are submitted within two calendar months and at the 

year-end (31 March) no later than the date advised by the Finance Director. 

Claims after this period will be paid only in exceptional circumstances. 

 

Expenses 

 

5. The Panel does not use the services of an authorised travel agent. All travel 

and hotel bookings should be made directly by the individual who will be 

reimbursed in accordance with this policy, unless otherwise advised by the 

Governance Manager (for example, arrangements might be made for travel and 

hotel accommodation for overnight stays involving all Board Members). 

 

6. The claimant is expected to take advantage of the best available rates. 

 

Travel and Subsistence Costs  

 

7. It is expected that claimants who live within one and a half hours travelling 

distance of their official destination will travel daily. 

 

8. For travel to attend meetings of the Board or otherwise on the business of the 

Panel, expenses can be claimed at the following rates: 

(i) actual payments for the most cost effective travel by standard class, a 

flexible return or the cost equivalent public rail transport. Any requests to 

travel other than standard class should be forwarded with an explanation 

of the circumstances to be approved by the Finance Director. The test of 
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reasonableness will apply; 

(ii) cost is assumed to apply to travel from the claimant’s principal place of 

residence within the UK.  Where this is not the case, the expense 

claimable would be the lower of the actual cost of travel, and travel from 

the principal UK residence.  Any exceptional circumstance require 

approval by the Finance Director; 

(iii) the same principles applied to rail travel apply also to air travel; 

(iv) for travel by private car, 45 pence per mile for the first 10,000 miles, 25 

pence over 10,000 miles (in accordance with approved HMRC mileage 

rates), and actual parking fees and congestion charge; 

(v) for travel by motorcycle, 24 pence per mile; 

(vi) for travel by bicycle, 20 pence per mile; 

(vii) for travel by underground or bus including where oyster card travel is 

used, reimbursement of the actual fare where evidence of the journey is 

provided (oyster statement or ticket are the usual evidence accepted); 

(viii) in the event of business meetings finishing more than 2 hours earlier than 

expected, only Board members and those not paid a daily rate may 

purchase a single ticket for UK travel. Any claimant paid a daily rate will 

be expected to fund an early return themselves; 

(ix) where a claimant holds a travel pass allowing a discount (for example the 

Senior Citizens pass) there is an expectation that these will be used in 

order to secure the best value fare.  

 

9. When absent from home or attending business meetings of the Panel or or 

otherwise on the business of thePanel, expenditure on subsistence will be 

reimbursed against receipts up to the following limits: 

(i) for lunch, up to £15 per day plus vat; 

(ii) for dinner, up to £25 per day plus vat; 

(iii) for each night’s absence in respect of accommodation up to £140 per 

night plus vat. This must not include any extras such as alcohol or 

newspapers. These must be paid for separately by the claimant; 

(iv) any hospitality to third parties must be approved by the Finance Director 

and must be in accordance with the Panel’s policy on gifts and 

hospitality (e.g. hospitality for anyone who is not an employee). 

 

Carer costs or other ‘reasonable adjustments’ 

10. Reimbursement of carer costs that enable participants to attend events will be 

made upon presentation of evidence supporting the claim.  

11. Where ‘reasonable adjustments’ are required to enable a claimant’s 

participation (whether travel, accommodation or otherwise), the cost of making 

these will be reimbursed.  
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Airline Frequent Flyer Schemes 

 

12. Claimants may retain frequent flyer scheme benefits. However, participation in 

these schemes must not influence flight selection. The lowest proposed airfare, 

as defined in this policy, should be taken regardless of the traveller’s airline 

affiliation. In addition, airline club memberships and credit card reward 

programmes are at the traveller’s expense. 

 

Lost or Missing Receipts / Tickets 

 

13. For audit purposes receipts are required for all subsistence claims. Ticket 

counterfoils and boarding passes for airline tickets, and original receipts for all 

other incidental expenses should be attached to expense claim forms. Items 

not supported by receipts or other evidence will not be paid. 

 

14. In the event of lost or missing receipts the claimant should seek duplicate 

receipts or produce alternative proof of payment. If no proof of payment is 

available, refunds will be allowable only if accompanied by a written explanation 

and approved by the Finance Director for audit purposes. 

 

Authorisation 

 

15. All claims submitted must be authorised by the Chair, or an individual 

nominated to authorise claims on his/her behalf. 

 

Notes 

 

16. The Finance Director will monitor exceptions to the policy and report them to 

the Board periodically. 

 

17. Claims for subsistence may not exceed the daily limits shown except with the 

agreement of the Finance Director. If there is a request for a regular variation 

in respect of any part of this policy in relation to any claimant the case will be 

referred to the Board for a decision, and the policy amended as necessary. 
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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL 

Claim form for Fees and Expenses 

                                                                          Member   Adviser   Visitor    Other 
 
      Capacity:                                         
 
Name: ____________________________________________________________ 
 
Meeting title: _______________________________________________________ 
 
Date of meeting: ____________________________________________________ 
 
Location: __________________________________________________________ 
 
 

A  TRAVEL £ p 
 1 Fares   
  

Single/return fare(s) by air/land transport from: 
  

  
Supplements (including underground/bus)  

  

 
2 Taxis amount paid   

  

 
3 Use of Car  (miles @ 45p per mile)   

     
B  SUBSISTENCE    
 

4           Lunch(es)   

 
5           Dinner(s)   

 
6           Bed & Breakfast(s)   

                                                                                                                   
C  INCIDENTAL EXPENSES   
 

7 Parking costs   

 
8 Other   

     
D  ATTENDANCE ALLOWANCE   
 

9 Days at sum agreed: 
  

 
                                                              TOTAL CLAIMED: 

  

 
I confirm that the above expenses are properly incurred in undertaking PRP 
business and are not claimed from any other source. 
 

Signature:                 Date: 

Appoved by:      Date: 

Notes: Please see overleaf 
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NOTES TO CLAIM FORM 

 

1. Where an individual is claiming travelling expenses from another organisation 

in respect of any day for which travelling expenses is now claimed, the claim 

against the Panel should relate only to any additional costs necessarily 

incurred and the form annotated accordingly.  

 

2.  When attending meetings of the Board or otherwise on the business of the 

Panel:  

(i) all travel and hotel bookings should be made by the claimant, who will 
then claim back the sum in accordance with the Panel’s policy on 
expenses. 

(ii) for travel by private car, 45p per mile for the first 10,000 miles; and 
actual garage and parking fees. 

 

3. When the claimant is absent from home or business in attending meetings of 

the Board or otherwise on the business of the Panel, expenditure on 

subsistence will be reimbursed against receipts issued up to the following 

limits: 

 (i) for lunch, up to £15 per day, unless lunch is provided; 

(ii) for dinner, up to £25 per day; plus VAT 

(iii) for each night’s absence in respect of bed and breakfast, up to £140 

per night. 

 

4. Expenditure receipts are required for all claims - receipts should be attached 

to this claim form. 

 

5.  Claims for subsistence may not exceed the daily limits shown except with the 

agreement of the Finance Director. 

 

6.  All claims submitted must be authorised by the Chair, or an individual 

nominated to authorise claims on his/her behalf. 
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ANNEX D 

 

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL 

 

DISCIPINARY PROCEDURE FOR CHAIR AND MEMBERS OF THE 

BOARD  

 

Introduction and scope 

 

1. The Royal Charter provides (para 6.2) that: 

 

‘If the Board is satisfied (which shall require a majority of two thirds of the 

Members entitled to vote concur), that a Member is unwilling, unable or unfit 

to discharge the functions of a Member of the Board under this Charter, that 

Member shall be duly dismissed and notified in writing of this fact, together 

with reasons. The Member concerned shall not be entitled to vote on this 

matter and the Board may make further provision as to the operation of this 

paragraph under Article 6 of the Charter.’ 

 

2. This procedure has been prepared to give effect to the provision above and 

has been approved (and will be periodically reviewed) by the Board of the 

Press Recognition Panel (the Board).  

 

3. This disciplinary procedure is also to be used in the event of an allegation 

of personal misconduct or impropriety or a suspected breach of duty by the 

Chair or any other of the Board. 

 

4. In accordance with paragraph 6.1 of the Royal Charter, any Member of the 

Board may resign by giving notice in writing to the Panel. 

 

Legal representation 

 

6. At any stage of an investigation into allegations made against a Member, 

the Member is entitled to legal representation. The Member will be reminded 

of this entitlement to advice at each relevant stage of the procedure. If the 

Member chooses to be legally represented, he/she must inform the  

Chair in writing of the name and address of the legal representative.  

 

7. Legal representation will be at the Member’s expense. However, depending 

on the outcome of the investigation, some or all of such costs may be 

reimbursed at the discretion of the Board. 

 

Procedure for investigating alleged breaches of duty in relation to 

Members other than the Chair 
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Preliminary consideration 

 

8. If the Chair becomes aware of issues relevant to this policy relating to a 

Member, the Chair must: 

(i) inform the Member in writing of the details of the issue and invite  

him/her to submit written comments within 14 days, or such other period as  

may be specified; and 

(ii) notify the full Board that he/she has done so. 

 

9. Following consideration of the Member’s written comments, if the Chair is  

satisfied, on the basis of all the information available to him/her, that any 

concerns raised are manifestly unfounded, no further action will be taken. The 

Chair must inform the Member, the full Board and any person who made a 

relevant allegation of his/her decision. 

 

10. If the Chair is satisfied, on the basis of all the information available to 

him/her, that the issue raised is not manifestly unfounded, he/she must 

immediately write to the Member concerned: 

(i) stating that the issue will be investigated; 

(ii) enclosing a copy of these procedures; 

(iii) setting a date for the individual to meet the Chair (preferably within  

14 days from receipt of the letter); and 

(iv) informing the individual of his/her entitlement to be accompanied or  

legally represented at the meeting and at any subsequent stages of the  

investigation. 

 

Meeting with the Chair 

 

11. The Chair will meet the Member concerned to discuss the alleged issue 

and the Chair will then decide the appropriate course of action to be taken. 

The Member may be accompanied or legally represented at the meeting by a 

person of his/her choosing. 

 

12. After the meeting, the Chair, having regard to all relevant factors,  

including the outcome of any further investigation he/she may consider  

necessary, will submit a report to the full Board in which he/she may  

recommend that the Board should take one or more of the following  

courses of action: 

(i) dismiss any allegation and/or end the consideration of the issue; 

(ii) direct further investigation of any allegation/issue; 

(iii) suspend the individual’s appointment to the Board pending further  

investigation; 

(iv) terminate the individual’s appointment to the Board; and 
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(v) direct such other action as the Chair considers necessary. 

 

13. On the basis of the report prepared by the Chair, the full Board will 

determine the matter. In accordance with the Royal Charter, the Board’s 

decision shall require a majority of two thirds of the Members entitled to vote 

concur. The Member concerned shall not be entitled to vote on this matter. 

 

14. If the Board suspends the Member’s appointment, it may direct whether 

such suspension is to be with or without remuneration. 

 

15. If the Member’s appointment is terminated, the Member will be notified 

without delay and in writing, together with reasons for the Board’s decision. 

 

Further investigation 

 

16. If the Board directs further investigation, it may appoint an Investigating 

Officer. The Investigating Officer may be an official of the PRP or any other 

person at the Board’s discretion. 

 

17. Subject to any whistleblowing arrangements the PRP has in place, the 

Investigating Officer may seek any further evidence and interview any person, 

as he/she considers necessary. 

 

18. The Investigating Officer must report his/her findings of fact to the Member 

concerned and invite his/her comments within 14 days, or such other period 

as may be specified. 

 

19. At the conclusion of the investigation, the Investigating Officer will report 

his/her findings together with the Member’s comments, if any, to the Board.  

The Investigating Officer may also make recommendations to the Board. 

 

Notification of decision 

 

20. After consideration of the Investigating Officer’s report and any 

recommendations and of any comments made by the Member, the Board will 

determine the matter. The Board’s decision shall require a majority of two 

thirds of the Members entitled to vote concur. The Member concerned shall 

not be entitled to vote on this matter. 

 

21. If the Member’s appointment is terminated, the Member will be notified 

without delay and in writing of this fact, together with reasons for the Board’s 

decision. 

 

22. At the conclusion of the investigation, the Board may publicly  
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announce its final decision. Any such announcement would normally be 

brought to the attention of the Commissioner for Public Appointments. 

 

Procedure for investigating complaints made about Members in their  

professional capacity 

 

23. If a complaint in relation to the conduct of a Board Member in a 

professional or personal capacity is made to or by a professional body or 

prosecuting authority, they should notify the Chair without delay and the 

matter will be declared at the next Board meeting. 

 

24. If the Chair considers that the issue is one that potentially falls within the 

scope of this policy, he/she will act in accordance with the requirements of this 

policy.   

 

Investigations relating to the Chair  

 

27. Any allegation or concern relevant to this policy and relating to the Chair 

should be made to (or may be raised by) a Member of the Board. A 

nominated Member will inform the Chair of the issue as soon as possible. 

 

28. Any investigation relating to the Chair will be carried out by an 

independent person, on the Board’s behalf.  

 

29. The procedures set out in this document will apply, save that references to 

the Chair in the conduct of the investigation will be substituted by ‘the Board’ 

(or any person the Board directs). 
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ANNEX E 

 

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL DECLARATION OF INTERESTS POLICY 

 

Register of Interests 

1. The Royal Charter provides at paragraph 6.3 that ‘The Board shall put in 

place arrangements by which a Member can: 

(a) register his interests or any other matter he considers relevant to the 

Purpose of the Recognition Panel; 

(b) determine whether any interest he holds, directly or indirectly, gives 

rise to a conflict of interest; 

(c) declare such conflicts to the Board; and 

(d) absent himself from decision-making where the Board determines it is 

appropriate so to do’. 

 

2. This Declarations of Interest policy gives effect to these provisions in the 

Royal Charter. All Board Members must declare any personal or business 

interests which may, or may be perceived to, conflict with their 

responsibilities as Members of the Board. 

 

3. The Panel will maintain a Register of Board Members’ disclosable 

interests which will be a public document and will be reviewed from time 

to time to ensure that it remains accurate and up to date. The Register will 

be published on the Panel’s website. The purpose of the Register is to 

ensure transparency in relation to any interests of Board Members, or of 

their spouses, partners and dependent children, that have the potential, or 

might be perceived as having the potential, to give rise to a conflict of 

interest. 

 

4. Board Members are required to make a declaration of interests for the 

purposes of the Register immediately on taking up appointment as a 

Board Member, and are required subsequently to declare any new matter 

that is required to be included on the Register as soon as possible after it 

arises.  

 

5. It is the duty of each Board Member to declare any matter that is required 

to be included on the Register. If a Board Member is in doubt as to 

whether or not a particular matter should be declared, they should err on 

the side of caution and discuss the conflict or perceived conflict with the 

Chair who will provide confidential guidance. 

 

6. Any new interests or changes in interests already registered should be 

declared as soon as possible. Failure to disclose relevant matters will be 

regarded as inconsistent with the principles of corporate governance and 
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incompatible with continued appointment as a Board Member. 

Declaration of Registrable Interests 

7. Board Members are asked to review all aspects of their personal and 

professional life (and those of individuals linked to them both personally 

and professionally) in order to identify which interests, if any, may be 

perceived by the public as directly or indirectly influencing or affecting 

their judgement or as benefiting them.  For example: 

 any position of authority in a charity or voluntary body; 

 connection with any body which contracts with or is likely to 

contract with the Panel; 

 directorships in public and private companies including non-

executive directorships; 

 majority or controlling shareholdings in any undertaking; 

 ownership of any company, business or consultancy; and 

 remunerated employment, consultancy, trade, profession or 

vocation. 

 

8. The primary consideration which will determine whether or not an interest 

should be declared is the reasonable perception of the public rather than 

whether the interest will have an actual influence or benefit. The latter is 

relevant only to the issue of resolving potential conflicts and not the 

decision to declare. 

 

Declaration of Conflicts of Interest at Meetings of the Board 

9. Before any item is discussed at a Board Meeting each Board Member 

must disclose any conflict of interest that they believe may arise in relation 

to that item. If a Board Member is in any doubt as to whether a particular 

matter constitutes a conflict of interest that should be disclosed, they 

should disclose it.  

 

10. Conflicts of interest shall be treated in the following manner: 

 the Chair (or in the absence of the Chair the Member acting in that 

capacity for the meeting in question) will decide if a matter disclosed by 

a Board Member amounts to a significant conflict of interest that would 

prevent that Board Member from participating in the discussion of the 

item under discussion; 

 the person in respect of whom the conflict of interest is believed to exist 

shall have the opportunity to address the meeting regarding the potential 

conflict of interest; and 

 where the Chair (or in the absence of the Chair the Member acting in 

that capacity for the meeting in question) decides that any Board 

Member does has a conflict of interest, or perceived conflict of interest, 
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and that interest is of such significance that the Member should not 

participate in the item under discussion that Member should withdraw 

from the meeting.  

10. Board Members may be required at any time to confirm that their current 

entries on the Register are accurate and up to date and will be asked to 

do so at least once in every year. Each Board Member must sign a form 

(Appendix 1) to confirm the accuracy of their entry on the Register. 
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APPENDIX 1 - DECLARATION OF REGISTRABLE INTERESTS FORM 
 

Please declare your interests below. If you have no interests to declare in a 

particular section then please place an ‘X’ in the correct box.  

 

You should make clear whether the interest applies to you, your partner or a 

member of your immediate family, a connected person(s) or some other close 

personal connection.  

 

A. Employment (including previous employment if still applicable) where you have 

a financial interest (including directorships and membership of directing bodies) 

 

 

 
 

I have nothing to declare in Part A.   

 

B. Ownership of any company, business or consultancy 

 

 

 

 
 

I have nothing to declare in Part B.   

 

C. Shareholdings or investments of any company, business or consultancy in 
which the Board Member has a significant shareholding or other financial interest 

 

 

 
 

I have nothing to declare in Part C.   

 

D. Appointments, Offices and membership of other bodies, voluntary or otherwise 
(including trusteeships, directorships, local authority membership, tribunals, 
membership of professional bodies, special interest groups, mutual support 
organisations, subject association or trade union etc.)  

 

 

 

 
 

I have nothing to declare in Part D.   
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E. Any contracts to which the Board Member is party and which will result in 

remuneration or receipt of grant 

 

 

 

 
 

I have nothing to declare in Part E.   

 

F. Any other interests or conflicts which are not covered by the above 

 

 

 

 

 

I have nothing to declare in Part F.   

 

 

Signed:  

Dated: 

 

Please return to the Governance Manager 
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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD  
 
REPORT ON IMPLEMENTATION STEPS TAKEN TO DATE 

 
Meeting: 5 December 2014 Status: for approval 
 
Lead responsibility: David Wolfe, Chair 
 

Contact details: Holly Perry, 
Governance Manager, 07813691565 

 
Purpose 
 

1. The purpose of this paper is to update the Board on a number of 

implementation steps taken to date, and to seek the Board’s approval for 

arrangements going forward. 

 

2. The Board is invited to: 

2.1 agree the continued engagement of Holly Perry (governance), Gavin 

Sturge (finance) and John Williams (media and public affairs) pending 

consideration of a longer term approach to staffing in due course (once the 

Chief Executive is appointed); 

2.2 agree the position regarding payment of the individuals being engaged;  

2.3 agree payments to the Chair for work undertaken by him up to 3 November 

2014 (to enable the Board to commence its work) at the £500 daily rate set 

for that period of his appointment; 

2.4 note the update regarding the Panel’s banking arrangements, and agree to 

continuation of the arrangements, subject to any adjustments; 

2.5 note the update regarding the Panel’s premises arrangements, and agree 

continuation of the arrangements, subject to any adjustments; 

2.6 note the position regarding finances;  

2.7 note the update regarding IT, and agree the following: 

 the adoption of a paperless approach to Board business,  

 the purchase of laptops for Board Members; and 

 the purchase of BoardPad software for Board meetings.  

2.8 note the position regarding the Panel website, Twitter account and contact 

database, and agree the continuation of the arrangements pending 

adoption of a communications strategy for the Panel in due course; 

2.9 note the correspondence received to date; 

2.10 note the timetable for further work at paragraph 50. 

 

Executive Summary 

 

3. The Board is being brought up to speed on a number of implementation issues 

that have been taken to date relating to the engagement of personnel, banking, 

premises, finance, IT, website/communications and correspondence received to 
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date. Various decisions have been taken by the Chair between his appointment 

date and the inception of the Panel (3 November 2014) in order to put in place 

the minimum arrangements needed to enable the organisation to begin 

functioning from the point of inception. Now that the Board is in place, these are 

decisions that need the approval or ratification of the Board, with amendments 

as required.  

 

4. The Chair of the Board is the sponsor of this area of work. The work to prepare 

this paper has been undertaken by Holly Perry, interim Governance Manager, 

with the input of Gavin Sturge, interim Finance Director, and John Williams, 

interim Communications Advisor).  

 
5. Between mid-September and mid-October 2014, a number of set up meetings 

were held to help the Chair with implantation issues. The meetings were held on 

the following dates, and the notes of the meetings are attached to this paper for 

the Board’s reference: 

 11 September 2014 (notes attached at Annex A); 

 23 September 2014 (notes attached at Annex B); 

 1 October 2014 (notes attached at Annex C); 

 9 October 2014 (notes attached at Annex D); 

 17 October 2014 (notes attached at Annex E). 

 

Background and analysis 

  

Personnel 

 

6. The Royal Charter sets out the powers of the Panel in relation to staffing at 

section 7: 

 

7.1 The Recognition Panel may employ staff or otherwise engage people 

whose services are deemed expedient in order to carry out or promote the 

Purpose of the Recognition Panel, and, in particular, to organise, assist with 

the work of, and advise the Board. 

 

7. For the period 1 September to 5 December 2014 (i.e. the date of the Board’s 

first meeting) the Chair has contracted directly with Holly Perry on an hourly 

rate of £50 (to assist with governance matters), Gavin Surge on an hourly rate 

of £60 (to assist with finance administration) and John Williams1 on a daily rate 

of £502 (to assist with media information and public affairs).  Formal terms of 

engagement were agreed with the individuals using standard terms and 

conditions. To 3 November 2014, the following payments have been made: 

                                                 
1 John Williams was initially contracted by the Ministry of Justice. 
2 John Williams is on a weekly retainer of 3 hours (at a rate of £50 an hour). 
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Holly Perry - £3,749; Gavin Sturge - £2,628; and John Williams - £1,975. The 

Board is invited to note these payments to 3 November 2014.  

  

8. The Chair’s recommendation to the Board – subject to further discussion 

during a confidential session without the individuals present – is to continue to 

engage the individuals on their current terms and rates until a Chief Executive 

has been recruited, and future staffing requirements and arrangements are 

determined. New contracts with the individuals will need to be signed, to give 

effect to the fact that they are being engaged by the Board rather than the 

Chair (with effect from 5 December 2014). 

 
9. The Board is also asked to note the work undertaken by the Chair to enable 

the Board to commence its work during the period (prior to Panel creation) 

during which it was specified that he be paid at a £500 daily rate for days 

worked (as to which, see his letter of appointment attached at Annex F, which 

contemplated he spend up to two days per week on that work in that period). 

He spent a total of 21 days on the work in the period up to 21 November 2014. 

Four days of that (those spent on shortlisting and interviewing Board 

candidates) have already been paid for by the Commissioner for Public 

Appointments, with the balance appearing in the finance report attached at 

Annex H. It is recommended that the Board agree payments to the Chair on 

the £500 daily rate in respect of the remaining 17 days. The daily rate payble to 

the Chair since 3 November 2014 will be considered separately as part of the 

Board’s discussions on Board Members’ remuneration (paper PRP05/14 on the 

agenda refers).  

 

10. The Board is invited to: 

 agree the continued engagement of Holly Perry (governance), Gavin Sturge 

(finance administration) and John Williams (media information and public 

affairs) on their current terms pending consideration of a longer term 

approach to staffing in due course (once the Chief Executive is appointed);  

 agree the position regarding payment of the individuals being engaged;  

 agree payments to the Chair at £500 for 17 days work up to 3 November 

2014. 

 

Banking 

 

11. There was an urgent requirement to establish banking arrangements in order 

that sums of money could be transferred to a Panel bank account to enable 

steps to be taken to ensure that the organisation could function on inception.  

 

12. The key criteria determined by the Chair and interim Finance Director included 

the level of face-to-face service and an understanding of the Panel’s unique 

governance structure. The Panel’s reputational risk was also a key factor.  
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13. The interim Finance Director visited all the high street clearing banks during the 

week commencing 15 September 2014. Of these, three were unable to assist 

immediately or in person with the opening of a business account, with referral 

to a telephone line and a website instead. One bank (HSBC) was more helpful, 

and was able to provide a face-to-face meeting, but was unable to assist 

further on the day, but assured the interim Finance Director that a specialist 

advisor would call later that day. No call was subsequently received.   

 

14. A Swedish bank, Handelsbanken, was approached as an alternative. This bank 

with a good reputation and are well established and growing within the UK. An 

immediate face-to-face meeting was offered, and the bank quickly understood 

the PRP’s requirements and particular governance challenges (including not 

formally coming into existence until November 2014). Handelsbanken were 

able to demonstrate experience of providing accounts to a wide range of 

organisations, and confirmed it would be in a position to set up an account 

quickly, including the setting up of credit card facilities.  

 

15. In relation to due diligence, Handelsbanken were able to provide an FAQ 

document providing assurance in relation to a range of issues (attached at 

Annex G). This helps to address all the major concerns a new organisation 

would have over opening banking facilities with a non UK banking institution. 

 

16. The Chair subsequently approved the opening of a current account and deposit 

account with Handelsbanken, making clear to the bank that the decision was 

interim only and would rely on a decision by the full Board once established for 

the longer term banking arrangements.  

 
17. The current arrangements with the bank allow for the Chair, Gavin Sturge and 

Holly Perry to have on-line access; payments out of the account (or between 

the accounts) need approval of both the Chair and Gavin Sturge; a debit card 

has been issued to the Chair which allows for daily expenditure of £2,500; a 

credit card is being provided but has not yet been received. 

 

18. The Board is invited to note the update regarding the Panel’s banking 

arrangements, and agree to continuation of the arrangements, subject to any 

adjustments. For good governance purposes, the PRP’s banking arrangements 

should be reviewed on a cyclical basis (e.g. annually or biennially). The Board 

will also need to agree (as part of its approval of delegation arrangements, 

elsewhere on the agenda, paper PRP02(14) refers) what authorities are 

needed going forward for the Panel’s expenditure. 
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Premises  

 

19. In relation to premises, the Chair determined that acquisition of office space 

under a contract (however short) was a matter for the full Board to determine. 

Therefore, the decision to enter a contract to rent space for anything other than 

ad hoc use (i.e. a serviced office) was deferred until the Board had considered 

and agreed the requirements at its first meeting. However, ‘virtual office’ 

arrangements were necessary in order that the Panel could offer an address 

(even if only temporary) for the purposes of banking and other initial matter. 

 

20. The interim Finance Director investigated three serviced office options, as 

detailed below: 

 

Office space comparison 

 Regus/MWB i2 Office Abbey Offices 

Address Fleet Street, 

EC4A 2AB 

St Paul’s 

Churchyard, 

EC4M 8BU 

St Paul’s 

EC1A 4EN 

Virtual office cost £79 £109 £175 

Two person office 

cost (per month) 

£1,500 £1,000 £1,260 

Initial period 6 months 3 months 3 months 

Services £59 per person £75 per person TBC 

 

21. On the basis of the three options presented, the Chair, interim Finance Director 

and interim Governance Manager visited the Regus serviced offices in Fleet 

Street on 23 September 2014 and concluded that the services on offer (single 

use office, meeting room space and a ‘virtual office’ package) were fit for 

purpose (including in terms of accessibility for people with mobility difficulties). 

The Finance Director undertook further due diligence on the comparative costs, 

and the Chair subsequently agreed a virtual office service with Regus (a 

physical office was not considered a requirement at that stage). Monthly costs, 

paid in monthly instalments, are £79, with a two-month deposit paid in advance 

and a registration fee of £35 also paid up front. The contract agreed with 

Regus is for six months, with a two-month notice period. A review of the 

contract is diarised for January 2015. 

 

22. The Board is invited to consider the need for and nature of a physical presence 

(at Regus Fleet Street, or at premises elsewhere). The advantages of a 

serviced office are that costs are relatively low and can be adjusted with 

relative ease depending on the Panel’s short to medium term requirements. 

The disadvantages of relying on a serviced office include: lack of space if staff 

numbers increase beyond two.  
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23. The Board is invited to note the update regarding the Panel’s current premises 

arrangements, and agree continuation/amendment of the arrangements, 

subject to any adjustments. The Panel is recommended that a two-person 

office at Regus, Fleet Street, is acquired for a six month period pending further 

decisions including as to location of a more-permanent physical base for the 

Panel. 

 

Finance 

 

24. Soon after the Panel’s bank account with Handelsbanken became active, the 

Ministry of Justice transferred an initial sum of £50,000 to cover the costs 

expected to be incurred in the period up to inception of the Board. A further 

£850,000 has since been transferred by the MoJ in relation to the remainder of 

the financial year 2014/15 (giving a total of £900,000).The interim Finance 

Director has taken responsibility for monitoring and recording transactions 

relating to the account, under delegated authority from Chair.  

 

25. The interim Finance Director has – as an interim measure given the limited 

nature of the task at this stage - set up a spreadsheet as a method of 

accounting. In due course, a decision will need to be taken as to the approach 

to be taken in the medium to long term. One option to be investigated for an 

accounting system is Sage Cloud (on the basis that the Panel’s IT system is 

not networked, at least in the short to medium term).  

 
26. A bank-reconciled set of accounts will be presented to the Board on a monthly 

basis and the position as at 21 November 2014 (income and expenditure year 

ended 31 March 2015) is attached at Annex H. This shows a surplus of 

£878,308. A draft budget will shortly be drawn up to cover the period until 31 

March 2014, and an early action for the Chief Executive once appointed will be 

to present the Board with a budget for 2015/16.  

 
27. The Board is invited to note the position regarding the Panel’s finances. 

 

Information Technology 

 

28. In relation to IT hardware, the Chair contracted with a small IT company 

(AMCL) to secure three laptops (for the Chair, Holly Perry and Gavin Sturge) at 

a total cost of £4,447. AMCL recommended Zimbra for emails and the PRP 

website’s URL is connected to the Zimbra account. AMCL has configured the 

laptops with Windows 8 Professional, the Office online suite and also 

encrypted them. AMCL has also synced PRP emails to individuals’ mobile 

phones. The Chair has established a Twitter account for the PRP.  
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29. It was agreed that no printer was required immediately, and at a later stage this 

– together with a decision about Cloud storage (on the basis the IT is not likely 

to be networked) a decision about printing facilities would need to be made.  

 
30. It is proposed that each member of the Board is issued with a laptop for Panel 

related activity. Members are invited to give their preferences at this meeting of 

the Board. If all Members are content to be issued with laptops, the basis for 

working will – if agreed - be paperless. 

 
31. The interim Governance Manager has investigated the options for software to 

facilitate the production and dispatch of Board papers. The two most widely 

used products on the market were investigated, however one was based in the 

USA (Diligent Boardbooks) and was therefore ruled out on this basis. The 

second product, BoardPad, is widely used by public bodies that have adopted 

paperless Board meetings. BoardPad is also now in widespread use within UK 

Boardrooms including 26 companies in the FTSE100.  Well over 600 

companies and organisations use BoardPad for all their meetings and more 

than 12,000 Board Members now access their Board papers in this way. A few 

examples of regulation companies that are currently using BoardPad are 

Ofcom, Ofwat, Ofqual and the Financial Reporting Council. Some case studies 

can be viewed by following this link: http://www.boardpad.com/clients/ . 

 
32. BoardPad is a subsidiary of ICSA (the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and 

Administrators). ICSA is the chartered membership and qualifying body for 

individuals working in governance, risk and compliance, including company 

secretaries. The professional body has a strong reputation, and this provides 

considerable assurance as to the product. BoardPad holds all its hosting within 

the UK (with datacentres in Feltham and Docklands). 24 hour support for 

company secretaries and Board Members is also included in the fees. A 

brochure, fact sheet and security summary is attached at Annex I.  

 

33. A  breakdown of BoardPad’s pricing structure which is set out below: 

  

Summary of Fees: Fees are annual recurring fees, subject to an initial 

contract term of 3 years3 and are broken down as follows (fees are inclusive of 

implementation and training for both the company secretary and Board 

Members, though it is important to point out that the software is highly intuitive 

and the estimated time required for training of Board Members is no more than 

an hour or two at the most): 

  

ICSA Boardroom App (IBAL)’s hosted service: 

                                                 
3 The initial contract term is subject to a notice period of 60 days. To date, no organisation has decided 
to terminate its contract with BoardPad.  

http://www.boardpad.com/clients/
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·         Administration licence:                £3,125 per annum  

·         User access licence (per user):   £375 per annum, per user 

  
34. There is a low cost option which the Board may wish to consider. Some public 

bodies do operate paperless Boards through relying on PDF dispatch of papers 

(or use of simple software packages which are very low cost e.g. PDF Expert 

Enterprises, at a cost of £3 per user per month). However, the functionality of 

these options is very restricted compared with the tailored board paper 

production and dispatch software and there may also be questions relating to 

security and availability of technical support.  

 

35. The Board is invited to note the update regarding IT, and agree the following: 

 the adoption of a paperless approach to Board business,  

 the purchase of laptops for Board Members; and 

 the purchase of BoardPad software for Board meetings.  

 

Website/communications 

 

36. The Chair has established a website for the Panel as follows, 

http://pressrecognitionpanel.org.uk/word/ . This is being kept updated, and will 

be the platform for publishing all documents relating to the Panel’s work, in line 

with the Board’s decisions in relation to openness, transparency and 

consultation (paper PRP01/14 refers). 

 

37. As stated above, a Twitter account has been set up for the Panel - @PRPanel. 

As part of its overall approach to communications and public affairs, the Board 

will need to decide whether this should be managed proactively or reactively.  

 

38. The interim Governance Manager has drawn up a database of contacts, so 

that a press release could be issued as announcing the Board Member 

appointments. The database is being kept up to date, and with the Board’s 

agreement, will be used to communicate key updates on the Panel’s work. A 

reminder that the contacts include: 

 editors and proprietors of the major national and regional newspapers 

across the UK; 

 leaders of the major UK political parties; 

 press regulators; 

 heads of department for all media studies departments at UK universities; 

 Leveson inquiry team members;  

 Government organisations, including DCMS and the relevant select 

committee; and 

 other major stakeholders including lobbying groups in the sector.  

 

http://pressrecognitionpanel.org.uk/word/
https://twitter.com/PRPanel
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39. As the contact database includes personal information (names, job titles, email 

addresses), data protection obligations arise. The Panel has been registered 

with the Information Commissioner’s Office as a Data Controller for the 

purposes of the Data Protection Act 1998.  

 

40. In due course, the Board will need to consider and approve a media or 

communications strategy for the Panel. In the meantime, may be helpful to 

discuss  and agree an interim position. 

 

41. In terms of adoption of a media strategy, the Board will also need to consider 

the approach to take if radio/television interviews are sought, or if the Panel 

collectively, or any of its Members individually, are the subject of comment from 

the press for any reason related to their work as Member of the Board.  

 
42. The Board is invited to note the position regarding the Panel website, Twitter 

account and contact database, and agree the continuation of the arrangements 

pending adoption of a communications strategy for the Panel in due course 

 
Correspondence received to date 

 

43. The Chair has received and responded to a number of items of 

correspondence, which the Board is asked to note. These include: 

 email exchanges with Jonathan Heawood, Founding Director of IMPRESS, 

available on the Panel’s website: 

http://www.pressrecognitionpanel.org.uk/documents/Heawood.pdf 

 the Ministry of Justice 

 HM Treasury 

 

44. The correspondence with the MoJ and HMT is attached at Annex J. Although 

not formally required to do so, the intention is to make public all relevant 

correspondence on the Panel’s website. 

 
45. The implications of decisions taken by the Board as set out in this paper are as 

follows: 

 Budget – as set out in Finance section of the paper  

 Legislation – the Data Protection Act 1998 implications for the Panel in 

relation to personal information held is covered in paragraph 39. 

 Resources – resource requirements arise in relation to the sections on 

personnel, premises and IT. Sufficient budget is available to meet the 

resource requirements set out. 

 Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – no specific issues arise, though the 

Board will want assurance that the website complies with accessibility 

requirements.  

 

http://www.pressrecognitionpanel.org.uk/documents/Heawood.pdf
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Devolved Nations 
 

46. There are no specific implications/differences in relation to the areas of work 

covered in this paper and the devolved nations. 

 

Communications 

 

47. As a broad range of issues are contained within this paper, there are no general 

communications implications to draw out. The specific issues relating to the 

Panel’s interim approach to communications and public affairs are set out in 

paragraphs 36 to 42.  

 

Risks 
 

48. There are a range of risks involved in the areas of work covered in this paper. 

Failure to secure the required personnel, IT and communications mechanisms 

will affect the Panel’s ability to operate effectively in its early period of existence. 

Robust and defensible positions need to be agreed in relation to banking, 

premises and finance in order to avoid reputational damage.  

 

Recommendations 
 

 

49. The Board is asked to: 

49.1 agree the continued engagement of Holly Perry (governance), Gavin 

Sturge (finance) and John Williams (media and public affairs) pending 

consideration of a longer term approach to staffing in due course (once the 

Chief Executive is appointed); 

49.2 agree the position regarding payment of the individuals being engaged;  

49.3 agree payments to the Chair for work undertaken by him up to 3 

November 2014 (to enable the Board to commence its work) at the £500 

daily rate set for that period of his appointment; 

49.4 note the update regarding the Panel’s banking arrangements, and agree 

to continuation of the arrangements, subject to any adjustments; 

49.5 note the update regarding the Panel’s premises arrangements, and agree 

continuation of the arrangements, subject to any adjustments; 

49.6 note the position regarding finances;  

49.7 note the update regarding IT, and agree the following: 

 the adoption of a paperless approach to Board business,  

 the purchase of laptops for Board Members; and 

 the purchase of BoardPad software for Board meetings.  

49.8 note the position regarding the Panel website, Twitter account and contact 

database, and agree the continuation of the arrangements pending 

adoption of a communications strategy for the Panel in due course; 

49.9 note the correspondence received to date; 
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49.10 note the timetable for further work at paragraph 50. 

 

Timeline for future work 
 

50. Depending on the outcome of the Board’s decisions, a further update on 

implementation issues can be provided at the next and forthcoming meetings of 

the Board (until the initial stages of set up are completed). 

 

Attachments 
 

Annex A – Notes of set up meeting held on 11 September 2014 

Annex B – Notes of set up meeting held on 23 September 2014 

Annex C – Notes of set up meeting held on 1 October 2014 

Annex D – Notes of set up meeting held on 9 October 2014 

Annex E – Notes of set up meeting held on 17 October 2014 

Annex F – Chair’s letter of appointment 

Annex G – Handelsbanken information 

Annex H – Panel Income and Expenditure year ended 31 Mar 2015 

Annex I – BoardPad information (brochure, fact sheet and security information) 

Annex J – Correspondence received to date 
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ANNEX A 
 

Press Recognition Panel set-up 
 
Notes of meeting held on 11 September 2014 
 
Present: David Wolfe (DW) (chairing the meeting); Gavin Sturge (GS); and 
Holly Perry (HP) 
 
Budget 
1. DW opened the meeting and confirmed that he had had an initial 

discussion with the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) regarding the budget for the 
Panel. There were likely to be three phases: 
 
Phase 1: the current phase, to the point the Board was appointed, where 
DW was the only legal entity and therefore the only individual able to 
access funds, engaging GS, HP and hiring rooms etc as required; 
Phase 2: the point at which the Panel came into legal existence, but 
without funds or banking facilities initially; and  
Phase 3: the point at which the Panel had a bank account, into which 
funds could be paid and monies spent, but with no formal long term budget 
in place (subsequently, the budget would be agreed by the Panel to the 
end of the current financial year, and a longer term process would be 
established for agreeing budgets for each financial year).  

 
2. It was agreed that DW would contact MoJ to seek clarification on budget. 

Post meeting note: MoJ confirmed to DW that a notional figure of £3m had 
been agreed to cover the first three years of the Panel’s existence (‘funded 
years’). MoJ intended to ask HM Treasury to provide £900k for the 
remainder of 2014/15, with any underspend remaining with the Panel after 
31 March 2015. In relation to accessing budget immediately (i.e. before 
the Panel had a bank account, perhaps via a corporate credit card), in 
order to book travel, accommodation and to purchase hardware such as 
laptops, MoJ would revert to DW with clarification.  

 
Other finance related issues 
3. DW provided GS with a copy of Managing Public Money for digesting.  
 
4. GS would put together proposals on banking, casting the net widely in 

relation to the type of banks to approach. A defensible position would be 
needed in terms of choice of bank. 

 
Premises 
5. GS would look into the options. The requirement was for a postal address, 

a physical presence in London of some kind, and a telephone number. 
 
Press and PR 
6. DW confirmed that he had appointed John Williams on an interim contract 

to undertake some press and PR work. 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/managing-public-money
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Governance 
7. DW requested that HP draw up a schedule of governance documents 

which the Panel would require. These could be grouped as: 
i) documents or policies that flowed from the Royal Charter (RC); 
ii) documents or policies required to meet statutory obligations; 
iii) documents or policies required to meet public authority obligations; and 
iv) good practice or general good governance. 

 
8. HP would trawl the websites of other regulators – and specifically, 

oversight regulators – for examples of policies and governance 
documents. The governance schedule would list why the document or 
policy was needed, examples of other regulators’ approaches and begin 
drawing up initial drafts, for consideration at the Panel’s first Board 
meeting. 

 
9. It was agreed that policies needed to be principles-based (not detailed 

process, which could be worked up separately) and prioritised. Items for 
immediate consideration at the Board’s first meeting would certainly 
include: members’ remuneration, confidentiality, expenses and other 
matters relating to members’ terms and conditions. Other items which 
were likely to fall in the ‘high priority’ list included: 
i) devolved nations – the Panel’s approach in relation to Scotland, 

Northern Ireland (and Wales), and rotating Board meeting between the 
nations; 

ii) engagement policy – who DW and Panel members would meet, how 
often, when, where and how to communicate the outcome of 
discussions (the starting point being openness and transparency and 
all dealings taking place in an open way); and 

iii) external communications policy – some Panel appointees were likely to 
be vocal and keen to communicate key messages and views relating to 
the Panel’s work via social and other media and therefore a policy on 
external communications would be required early on.  

 
Induction and training of Board members 
10. DW outlined the recruitment timetable: shortlisting was now complete; 

screening interviews were currently underway (GatenbySanderson were 
undertaking these); and final interviews were scheduled for 6 and 7 
October. DW planned to write to the successful candidates in the week 
commencing 13 October, with the planned first meeting of the Board to 
take place in the first week of November (after the half-term holiday, which 
was the last week in October).  

 
11. It was agreed that shortlisted candidates would be provided with the likely 

date of the first board meeting, and - once appointment had been offered 
to successful candidates and candidates had accepted - HP would canvas 
dates from all members for monthly meetings for the first six months.  

 
12. The first Board meeting would be a mix of informal and formal business, 

potentially timed as follows: 
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10.00 to 12.30 – informal session (potentially facilitated, ‘getting to know 
each other’ etc) (HP would look into a possible approach) 
12.30 to 13:30 – lunch 
13:30 to 16:00 – first formal Board meeting 
 

13. For future meeting (other than the first formal meeting) it was agreed that 
guest speakers would be invited to address the Panel, and discuss issues 
of mutual interest. 

 
Executive arrangements 
14. An early priority item for the Board to consider would be the appointment 

of a Chief Executive and the appointment of other executives. DW’s early 
view was that a Chief Executive would be required to lead the team, 
determine the executive structure, and lead on constructing the budget 
etc. DW would potentially take GatenbySanderson’s views, but a 
regulatory background was likely to be essential, and a part time 
appointment was possible in view of the likely time commitment.  

 
Next set-up meeting 
15. Next meeting to take place immediately after DW’s speech on Tuesday 23 

September taking place at 9.30am at the Grange Tower Bridge Hotel, 45 
Prescot Street, London E1 8GP (Protecting the Media 2014). Venue for 
the meeting to be confirmed.  
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ANNEX B 
 

Press Recognition Panel set-up 
 
Notes of meeting held on 23 September 2014 
 
Present: David Wolfe (DW) (chairing the meeting); Gavin Sturge (GS); and 
Holly Perry (HP) 
 
Notes of meeting held on 11 September 2014 
1. The notes of the meeting held on 11 September 2014 were confirmed 

as a true and accurate record.  
 
Budget and other finance related issues 
2. GS provided an overview of the exercise to source banking facilities for 

the PRP. He had approached a number of banks during the week 
commencing 15 September 2014. Four of the main clearing banks 
were initially approached. Three had been unable to assist immediately 
or in person with the opening of a business account, referring GS 
instead to websites and telephone lines. The fourth had been more 
helpful, and had provided a face-to-face meeting, but was unable to 
assist further on the day, and undertook instead to arrange for the 
specialist business banking team to call GS. No call was subsequently 
received.   
 

3. A fifth bank was approached by GS - Handelsbanken, a Swedish 
based non clearing bank. An immediate face-to-face meeting was 
offered, and the bank quickly understood the PRP’s requirements and 
particular governance challenges (including not formally coming into 
existence until later in October 2014). Handelsbanken had experience 
of providing accounts to a wide range of organisations, and confirmed it 
would be in a position to set up an account quickly, including the 
setting up of credit card facilities.  

 
4. GS was provided with a due diligence document by Handelsbanken, 

which he had circulated to DW and HP, which set out assurances 
relating to its status as non-UK based bank.  

 
5. GS would provide HP with further detail about the sourcing exercise, 

and a formal note for the record would be prepared by HP, explaining 
DW’s decision to proceed with opening an account with 
Handelsbanken. 

 
6. A meeting with Handelsbanken was due to take place later on 23 

September. DW would make clear to Handelsbanken that following 
inception of the PRP as a legal entity, it was possible that the Board 
would wish to change its banking provider.  

 
7. Following the meeting with Handelsbanken on 23 September 2014, 

and a confirmed date was provided by Handelsbanken for account 
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activation, MoJ would be approached to request funds for immediate 
transfer to the PRP’s account.  

 
8. DW requested that GS provide confirmation to MoJ of the sum to be 

drawn down to cover the period up to PRP inception – expected to be 
somewhere between £50,000 and £100,000.  

 
9. Once the PRP existed as a legal entity, the figure of £900,000 for the 

remainder of 2014/15 would be transferred.  
 
10. DW confirmed that neither the set up costs nor the main budget of 

£900,000 the remainder of 2014/15 had been expressly included in the 
MoJ’s budget for 2014/15 and therefore MoJ was in the process of 
writing to HM Treasury to include additional lines in the MoJ’s 2014/15 
budget.  

 
Premises 
11. DW, GS and HP had visited Regus serviced offices in Fleet Street 

earlier on 23 September 2014 and had concluded that the services on 
offer (single use office, meeting room space and a ‘virtual office’ 
package) were fit for purpose. GS would undertake a due diligence 
exercise - approach other serviced office providers and secure 
comparative costings.  
 

12. It was agreed that acquisition of office space under a contract (however 
short) was a matter for the full Board to determine. Therefore, the 
decision to enter a contract to rent space for anything other than ad 
hoc use would be deferred until the Board had considered and agreed 
the requirements at its first meeting.  

 
13. GS would advise Regus that the requirement would be ad hoc initially, 

with a decision at a later stage in relation to entering a contract. GS 
would make provisional bookings for a boardroom sized meeting room 
on the following dates (likely dates for the first meeting of the Board): 
30 October, 11 and 12 November 2014. 

 
Press, public relations, website, contacts database 
14. DW had set up a URL for the PRP, and a website had been designed 

which was up and running, though this had not yet been paid for.  
 

15. DW asked that HP begin drawing up a database of contacts, so that a 
press release could be issued as soon as the Board appointments 
were confirmed. The contacts would include: 

 Editors and proprietors of the major national and regional 
newspapers across the UK; 

 Leaders of the major UK political parties; 

 Press regulators; 

 Heads of department for all media studies departments at UK 
universities; 

 Leveson inquiry team members;  
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 Government organisations, including DCMS and the relevant 
select committee; and 

 Other major stakeholders including lobbying groups in the 
sector.  

 
16. DW would give thought to setting up social media accounts for the PRP 

including Twitter and Facebook. 
 
17.  The content of a press release would be worked up in due course, to 

include biographical details of the appointees.  
 
Governance 
18. HP was progressing the work to draw up a schedule of governance 

documents which the Panel would require grouped according to the 
criteria agreed at the meeting on 11 September 2014. HP had 
researched a broad range of regulators and read a number of 
reference documents (including the latest iteration of the UK Corporate 
Governance Code). HP had a list of just under 40 policies, and was 
prioritising the first 10 or so for approval at the first Board meeting.  

 
19. The next stage of the work was to write up definitions and principles, 

and append suggested policies for the PRP (attaching best practice 
examples from other bodies). This would be in the form of an 
overarching Board paper with a range of appendicies.  Examples from 
Northern Ireland and Scotland would be included. 

 
20. HP would provide a draft paper ahead of the next meeting. 
 
Induction and training of Board members 
21.  HP confirmed that the early session with the LSB Board (of which DW 

had been a member) had been facilitated by Towers Perrin - the cost, 
however, had been significant (a five figure sum). Other options 
included: Stanton Marris (specifically Andrew Jackson and Beatrice 
Hollyer); Hay; Deloitte. GatenbySanderson (GS) would also be in a 
position to assist with a technical session (GS had a separate team 
specialising in organisational psychology, who could conduct a Myers 
Briggs exercise and subsequent facilitation). The advantage of GS 
undertaking the work was that it had led the Board Member search 
process so would have a prior understanding not only of the PRP, but 
also of the individual appointees. For this reason, a price differential 
could be justified if the decision was to go with a provider other than 
GS. HP would secure costs from GS and ideally two further providers.  

 
Executive arrangements 
22. As agreed at the meeting held on 11 September, an early priority item 

for the Board to consider would be the arrangements for appointing a 
Chief Executive. DW and HP were meeting with GatenbySanderson 
later in the day to secure GS’s views.  

 
Remuneration of Board members 
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23.  As set out in the Royal Charter, it was the Board’s responsibility to: 
‘make arrangements to pay or make provision for paying, in respect of 
any Member, such amounts by way of allowances or gratuities as the 
Board determines. The amount of any such allowances or gratuities 
shall be set having regard to the prevailing rates payable to the 
members of boards of public sector bodies’. 

 
24.  DW would ask GatenbySanderson to undertake a specific piece of 

research on the prevailing rates being paid to a wide range of board 
members of public sector bodies, to assist with the formulation of a 
Board paper for consideration at the first Board meeting dealing with 
remuneration of Board members (POST MEETING NOTE: three 
consultancies were invited to bid to undertake this piece of research, 
with GatenbySanderson being awarded the work on the basis of the 
quality of their proposal and the cost). 

 
Any other business 
25.  In relation to IT hardware, DW would contract with a small IT company 

to secure three laptops for DW, GS and HP. It was agreed that the 
Board should adopt a paperless way of working as far as possible, and 
that a subsequent requirement would therefore be netbooks/ipads for 
each member of the Board. Individuals’ mobile phones would be 
configured to receive PRP emails rather than issuing separate mobile 
phones.  

 
Next meeting 
26.  Next meeting to take place at 10.00am on Wednesday 1 October 2014.   
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ANNEX C 
 

Press Recognition Panel set-up 
 
Notes of meeting held on 1 October 2014 
 
Financial Times room, 107-111 Fleet Street, London EC4A 2AB 
 
Present: David Wolfe (DW) (chairing the meeting); Gavin Sturge (GS); and 
Holly Perry (HP) 
 
Notes of meeting held on 23 September 2014 
1. The notes of the meeting held on 23 September 2014 were confirmed 

as a true and accurate record, subject to a number of minor 
amendments.  

 
Budget and other finance related issues 
2. GS confirmed that the bank account with Handelsbanken (current 

account and deposit account) was now live1, and MoJ was expected to 
transfer an initial sum of £50,000 imminently. Once transferred, GS 
would take responsibility for monitoring and recording transactions 
relating to the account, under delegated authority from DW.  
 

3. In the immediate term, GS would set up a spreadsheet as a method of 
accounting, at least until the Board was up and running at which point a 
further decision could be taken as to the approach to be taken in the 
longer run. GS would present a bank-reconciled set of accounts to 
meetings on a monthly basis. 

 
4. One option being investigated for an accounting system for the longer 

term was Sage Cloud (on the basis that the PRP’s IT system would not 
be networked, again at least in the short to medium term).  

 
5. In relation to contracts with GS, HP and John Price Williams, formal 

terms of engagement needed to be agreed. GS would circulate a form 
of words to each (attaching some standard terms and conditions). The 
preference was for each to operate as a limited company so that risks 
would not lie with the PRP. GS and HP agreed that they were content 
to await the first meeting of the Board and its confirmation of the 
position before submitting invoices for payment. POST MEETING 
NOTE: contracts were made between David Wolfe and the individuals 
rather than the PRP and the individuals, and they have been paid for 
their services during September and October). 

 
Premises 

                                                 
1 Richard Davies, Account Manager, Handelsbanken joined the meeting briefly, and DW 

signed the necessary paperwork. Account details were provided in the form of a letter, which 
was passed to HP for the file.   
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6. A virtual office provided by Regus had now been agreed and DW had 
authorised monthly instalments to start. The monthly cost would be 
£79, with a two-month deposit and a registration fee of £35 payable up 
front. The contract was for six months, with a two-month notice period. 
HP would diarise a review of the contract for January 2015. 
 

7. The Board would be invited to make an early decision about the need 
for and nature of a physical presence (at Regus Fleet Street, or at 
premises elsewhere) at its first meeting. 

 
Press, public relations, website, contacts database 
8. HP reported that she was progressing the work on the database of 

contacts, so that a press release could be issued as soon as the Board 
appointments were confirmed.  
 

9. DW confirmed that shortlisting of members had been completed by the 
Appointments Committee on 30 September, and final panel interviews 
were scheduled to take place on 6 and 7 October. Dame Anne Pringle, 
Chair of the Appointments Committee, would send out appointment 
letters as soon as possible following the interviews, and DW expected 
that the Appointments Committee was aiming to be in a position to 
announce the appointments early in the week commencing 13 October. 
At the same time, the PRP would issue its press release. There would 
need to be close coordination in relation to the announcement. The 
PRP press release would need to include biographical details of the 
appointees.  

 
10. The contacts database therefore needed to be completed by 11 

October. Provision would need to be made for letters to be sent in 
addition to email correspondence (e.g. Prime Minister, some members 
of the Lords).  

 
11. In terms of media, AMCL (a small IT consultancy which DW had 

engaged) had recommended Zimbra for emails. The web developer 
engaged by DW would redirect the URL to the Zimbra account, and 
once up and running, DW would be able to set up a Twitter account for 
the PRP. This would need to be in place in time for the appointments 
announcement.  

 
12. Three laptops would be purchased as soon as possible (once funds 

were available in the PRP bank account), for DW, GS and HP – DW 
would pass on the exact specification to GS. Once purchased, AMCL 
would configure these with Windows 8 Professional, the Office online 
suite and encrypt them. AMCL would also sync PRP emails to 
individuals’ mobile phones.  

 
13. It was agreed that no printer was required currently. At a later stage, a 

decision would be made about Cloud storage.  
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14. In relation to laptops for Board Members, it was agreed that Members 
would be invited to give their preferences at the first meeting of the 
Board. Hard copy papers would therefore be dispatched for the first 
Board meeting (as well as by email) but once all Board Members had 
been issued with laptops, the basis for working would – if possible - be 
paperless. 

 
Governance 
16. Once the PRP came into legal existence, GS would ensure that the 

PRP was registered with the Information Commissioner’s Office as a 
data controller.  

 
17.  HP had completed a first draft of the Board paper on the proposed 

governance framework for the PRP.  The paper summarised the 40 or 
so governance policies identified, and prioritised an initial 10 or so for 
approval at the first Board meeting.  

 
18. DW requested that some narrative be added to the paper to explain 

how each policy had been prepared (distilled from an analysis of other 
bodies’ policies). The underlying principle was to adopt the most 
streamlined policy, and agree the policies ‘in principle’ for immediate 
adoption, for further at a scheduled point in time (sooner rather than 
later if there were detailed points or concerns). 

 
19. It was agreed that an IT usage policy would need to be prepared for the 

first Board meeting, which all Board Members would need to agree and 
sign as a condition of receiving a PRP laptop.  

 
Induction and training of Board members 
20. The Appointments Committee asked that candidates invited for final 

panel interviews were not provided with provisional dates of the first 
Board meeting, therefore the dates identified for an initial meeting of 
the Board needed to be pushed back. The following dates were 
identified as possibilities: all dates in the week commencing 17 
November, and all dates in the week commencing 1 December. As 
soon as the appointees took up post, HP would contact Board 
Members (via Doodle) regarding their availability.  

 
21.  HP would work with DW to prepare a pack of background reading 

materials for appointees, to include the Royal Charter, press cuttings 
etc.  

 
22.  DW would meet all Board Members individually ahead of the first Board 

meeting in order to agree preferences for the agenda for the first 
meeting and the structure of the development session in the morning.  

 
23. A proposal from GatenbySanderson in relation to the board 

development session was awaited (HP would chase), and proposals 
were expected to be provided shortly by two further consultancies – 
Stanton Marris and Green Park. HP had had fruitful discussions with 
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both consultancies, each of which had suggested varying approaches 
that could be adopted.  

 
Executive arrangements 
24. As agreed at the meeting held on 11 September, an early priority item 

for the Board to consider would be the arrangements for appointing a 
Chief Executive. DW and HP had met GatenbySanderson on 23 
September to discuss the issues. Contact had also been made with 
two further consultancies – Saxton Bambflyde and Odgers Berndston. 

 
25.  HP would begin work on drafting a Board paper in relation to the 

appointment of a Chief Executive, to include the options of making an 
interim appointment through search only, or search and open 
adertising (pros and cons of each), costings, indicative rates of pay, 
advertising options and an indicative timetable.  

  
Remuneration of Board members 
26.  DW had asked GatenbySanderson to provide a quote for a specific 

piece of research on the prevailing rates being paid to a wide range of 
board members of public sector bodies, to assist with the formulation of 
a Board paper for consideration at the first Board meeting dealing with 
remuneration of Board members. This was awaited, and HP would 
chase. Other agencies would be approached to provide quotes.  

 
27. As well as data, the research would need to incorporate an 

accompanying narrative. 
 
Any other business 
28.  In relation to travel, it was agreed that no further insurance was 

required (in addition to business insurance). GS would consult with 
MoJ in relation to indemnity for civil liability for Board Members.  

 
29. In relation to booking travel, it was agreed that the preference to be 

recommended to the Board for its adoption was for Board Members to 
book their own travel and hotel accommodation etc, and claim back 
rather than bookings being made centrally (by HP). The current draft 
travel policy would be amended on this basis, and it would be important 
for expenses claims to be paid quickly (e.g. five working days) for this 
approach to be effective.  

 
30. There was no other business to report.  
 
Next meeting 
31. Next meeting to take place at 5.00pm (exact timing TBC) on Thursday 

9 October 2014.   
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ANNEX D 
 

Press Recognition Panel set-up 
 
Notes of meeting held on 9 October 2014 
 
Financial Times room, 107-111 Fleet Street, London EC4A 2AB 
 
Present: David Wolfe (DW) (chairing the meeting); Gavin Sturge (GS); and 
Holly Perry (HP) 
 
Notes of meeting held on 1 October 2014 
1. The notes of the meeting held on 1 October 2014 were confirmed as a 

true and accurate record, subject to a number of minor amendments 
that had been proposed in advance by DW.  

 
Budget and other finance related issues 
2. GS had met with the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) earlier in the day on 9 

October 2014. MoJ had confirmed that the initial sum of £50,000 
should have transferred to the PRP bank account [post meeting note: 
the sum transferred on 10 October 2014].  
 

3. The remaining £900,000 for the financial year 2014/15 would be 
transferred by the MoJ by the end of December 2014, though GS 
would establish whether it would be possible to transfer some of the 
funds sooner than December, should the need arise. GS would 
progress work to prepare a brief budget model to illustrate the PRP’s 
likely budget needs in the period up to Christmas. Payroll costs would 
also need to be factored in. 
 

4. A number of other technical matters relating to tax and accounting had 
been discussed at the meeting, and MoJ’s initial view was as follows: 

Body Corporate  

 As a body corporate, the Recognition Panel would be subject to 
normal VAT and tax rules.  

 The funding received from the MoJ was likely to be viewed as grant 
funding and non business (outside the scope) for VAT purposes 
because the MoJ would not receive anything (good, services etc) in 
return for the funding given. This meant that the Recognition Panel 
would not be able to recover the VAT it is charged on purchases 
that directly relate to non-business activities. The Recognition 
Panel would only be able to recover VAT on the supplies (goods or 
services) it made which were liable to VAT at the standard rate, 
reduced rate or the zero rate, ie only on taxable business activities. 

 Looking at the activities beyond the three-year funding period, it 
was not clear whether the fee to be charged to regulators would be 
business in nature. HMRC might take a view that Recognition 
Panel activities were carried out under a special legal regime - 
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because only the Recognition Panel would undertake these 
activities (the private sector or any other public body could not). So 
the fee could be statutory in nature (non business) and if so, VAT 
would be payable on most expenditure. 

 The Recognition Panel would be subject to the Corporation Tax 
(CT) regime, at least for CT reporting purposes so a simplified 
CT600 may have to be completed. 

Office Holders  

 Members of the Board of the Recognition Panel would be 'office 
holders'. The status of 'office holder' determined the treatment in 
matters of taxation. Section 5 of the Income Tax (Earnings and 
Pensions Act) 2003 applied the provisions (of the act) to offices in 
the same way as they applied to employments. This meant that 
fees paid should be subject to PAYE. Section 5 also defined an 
'office' to be "any position which has an existence independent of 
the person who holds it and may be filled by successive holders". 

 Section 14.1 of the Royal Charter stated: "The Recognition Panel 
shall have perpetual succession, and shall continue to exist as a 
legal person, regardless of the changes in its composition which 
occur when particular individuals cease to be Members and are 
succeeded by other individuals" and Section 5.1 sets out the 
membership of the Board. 

HMRC Contact  

 An initial point of contact for the PRP within HMRC had been 
identified and would be able to help in the short term or introduce 
the PRP to a more suitable contact within HMRC.  

NAO Contact 

 The MoJ had provided a contact point within the National Audit 
Office, so that discussions could begin about the PRP’s external 
audit and accounts sign off arrangements. The PRP looked forward 
to positive interaction with the NAO. 

5. At an early stage following inception, the PRP would seek its own 
independent advice on these issues and would agree a formal position.  

 
6. In particular, the PRP would need to know the implications of VAT in 

relation to a future charging regime at a relatively early stage. 
 
7. HP and GS confirmed that notes for the record were being prepared in 

relation to the initial decisions taken in relation to banking and 
premises, for consideration at the Board’s first meeting. Options would 
be presented to the Board to agree in relation to both matters at the 
first meeting. GS would investigate the alternative options for 
accommodation, to assist with development of a paper for the Board.  
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8. In relation to contracts and formal terms of engagement with GS, HP 

and John Price Williams, GS had circulated a form of words and some 
standard terms and conditions. Subject to removal of section 7 of 
(relating to direct engagement) and tailoring the terms to the specific 
companies/individuals involved, the draft terms were agreed.   

 
Premises 
9. The virtual office provided by Regus had been agreed and DW had 

now signed the contract. As agreed at the 1 October 2014 meeting, HP 
would diarise a review of the contract for January 2015. 
 

10. As agreed at paragraph 7, the Board would be invited to make a 
decision about the need for and nature of a physical presence (at 
Regus Fleet Street, or at premises elsewhere) at its first meeting. 

 
Press, public relations, contacts database 
11. HP had progressed work on the database of contacts, in advance of a 

press release being issued announcing the Board Member 
appointments. DW clarified that given the range of contacts, tailored 
announcements would need to be prepared for the different audiences. 
 

12. Board Member interviews had been held on 6 and 7 October. Dame 
Anne Pringle, Chair of the Appointments Committee, would sign off a 
compliance notice confirming compliance of the process, and the 
candidates would be notified early in the week commencing 13 
October. There would be a short period of time to allow DW to liaise 
with the candidates prior to a public announcement, including the 
checking of biographical details for inclusion in the press release. DW 
confirmed that he would prepare the initial draft of the press release.  

 
IT issues 
 
13. AMCL had now set up Zimbra accounts for DW, GS, HP and JPW, and 

DW had now also set up a Twitter account for the PRP. HP would be 
added as a Twitter administrator – AMCL would make the necessary 
arrangements to add HP.  

 
14. Three laptops would be purchased as soon as possible for DW, GS 

and HP – once available, DW requested that PRP emails should be 
accessed via PRP laptops and individuals’ mobile phones only, and not 
via personal laptops, PCs or iPads. This would be incorporated in the 
IT policy to be prepared.   

 
15. As discussed at the meeting held on 1 October 2014, no printer was 

required currently and a decision would be made about Cloud storage 
at a later date.  

 
16. Board Members would be invited to give their preferences regarding 

laptops at the first meeting of the Board. Once Board Members had 
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been issued with laptops, the basis for working would preferably be 
paperless, and HP was investigating some options for software to 
facilitate paper free board meetings (two options had been suggested – 
Board Pad and Diligent Board Books).  

 
Governance 
17.  DW would meet individually with each of the appointees to discuss the 

outline governance framework, and would therefore revert to HP with 
substantive comments on the first draft of the Board paper on the 
proposed governance framework for the PRP following these sessions.  

 
18.  The initial 10 or so policies that had been prioritised would be 

presented as initial ‘consultation drafts’, for adoption in principle by the 
Board at its first meeting (so that the Board had something to work to) 
but for which substantive approval could follow once the documents 
had been shared on the website and comments received.  

  
Induction and training of Board members 
19. The expected dates for the first meeting of the board was during the 

week commencing 17 November. As soon as the appointees took up 
post, HP would contact Board Members via Doodle regarding their 
availability.  

 
20.  HP had prepared an initial pack of background reading materials for 

appointees, including the Royal Charter, press cuttings etc.  
 
21.  As agreed at the meeting held on 1 October 2014, DW would meet all 

Board Members individually ahead of the first Board meeting in order to 
agree preferences for the agenda for the first meeting and the structure 
of the development session in the morning.  

 
22. Proposals for the board development session had so far been received 

from GatenbySanderson and Stanton Marris. A proposal was awaited 
from Green Park and HP would chase this. GS would also look up the 
development approach that he had used in the past. DW’s early 
preference was the approach suggested by Stanton Marris, subject to 
further discussions with Board Members.  

 
Executive arrangements 
23. As agreed at the meeting held on 11 September 2014, an early priority 

item for the Board to consider would be the arrangements for 
appointing a Chief Executive. HP would begin drafting a paper to 
include the options of making an interim appointment through search 
only, open adertising (pros and cons of each), costings, indicative rates 
of pay, advertising options and an indicative timetable. 
GatenbySanderson had given a view in relation to securing interim 
candidates, however HP would request a written proposal for an openly 
advertised appointment. A response from Saxton Bampfylde was 
awaited. Odgers had requested a telephone conversation with DW to 
progress. 
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Remuneration of Board members 
24.  GatenbySanderson had now submitted a proposal for the piece of 

research on the prevailing rates being paid to a wide range of board 
members of public sector bodies, to assist with the formulation of a 
Board paper for consideration at the first Board meeting dealing with 
remuneration of Board members. A proposal had also been received 
from Saxton Bampfylde. Veredus would be chased for its views, and a 
final decision would be taken by DW early in the week commencing 13 
October.  

 
Any other business  
25. There was no other business to report.  
 
Next meeting 
26. Next meeting to take place on Thursday 16 October 2014 by 

telephone. DW would confirm the exact time and the conference call 
details.    
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ANNEX E 
 

Press Recognition Panel set-up 
 
Notes of meeting held on 17 October 2014 
 
By telephone 
 
Present: David Wolfe (DW) (chairing the meeting); Gavin Sturge (GS); and 
Holly Perry (HP) 
 
Notes of meeting held on 9 October 2014 
1. The notes of the meeting held on 9 October 2014 were confirmed as a 

true and accurate record.  
 
Budget and other finance related issues 
2. GS and DW confirmed that the initial sum of £50,000 had now been 

transferred by the MoJ to the PRP bank account. Discussions were 
ongoing with MoJ in relation to transfer of the remaining £900,000 for 
the financial year 2014/15, which MoJ had said it hoped to transfer by 
the end of December 2014.  

 
3. DW and GS had signed the documentation relating to online banking, 

and HP would do so on 20 October 2014. Once the online banking 
system was up and running, it would be possible to process various 
payments including for John Price Williams and for web development 
work.  

 
4. DW reported that he had not yet received a debit or a credit card, 

although a PIN had been received for the debit card. Once a card was 
received, it would be possible to order the laptops.  

 
5. In relation to contracts and formal terms of engagement with GS, HP 

and John Price Williams, GS had circulated the final version of contract 
terms for signature by all relevant parties.  

 
Premises 
6. The virtual office provided by Regus had been agreed and DW had 

now signed the contract. DW was in the process of completing the 
online form to process payment to Regus for the virtual office and 
meeting room bookings.  

 
Press, public relations, contacts database 
7. Board Member interviews had been held on 6 and 7 October and five 

potential appointees had been identified. Dame Anne Pringle, Chair of 
the Appointments Committee, had been in contact with the candidates, 
three of whom had been in a position to accept immediately. DW was 
currently liaising with the candidates regarding their biographical details 
for the public announcement, and also securing photographs.  
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8. DW confirmed that he would prepare the initial draft of the press 
release, including tailored versions for the various audiences. The aim 
was to issue the press release towards the end of the week 
commencing 20 October 2014, or early the week after.  
 

9. HP had now concluded the work work on the draft database of 
contacts, in advance of a press release being issued announcing the 
Board Member appointments. DW suggested that the latest draft be 
circulated to the Board Members, for their comments by approx. 22 
October.  

 
IT issues 
 
10. Three laptops would be purchased as soon as possible for DW, GS 

and HP (as soon as the debit card was available).  
 
11. HP reported back on her investigations so far in relation to options for 

software to facilitate paper free board meetings. HP would prepare a 
note for DW ahead of his meetings with individual Board Members (see 
below) to include details of the packages on offer and the costs. 

 
Governance 
12.  DW was in the process of scheduling meetings with the individual 

Board Members to discuss - amongst other things – the following:  

 draft agenda for the first Board meeting; 

 the outline governance framework; 

 the plans and structure for the Board development session at the 
start of the first meeting of the Board; and 

 plans for the issuing of laptops and paper free Board meetings. 
 
Induction and training of Board members 
13. Owing to Board Members’ availability, the expected date for the first 

meeting of the Board was now the week commencing 1 December 
2014. HP would liaise with members to identify a date as soon as 
possible, and would also seek feedback on availability for a second 
Board meeting before the end of the calendar year (15, 16 or 18 
December).  

 
14.  HP would circulate the composite of press cuttings (June to October 

2014) to Board Members for reference, alongside the draft contacts 
database, and would circulate items forwarded by John Price Williams 
to Board Members on an ongoing basis.   

 
15. Proposals for the board development session at the start of the first 

Board meeting had now also been received from Green Park 
(alongside the proposals received from GatenbySanderson and 
Stanton Marris). GS explained the detail that he could recall of the 
development session he had used in the past - HP would liaise with 
Stanton Marris to ascertain whether it was an ‘off the shelf’ approach, 
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or bespoke. DW and HP’s preference remained the proposal submitted 
by Stanton Marris, subject to further discussions with Board Members.  

 
Executive arrangements 
16. As agreed at the meeting held on 11 September 2014, an early priority 

item for the Board to consider would be the arrangements for 
appointing a Chief Executive. HP had requested a written proposal for 
an openly advertised appointment from GatenbySanderson. DW would 
be meeting Odgers on 21 October 2014 for a discussion, and a 
response from Saxton Bampfylde was still awaited (HP would chase). 

  
Remuneration of Board members 
17. In relation to the piece of research on the prevailing rates being paid to 

board members of public sector bodies, to assist with the formulation of 
a Board paper for consideration at the first Board meeting dealing with 
remuneration of Board members, Veredus had confirmed that it did not 
have capacity to assist with the work at the current time. Of the two 
proposals that had been submitted (GatenbySanderson and Saxton 
Bampfylde), GatenbySanderson’s had been the lower cost and the 
more detailed. On this basis, HP would contact GatenbySanderson to 
confirm award of the contract and next steps.  

 
Any other business  
18. There was no other business to report.  
 
Next meeting 
19. Next meeting to take place during the week commencing 20 October 

2014 by telephone. DW would confirm the exact date and time and 
would circulate conference call details.    

 
 
   
 
 
 
 







HANDELSBANKEN

The right time to widen your horizons
Many organisations are rightly cautious about the true 
strength and stability of the financial institutions they select 
to look after their money. The uncertainty and ratings 
downgrades of other European countries since the financial 
crisis may only have increased the sense that foreign financial 
institutions are ‘off limits’.  

However, amid this understandable concern and caution, 
organisations are increasingly recognising that such a blanket 
ban on foreign-headquartered banks could prevent them 
dealing with institutions that may be considered stronger than 
the UK’s high street banks. 

Handelsbanken, for example, has been judged one of the 
world’s strongest banks by global financial information 
provider Bloomberg in June 201 . Its prudent, low-risk 
banking approach, long-term focus and solid capital position 

have resulted in consistently strong, stable international 
credit ratings. The country of Sweden also enjoys the highest 
possible AAA credit rating.     

However, these are just a handful of reasons why 
independent treasury advisers should feel confident 
recommending Handelsbanken. These reasons alone cannot 
begin to capture the “Handelsbanken difference”, for which 
the bank’s customers rate it so highly year-in, year-out.

About Handelsbanken
Founded in Sweden in 1871, Handelsbanken is one of the 
leading banks in the Nordic region with over 800 branches 
in 24 countries worldwide. The bank first established a UK 
presence in 1982, and now operates a steadily expanding 
network of well over 170 branches throughout the UK.

Each branch operates like a small company in its own right, 
with experienced bankers empowered to make decisions at 
a local level, backed by one of the world’s strongest banking 
groups. This decentralised approach enables us, as your local 
Handelsbanken branch, to offer a service precisely tailored to 
the needs of our local corporate and individual customers.

The most satisfied customers
Handelsbanken was recently rated top for customer 
satisfaction for the fifth year running, in an independent 
survey* of British banks’ personal and business customers. 
Loyalty levels increased still higher, which bears testament to 
the bank’s focus on building long-term customer relationships 
for mutual benefit, free from product campaigns, sales targets 
or short-term bonus incentives.

* Customer satisfaction survey conducted independently by EPSI, October 
2013.

Credit risk and liquidity
Handelsbanken takes a prudent approach, preferring only 
to provide banking services to customers we can meet, 
understand and develop a local relationship with. The bank 
continues to evolve branch by branch and customer by 
customer, and this detailed understanding of each customer’s 
financial position is just one more sign of the bank’s 
conservative approach to risk.  
 

A safe haven for your organisation

In today’s economic climate, finding a secure home for your organisation’s deposit funds is paramount.  
However, it can be a difficult and complex task ensuring that your treasury strategy represents a robust 
combination of security, liquidity and yield.



HANDELSBANKEN

Long Term Short  
Term

Outlook

It is this same prudent approach that explains why 
Handelsbanken has no exposure to any of the so-called 
“PIIGS” countries. It is also the reason why, in these uncertain 
times, Handelsbanken has chosen to build up very substantial 
liquidity reserves, enough to service the bank’s lending 
commitments for as much as two years if international capital 
markets were to freeze up entirely. 
 
Handelsbanken has not required any government support 
whatsoever during the financial crisis. Instead, the bank has 
been able to extend its support to more and more corporate 
and individual customers in communities across the UK.  
 
Handelsbanken’s credit rating reflects this achievement and 
its relative strength is displayed in the table below. These 
solid ratings confirm that the bank’s financial stability is one of 
the best in Europe, ensuring its customers’ deposits are well 
guarded.

Deposit protection scheme
Beyond Handelsbanken’s own financial strength and stability, 
depositors with the bank are covered by the Swedish 
Deposit Guarantee Scheme. This provides compensation 
of up to EUR 100,000 for each eligible depositor, the same 
EU-wide level upon which the UK compensation scheme is 
now based, however the protection afforded by the Swedish 
scheme does not exclude larger customers.

The Deposit Guarantee Scheme is backed by the Swedish 
state which itself holds the highest possible AAA rating and 
a stable outlook from all three leading ratings agencies. 
Further details of the Swedish Deposit Guarantee Scheme are 
available on request and through our website.

Supporting you and your organisation
Handelsbanken provides everything from day-to-day 
transactional banking services to more sophisticated 
products and services for both corporate and individual 
customers. Schools and universities tend to place funds on 
deposit using one or more of the bank’s instant access and 
notice accounts. 
 
As your experienced local branch team, we will guide you 
through the whole account opening process and make sure 
everything runs smoothly. Once the account is open, you 
have direct line access to your designated account manager 
and support manager, who are available to address any of 
your requirements in a helpful and timely manner.

UK bank credit ratings

www.handelsbanken.co.uk
Registered Office: Svenska Handelsbanken AB (publ), 3 Thomas More Square, London, E1W 1WY. VAT Registration No. GB524 9824 25. Registered in England and Wales No. BR 000589. Incorporated in 
Sweden with limited liability. Registered in Sweden No. 502 007-7862. Head Office in Stockholm. Authorised by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (Finansinspektionen) and the Prudential Regulation 
Authority and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority, 

and regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority are available from us on request

Handelsbanken Aa3 Prime-1 Negative

HSBC Bank plc Aa3 Prime-1 Negative

Barclays Bank plc A2 Prime-1 Negative

Lloyds Bank plc A1 Prime-1 Negative

Santander UK plc A2 Prime-1 Negative

RBS plc Baa2 Prime-2 Negative

Clydesdale Bank plc Baa2 Prime-2 Stable

Source: Moody's as at 7th August 2014. Please visit www.moodys.com for a
breakdown of the credit definitions used.

Handelsbanken Barclays Lloyds Bkg Grp HSBC Hldgs RBS Group

Cost / Income Ratio 46.9% 69.5% 81.3% 58.2% 68.5%

Return on Equity 13.0% 1.00% -2.00% 9.2% -15.4%

Gross NPLs / Total Loans 0.44% 2.84% 7.14% 3.61% 9.58%

Risk Provision / NPLs 58% 55% 49% 39% 64%

Bad Debt Charge / Average Loans 0.07% 0.66% 0.67% 0.53% 2.05%

Tier 1 Capital Ratio (according to Basel 2) 21.5% 15.7% 14.5% 14.5% 13.1%

All figures as end of 2013. Source: Deutsche Bank AG "Running the Numbers:The question Bank" 



Press Recognition Panel
Year ended 31 March 2015 Period to
Income & Expenditure 21-Nov-14

£

Income
MOJ 900,000
Other 0
Bank Interest 0

900,000

Less: Panel Costs
Panel Salaries & NIC 0
Panel Travel & Subsistance 0
Panel Room Hire 0
Panel Other 0
Total Panel Costs 0

Less: Overheads
Salaries & NIC 0
Chair David 8,500
Virtual Office 390
Serviced Office 0
Travel & Subsistance 0
Information Technology 4,447
Governance Holly 3,749
Media John 1,975
Finance Gavin 2,628
Communications 0
Printing Postage Stationary 0
Legal 0
Other 0
Bank Charges 4
Total Overheads 21,692

Surplus after all Costs 878,308

Balance Sheet
Assets
Current Account 90,918
Deposit Account 800,000
Petty Cash 0

Less: Liabilities
Creditors 4,110
Credit Card 0
PAYE & NIC 0
Accruals to 3/11/14 8,500
Net Assets 878,308

Funds
Reserves Bfwd 0
Net Surplus after Costs 878,308
Total Funds 878,308





BoardPad helped us make 
significant time and paper savings 
as we no longer produce any 
paper board packs.
Andrew Green, Assistant Company Secretary, Marks & Spencer

Introducing BoardPad
BoardPad is a meeting and document collaboration solution 
that turns directors’ devices into highly secure digital board 
and meeting packs. Available on the Apple iPad and the 
Windows 8/RT platforms, BoardPad provides:  

l  The right information

l  To the right people

l  In the right format

l  At the right time

  



BoardPad has exceeded our 
expectations to deliver and 
manage effective communication 
to our board members. We wanted 
a flexible, customisable, trusted 
solution – we have not been 
disappointed! 
Tim George, Deputy Company Secretary, Carillion plc

Why BoardPad for Directors?
With BoardPad, directors can securely view meetings and 
documents, on or offline from any location. Papers for multiple boards 
can be securely segregated in one application, and are delivered 
instantly, including last-minute changes. No more bulky board and 
meeting packs, late deliveries, or lost and stolen documents. Plus: 

Enhanced security
l Strong password policies

l Full encryption of your data

l Configurable individual document 
password policies

l Configurable data delete options in  
case of loss or theft

Intuitive annotation tools
l Add notes, signatures, voice annotations, 

bookmarks, highlight and free draw on 
your digital board pack, plus more

l Send annotated documents and 
summaries via email or print them  
(if enabled)

l Track different versions of documents 
with annotations preserved between 
versions

Reading Room
l A digital document sharing area for 

storing key company information or news

l Private or shared Reading Rooms

l Link Reading Rooms and their data to 
specific meetings and agendas

Resolutions
l Fully supports board resolutions

l Quickly and confidentially record votes in 
both online or offline mode

l Optionally see a summary of voting for 
individual resolutions



With BoardPad in place, the Group 
is looking at saving an average of 
£5,400–£9,000 and about 10 days of 
work previously required to prepare 
board and committee packs.
Secretarial team, SThree plc 

Why BoardPad for Meeting 
Organisers?
BoardPad Connect is the administration platform for BoardPad 
that manages meetings, documents and other important board 
information. It gives meeting organisers full control and visibility across 
the entire meeting management process, reducing the time, cost and 
the effort required to produce board papers and securely deliver them 
on time.

Simplified meeting and 
document management
l Pre-defined and customisable meeting 

templates

l A colour coded dashboard highlighting 
tasks that require action and meetings’ 
status 

l Dynamic agenda lists

l Drag and drop functionality for adding 
documents to agenda items

l An ability to email documents directly to 
BoardPad Connect

Increased security and 
control
l Simple admin options to manage  

access to information

l Print and email restrictions for  
individuals or the entire Board

l Remotely delete documents and 
annotations

l Access to sensitive documents at  
a specific time

l Quickly approve or disallow device 
access

l Create and manage Reading Rooms



The project management was 
fabulous. I was fully informed as 
to what was happening at each 
step of the way, lots of confirmation 
emails, and all in a reasonably short 
space of time.
Karen Palfrey, Assistant Company Secretary, Family Investments

A personalised approach
Before implementing BoardPad, we will work together with your 
organisation to ensure your first paperless board meeting runs 
smoothly.

Our dedicated team of 
specialists provides:
l Guidance and assistance in preparing 

you for your first paperless meeting

l On-site or remote bespoke training 
sessions to both individual directors  
and board administrators

l An appointed Project Manager

l Dedicated 24/7 support for both  
directors and administrators

l Live support specialists

To ensure that we continue 
to meet your needs, we also 
offer:
l Regular product updates

l A dedicated Account Manager

l Post-implementation meeting to get your 
feedback

l Yearly review meetings

l Regular user group meetings

l Feature requests forum



BoardPad has been remarkable. 
The feedback revealed from 
directors and meeting organizers 
has been overwhelmingly positive.
Bill Reynen, Chief Technology Officer, University of Illinois Foundation

About us
ICSA Boardroom Apps Limited (IBAL) is a software company of 
the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (the ICSA) 
and a sister company of ICSA Software International. We enable 
secure meeting and document collaboration through our innovative 
combination of governance expertise and the development of the 
latest, user-friendly technology.

We provide services to:
l 4 of the top 20 Forbes global 2000 

companies

l Over 22 of the FTSE 100 listed 
companies

l Over 600 boards

l Over 12,000 directors

Support
l 24/7 support

l Offices in UK, USA, Europe, UAE,  
Hong Kong and Australia 

ICSA Software International – 
our sister company 
l Over 20 years governance and entity 

management experience

l Guidance and support from the ICSA, 
a globally recognised governance and 
compliance authority

Users include:
l 2500+ users worldwide

l 9 of the top 20 Forbes global 2000 
companies

l Over 78 of the FTSE 100 as clients

Global reach – local support
UK
Waterman House 
41 Kingsway
London 
WC2B 6TP
United Kingdom

T  +44 (0)20 7497 5511 

UAE
Executive Office 17
Building 12, 1st Floor
Internet City
PO Box 500299
Dubai
UAE

T  +971 (0)43 754 906

 
340 Shirley Road
Southampton
Hampshire
SO15 3HJ
United Kingdom

T  +44 (0)23 8078 9107

Australia
Level 33
Australia Square
264 George Street
Sydney 
NSW 2000
Australia

T  +61 (0)2 8096 8300 

USA
99 Hawley Lane
Suite 1007
Stratford
CT 06614
USA

T  +1 (203) 377 1500

Hong Kong
Suite 1059 
Central Building
1–3 Pedder Street 
Central 
Hong Kong

T  +852 3975 2767

info@boardpad.com  
www.boardpad.com

BoardPad has been impressive  
and helped us save up to £1,500 per 
annum on printing and distribution 
costs alone not to mention the  
re-gained time costs.
Debbie Hawkes, Assistant Company Secretary, Wates Group





 
BoardPad Connect Fact Sheet

The central hub for all meeting 
information
BoardPad Connect has been designed to 
streamline the process of meeting and board paper 
creation. Upon login, the process toolbar provides 
a simple and concise guide to create meetings, add 
details, participants, agendas and documents. 

The distinctive colour coded dashboard, guides 
meeting organisers through the meeting  
and board pack creation, step by step. It also 
allows them to efficiently recognise the tasks  
that require completion, prior to being released to 
directors’ devices. 

Highly customisable meetings 
BoardPad Connect features customisable 
templates that users can adapt to effectively 
manage meetings and agendas. These include lists 
with automatic renumbering, indentions and breaks. 
The drag and drop function allows for easy reshuffle 
of multiple documents to agenda items.

In touch with good governance
BoardPad Connect is the administration platform for 
BoardPad that manages meetings, documents and 
other important board information. It gives meeting 
organisers incredible control and visibility across the 
entire meeting management process, reducing the 
time, costs and effort required to produce board 
papers and deliver them on time. 

Compiling board meetings and 
documents is just about to get a 
whole lot easier. 



For more information about BoardPad Connect, please contact us:
+44 (0)20 7497 5511  info@boardpad.com  boardpad.com 
© 2014 ICSA Boardroom Apps Limited.   BoardPad is a registered trademark of ICSA Boardroom Apps Limited. 
iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

A software company of The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators

Enhanced security
With BoardPad Connect, meeting organisers 
can be assured about the security of confidential 
documents. Simple admin options and tick  
boxes give administrators ultimate control over  
the information that directors can access,  
how they view it and the actions they can take, 
including: 

l commenting on meetings and documents

l deleting multiple agenda items 

l emailing documents to multiple Meetings, 
Resolutions and Reading Rooms

l remotely removing documents and wipe 
annotations at any time

l scheduling the availability of sensitive documents 
for a specific date and time.

l editing, publishing, archiving and collating news 
items within Meetings, Resolutions and Reading 
Rooms

l reviewing statuses, updating and chasing 
overdue actions easily.

Meeting organisers can activate and deactivate 
devices with a click of a mouse and have the 
devices’ details on hand for any associated issues.

Reading Room – the digital library
Using the Reading Room, a digital document 
sharing area within BoardPad, directors can 
securely access and annotate additional documents 
that are not related to meetings. 

Meeting organisers can:

l set up private or shared Reading Rooms

l invite others to manage the Reading Rooms

l upload individual or multiple files at a time up to 
100MB (for hosted clients)

l add or email multiple documents to the Reading 
Room and set up access rights for directors.

Quality control and further 
enhancements
With BoardPad Connect, meeting organisers can 
customise the type of meetings and information 
directors view on devices. 

When adding meeting participants, administrators 
can create profiles with photographs, resumes and 
extended details, such as a personal statement or 
description.

Multiple profiles for different subsidiaries can also  
be created.



 

    

© 2014 ICSA Boardroom Apps Limited.

BoardPad is a registered trademark of ICSA Boardroom Apps Limited.
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Notices 
© 2014 ICSA Boardroom Apps Limited. Registered in England and Wales. No. 8163009. Registered 
Office: ICSA, Saffron House, 6-10 Kirby Street, London, EC1N 8TS. Principal Office: Waterman 
House, 41 Kingsway, London WC2B 6TP. 
 
ICSA Boardroom Apps Limited has used all reasonable efforts to ensure that the information 
contained in this document is correct at the time of being published, but shall not be liable for 
decisions made in reliance upon it. 
 
BoardPad is a trademark of ICSA Boardroom Apps Limited. All other trademarks are the property of 
their respective owners. 
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1 Data Storage 
Q. Does BoardPad store my data locally on the iPad? 
 
A. BoardPad stores all data downloaded from the server locally on the iPad, which is only the content 
that is relevant to the user. BoardPad does this so the user can work with the data when offline, such 
as when on a plane or where there is limited internet connectivity. 
 
Q. If someone breaks my iPad Passcode can they access my 
BoardPad data? 
 
A. BoardPad requires a username and password before the BoardPad data stored on the iPad is 
unlocked. There are several BoardPad databases and the key data is encrypted. 
If the attacker tries to guess your password when connecting online, the server intruder lockout 
protection will engage and prevent further attempts for a period of time. If attempting to work online or 
offline, BoardPad will automatically wipe the data after 10 consecutive failed password attempts. 
 
Q. What locally stored data is encrypted by BoardPad? 
 
A. All of the documents downloaded from the server are automatically encrypted using standard 
Acrobat AES 256-bit encryption as they are being downloaded. The server generates a 
cryptographically random 30-character password before sending the document to the iPad. The 
password is unique to that instance of that specific document on that iPad. Any annotations made are 
stored within the encrypted document. 
 
In addition to the documents being encrypted, the passwords to open those documents are also 
encrypted in the BoardPad database using AES 256-bit encryption. 
 
AES 256-bit encryption is also used for all sensitive information stored within BoardPad, including 
meeting descriptions, agenda details and attendee names and contact details. 
 
Q. Is account data mixed together when used on the same iPad? 
 
A. By design, all data for each account is stored separately in its own database. In addition, if multiple 
users are using the same iPad, each user’s data is also held separately. 
 
There is no risk that the data from one account or user can contaminate, or be mixed with the data 
from another. 
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2 Encryption Keys and Passwords 
 
Q. I know that encryption requires an encryption key. How is that key stored to keep it safe? 
 
A. There are two encryption keys used by BoardPad: 
 
The database encryption key (DBKey) is the key that encrypts all the stored data. This AES 256-bit 
encrypted key is a cryptographically random value of 32 bytes. The DBKey itself is encrypted, before 
being stored, using the Key Encryption Key (KEK). 
 
The Key Encryption Key KEK is the master key. It is generated using a unique per-installation 
application ID (a cryptographically random value of 32 bytes), the user’s globally unique server ID (of 
36 characters) and the user’s password. The application ID salts the user’s server ID and password 
and is hashed a large number of times using PBKDF2 to form the final AES 256-bit encryption key. 
 
The application ID is stored safely, using best practice, in the iOS key chain. The user’s password is 
never stored on the device, and hence the full encryption key is never stored on the device. It is 
always calculated fresh when the user attempts to connect online or work offline. 
 
Q. If the KEK includes my password, what happens if I forget my password? Will I lose my 
data? 
 
A. When a user successfully authenticates with the server for the first time, a copy of the KEK is sent 
to the server for storage. 
 
If the user’s password changes they will no longer be able to access the local data using the new 
password. In this situation, after successfully authenticating with the server, a copy of the previously 
valid KEK is retrieved from the server; the existing DBKey is decrypted; a new KEK is generated; the 
DBKey is re-encrypted; and the new KEK is sent back to the server for storage. 
 
Q. How can I make sure no one else knows the password? 
 
A. The administrator can issue a temporary password, which the user is forced to change on first 
logon. This can be set to expire after a set period of time, at which point it will follow the KEK change 
process above. Passwords can be required to have a minimum character length, and to adhere to 
complexity rules, which are both enabled by default. 
 
Q. What do I do if I forget my password? 
 
A. If the user forgets their password they may request a new password from the server. A new 
random password will be generated and, if configured, sent to the user’s email address, or sent by 
SMS. When the user connects online with the new password then the steps outlined above are 
followed. The forgotten password function can be disabled. 
1 Backup 
 
Q. If I backup my iPad through iTunes or iCloud will the BoardPad data be stored in the 
backup? 
 
A. For all versions of iOS, BoardPad stores the URL of each BoardPad site and name in the iPad’s 
Documents folder which, by design, are included in iTunes or iCloud backups. 
 
By design, none of the BoardPad contents will be saved to either an iTunes or iCloud backup. 
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iOS 5.0.1 and later - all BoardPad data is stored in the iPad’s Documents folder, and the data is 
flagged to prevent it ever being saved to iTunes or iCloud backups. 
 
iOS 5.0.0 and earlier - all BoardPad data is stored in the iPad’s Caches folder, which is always 
excluded from all iTunes and iCloud backups. 
 
If the iPad is wiped, lost, stolen or permanently damaged, the meeting data and documents can easily 
be reloaded from the server. However, it does mean that all the stored annotations will be 
permanently lost. 
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3 Accessing the Data 
 
Q. Can I access the data offline, and how long for? 
 
A. All BoardPad data can be accessed either when connected online or when working offline. Settings 
configured on the server control the duration (in days) that a user may work offline before they are 
forced to connect online and authenticate again with the server. 
 
Following the offline period, there is a further configurable period during which time the application will 
keep the offline data. Once this period expires, and when the BoardPad application is started, the 
application will automatically purge all expired data, including all annotations and documents. 
 
Q. If I leave my iPad on with BoardPad still running will my data remain safe? 
 
A. BoardPad will automatically invoke its own screen lock function if it has not been used for a while. 
The period before the lock engages is controlled by settings configured on the server. In addition, the 
iPad should ideally be configured to lock the device if it has not been used for a period. 
 
Q. If I switch away from BoardPad to use other applications will my data remain safe? 
 
A. In addition to the automatic BoardPad lock after a period of time, it can also be configured to lock 
immediately if you switch to the home screen, another app, or lock the iPad screen. 
 
Q. Will BoardPad still lock my screen if I am in a meeting at the time? 
 
A. It can be frustrating to be in a meeting and have BoardPad lock the screen every time an agenda 
item is being discussed. BoardPad also includes a feature that allows the screen lock time to be 
increased at the start of the meeting for the duration of the meeting. This feature is controlled by 
settings configured on the server. 
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4 Logging 
 
Q. Does BoardPad track my usage when working offline or connecting online? 
 
A. BoardPad does not track any usage on the iPad. When connecting online, the server will log 
successful logins or if the user account locks however, this feature can be disabled on a per-user 
basis. 
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5 Server Connectivity and Authentication 
 
Q. Is the communication between BoardPad and the server encrypted? 
 
A. When using the Blueprint Hosted Services platform for BoardPad, all data is encrypted and 
transmitted using HTTPS. Clients who choose to host the system themselves can configure whether 
to use HTTPS or not, but it is very highly recommended. 
  
Q. Can the communication with the server be intercepted? 
 
A. Only when the connection is HTTPS can BoardPad take steps to prevent the communication from 
being intercepted by an attacker. The HTTPS connection requires a digital certificate on the server. 
BoardPad is configured to only accept connections with a server that has a certificate generated from 
a trusted certificate authority. 
 
By the same mechanism Safari does, BoardPad only trusts certificates issued by the major certificate 
authorities such as Verisign and GlobalSign who validate and verify all organisations/people when 
registering for a certificate. Organisation-specific authority certificates can also be imported into the 
iPad prior to their use with BoardPad. 
 
In addition, BoardPad will only accept a server connection if the server is the same server as named 
in the server’s certificate. 
 
Q. Does BoardPad support certificate pinning? 
 
A. Self-hosted clients are now able to securely authenticate against servers that contains a root 
certificate. This must be enabled by the board administrator after which, BoardPad will capture the 
server certificate thumbprint and test against this for subsequent connections.  
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6 Device Management 
 
Q. Can I control which iPad a user connects to the server with? 
 
A. In addition to authenticating the user’s name and password, the server will not accept connections 
from the iPad unless it has been pre-registered. Pre-registrations can be set to be automatic, but in 
most cases the server would be configured to require manual acceptance of the device registration 
before connections will be accepted. It is more secure for the device registration to be accepted 
manually, rather than automatically. 
 
The device registration is also tied to a specific user; therefore, a specific user is allowed or denied 
access on a per-device basis. 
 
The device registration includes a universally unique device identifier (UUID) generated by BoardPad, 
to identify the device.  
 
Q. What happens if an iPad is lost? 
 
A. If the device registration is marked as historical and the device attempts a connection, the server 
will instruct the application to purge all data stored on the iPad for that user account. 
 
Q. Is device registration two-factor authentication? 
 
A. Yes - The device registration feature and the user’s credentials are two-factors of authentication. 
 
Q. Can I limit which versions of BoardPad are allowed to connect to the server? 
 
A. Yes, IT department personnel have the ability to define which versions of BoardPad are allowed to 
connect to their site, so older versions can be disabled, for example, if a security risk has been 
identified. 
 
Q. What happens when a user leaves their organisation? 
 
A. When a user leaves, an administrator at that organisation should disable their user account and 
registered device. If the user tries to connect online, the server will instruct the application to purge all 
data stored on the iPad for that user. 
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7 Data Synchronisation & Access Control 
 
Q. How much data is downloaded to the iPad when I logon or update? 
 
A. When synchronising with the server, the server will automatically determine which data is visible to 
the user. Only data that is new, or has been updated since the last time BoardPad connected online, 
will be downloaded. 
 
Q. What happens if a meeting or document is deleted or hidden? 
 
A. When synchronising with the server, BoardPad will automatically determine what data is or is no 
longer visible to the user. Data that is no longer visible will be automatically purged from the iPad, 
including any annotations related to purged documents. 
 
Q. How do I control whether a meeting or document is visible or hidden? 
 
A. The meeting organiser controls which users have visibility of a meeting by controlling the status of 
the meeting and by controlling the attendees and people listed as “other access”, such as personal 
assistants. 
 
The meeting organiser can selectively deny access to specific documents to specific individuals and 
can control by date and time range when those documents will become visible to users and when 
they will cease to become visible. 
 
Q. Will BoardPad purge or synchronise data if I have not started it? 
 
A. Content purging can only occur if BoardPad has been started. BoardPad will only be able to 
synchronise if it has been started and the user has logged in. 
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8 Penetration Testing 
 
Q. Has the system been penetration tested? 
 
A. The Blueprint Hosted Services platform has been extensively penetration tested both by clients 
and at regular intervals by an independent 3rd party. 
 
The administration server platform utilised by BoardPad has been extensively penetration tested both 
by clients and at regular intervals by an independent 3rd party. 
 
An independent security expert and author oversaw the BoardPad application security design and 
development.  
 
Every major release of BoardPad is white-box penetration tested by a large multi-disciplined 
independent 3rd party security-testing organisation: NCC Group. You can request a free copy of the 
penetration test results, subject to an NDA. 
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9 Device Security and Encryption 
 
We strongly recommend making the most of the security controls built into the iOS system, though 
these are not required for the security already outlined. 
 
Q. What are the pre-requisites for installing BoardPad? 
 
A. The only mandatory pre-requisite is that the iPad is currently running iOS 5.0 or later. However, we 
strongly recommend upgrading to the latest iOS version, and “device hardening” to protect the device 
and the data stored on it. 
 
Q. What device hardening should be done? 
 
A. The iPad ideally should have a Passcode set, with “simple Passcode” disabled. The longer the 
Passcode, the harder it is for an attacker to break the automatic file system encryption. A security 
policy or Mobile Device Management (MDM) solution can be used to enforce Passcode policies on 
managed iPads, including minimum character length and complexity. 
 
The Passcode configuration screen will indicate if data protection has been enabled. 
 
Q. Can someone keep trying all Passcode combinations until they find my Passcode? 
 
A. The iPad will progressively force longer delays between each attempt to unlock the device as 
incorrect Passcodes are entered. 
 
The device can be set to wipe all contents after 10 incorrect attempts. 
 
Q. Can I turn the Passcode on and off? 
 
A. The Passcode can be turned on and off however, if turned off, the files encrypted by BoardPad will 
not benefit from additional encryption by the file system. Therefore, it is important to turn on the 
Passcode before installing BoardPad, and always leave it on. 
 
Q. How strong is the file system encryption? 
 
A. The Apple iOS operating system uses AES-256bit encryption to protect the file system. This is 
strongest if a long, complex Passcode has been set. 
 
Q. If the iPad is lost or stolen can I erase all the contents remotely? 
 
A. There are a variety of MDM solutions available. Apple provides the free, end-user focused iCloud 
product, which allows a single end-user to remotely wipe their device. There are also 3rd party 
solutions such as Microsoft Exchange ActiveSync and Mobile Iron. 
 
Technically, a remote wipe does not secure-erase the data and files stored on the device; it erases 
the encryption key used to encrypt the file system rendering the contents meaningless and unusable 
for all practical purposes. 
 
This process is practically instant once a remote wipe request has been received, unlike a secure-
erase, which could take many hours. 
 
Q. If I remotely wipe the iPad is it guaranteed to work? 
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A. If an iPad is stolen then it is possible that an attacker/thief will immediately remove the 3G SIM or 
put the iPad in a Faraday bag to prevent the Wi-Fi from functioning. In either case, this will prevent 
the remote wipe request from being received by the iPad. However, the contents of the BoardPad app 
will always remain encrypted. 
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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD  
 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE RECRUITMENT 

 
Meeting: 5 December 2014 Status: for approval 
 
Lead responsibility: David Wolfe, Chair 
 

Contact details: Holly Perry, 
Governance Manager, 07813691565 

 
Purpose 
 

1. The purpose of this paper is to set a proposed approach to the recruitment of a 

Chief Executive for the Press Recognition Panel. 

 

2. The Board is invited to: 

2.1 agree the requirement overall for a Chief Executive;  

2.2 approve the approach to be taken to recruitment;  

2.3 delegate authority to a sub group of the Board to take forward the process; 

and  

2.4 note the timetable for further work (set out at paragraph 33). 

 

Executive Summary 

 

3. The Board needs to consider whether to recruit, and if so agree the 

arrangements for the recruitment of, a Chief Executive for the organisation.   

 

4. The Chair of the Board is the sponsor of this area of work, although the Royal 

Charter is clear that it is the responsibility of the Board to determine 

arrangements for the appointment of staff. The work to prepare this paper has 

been undertaken by Holly Perry, interim Governance Manager, with external 

advice having been sought from recruitment consultants as explained later in 

this paper).  

 

Background 
 

 

5. The Royal Charter sets out the powers of the Panel in relation to staffing at 

section 7: 

 

7.1 The Recognition Panel may employ staff or otherwise engage people whose 

services are deemed expedient in order to carry out or promote the Purpose of 

the Recognition Panel, and, in particular, to organise, assist with the work of, 

and advise the Board. 
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6. Section 7.2 gives the Board the power to set remuneration for staff, and section 

7.3 sets out the disqualification criteria for those engaged by the Board 

(relating to connections with publishers, the press regulators, the civil service 

and government, including those civil servants and governments of the 

devolved nations. 

 

Analysis 

  

Requirement overall for a Chief Executive 

 

7. The Board will need to consider in due course the extent to which it wishes the 

organisation to be Panel-led or staff-led in the medium to long term, given the 

nature of the Panel’s remit. A staff-led body would allow the Board to take a 

proactive ‘challenge’ role, while a Panel-led body would work on the basis of a 

small secretariat preparing factual papers, with the Board making decisions but 

with a far more ‘hands on’ role in steering the work of the Panel and being more 

involved in operational aspects of the work.  

 

8. At least until a decision is made about the need for and extent of executive 

appointments, the body will by necessity continue to be Panel-led. However, on 

the basis that there is a considerable amount of work to undertaken in year one, 

it is anticipated that the Board will wish to make a Chief Executive appointment 

– and will wish to make the appointment as soon as possible. Timing will be an 

important consideration in relation to the decision about how to progress the 

appointment (see paragraph 18). 

 
9. The work to be undertaken during year one will include: 

 

 defining the detail of the recognition framework within the framework set by 

the Royal Charter; 

 defining the nature of and process for ongoing monitoring of the framework;  

 identifying the nature and extent of the Panel’s policy development agenda, 

and formulating it; 

 developing legal expertise on the overall framework; 

 communications and public affairs activity; and 

 establishing and maintaining the corporate governance framework. 

 

10. The key responsibilities of the Chief Executive, in addition to progressing the 

activity described above, might also include the following: 

 reporting regularly to the Board with appropriate, timely and quality; 

information so the Board can discharge its responsibilities effectively; 
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 informing and consulting the Chair on all matters of significance to the 

Board so that the Chair and Board can properly discharge their 

responsibilities; 

 developing and delivering the strategic objectives agreed with the Board; 

 recommending to the Board significant operational changes and major 

capital expenditures where these are beyond the Chief Executive’s 

delegated authority; 

 recruiting, developing and retaining people to work at the Panel as required; 

 assigning responsibilities to staff and overseeing the establishment of 

effective risk management and control systems; 

 communicating the objectives and the values of the Panel agreed with the 

Board, ensuring that these are achieved in practice, both within the Panel 

but also externally; 

 sharing with the Chair the responsibility for communicating the Panel’s 

messages externally; and 

 sharing with the Chair responsibilities relating to representing the Panel 

externally. 

11. It is recommended that the Board approve the requirement overall for a Chief 

Executive and comment on the indicative responsibilities set out above (which 

will form the basis of the job description and person specification).  

 

12. Given the nature of the task to be performed by the Chief Executive and the 

Panel itself, it is recommended that the appointment be on an ‘interim’ basis 

(likely to be paid at a daily rate) so as to give flexibility on the length of the 

engagement and also on whether the role is, or remains, full time or not.  

 
13. One of the tasks for the appointed person will be to advise and assist the Board 

in deciding what longer-term arrangement will be appropriate. 

 

Approach to Chief Executive recruitment 

 

14. Three options in relation to progressing the Chief Executive recruitment are set 

out below, each of which have a range of advantages and disadvantages (but 

the Board can also, plainly, consider other options): 

 

Option 1 – appointment of an executive recruitment consultancy to deliver the 

full recruitment and appointment process 

 

Option 2 – running the recruitment and appointment process ‘in house’ 

 

Option 3 – sourcing candidates through a number of executive search 

consultancies. 
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15. Option 3 could be combined with option 2.  

 

16. While the costs of Option 3 would be significant, securing the services of 

executive headhunters could bring the following benefits:  

 a fully open process 

 expertise and experience in appointing to high profile Chief Executive 

appointments 

 reach into a wide range of markets, including regulatory, commercial and 

professional markets 

 independence 

 rigorous screening including through preliminary interview  

 administrative support and dedicated candidate care (including due 

diligence checking) 

 

17. Three executive search consultancies were approached in October 2014 to 

provide the Chair with initial advice. They were invited to submit proposals for 

assisting the Panel with the Chief Executive recruitment process both in regard 

to running a full process and sourcing candidates). Proposals for running a full 

process were received from GatenbySanderson (attached at Annex A) and 

Saxton Bampfylde (attached at Annex B). Odgers Berndtson were also 

approached, and the Chair met a senior consultant from the consultancy to 

discuss the Panel’s requirements. [Text redacted – commercial in confidence]  

 

18. While the costs are significant, the bigger issue is that the timetable proposed 

by both GatenbySanderson and Saxton Bampfylde would present the Panel 

with a significant challenge – on top of the 12 weeks required to carry out the 

process, time will also potentially need to be given for the successful candidate 

to work his or her notice, meaning that this option might not deliver an 

appointment for at least four months. Given the volume of work to be 

completed in year one, this option is not therefore considered feasible.  

 

19. As well as the written proposals, GatenbySanderson also advised that it would 

be in a position to assist with the Panel with an interim appointment on the 

basis of would be candidates already known to them (Option 3). Odgers 

Berndtson also operate an interim practice, however Saxton Bampfylde does 

not.  A number of other search consultancies do so, and there would be no 

obligation to exclusivity with regard to this option. GatenbySanderson 

explained that they had a number of individuals available immediately who 

would be in a position to fulfil the criteria and meet the Panel’s requirements. 

GatenbySanderson’s terms of business for interim placements are attached at 

Annex C (other consultancies’ terms might be expected to vary). 
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20. Option 3 alone could bring the advantage of filling the post very quickly, but 

would have the serious disadvantage of not opening up the competition to the 

broadest range of individuals who might be interested in applying, bringing the 

potential for challenge (on the basis of a lack of openness and transparency).  

 
21. The option of running the process ‘in house’ (Option 2) is worth consideration 

(particularly if combined with Option 3 as it could be) as this would allow the 

Panel to operate according to its own agreed timetable and therefore far more 

accelerated than the 12 weeks proposed by the consultancies. As it happens, , 

the interim Governance Manager has extensive personal experience of running 

recruitment campaigns (including high profile appointments in public bodies, 

executive and non-executive roles, running campaigns ‘in house’ as well as a 

period of time working for a recruitment consultancy, GatenbySanderson).  

 
22. With a sub group of the Panel assisting with the various key aspects of the 

process (for example, working up the job description and person specification, 

determining the format for applications, agreeing selection criteria, agreeing the 

contents for a candidate pack, undertaking the sifting process, formulating final 

interview questions etc.), the work could be progressed quickly, and in time for 

the Board to sign off by 18 December 2014, with interviews in January 2015 (a 

proposed timetable set out at paragraph 25).  

 
23. As noted above, alongside the ‘in house’ option (Option 2), the Panel could 

also invite the executive search consultancies to put forward candidates from 

their interim practices for the role (Option 3), though candidates would need to 

comply with the same requirements in relation to applications as non-search 

candidates.  

 

Process and timetable for appointing a Chief Executive using Option 2 (potentially 

combined with Option 3) 

 

24. In relation to advertising, the role would need to feature prominently on the 

Panel’s website. In terms of print advertising, The Sunday Times continues to 

be regarded as the industry standard, and has significant reach across the UK. 

Costs would, however, be in the region of £8,000. Online advertising could 

supplement an advert in The Sunday Times, and is becoming increasingly 

adopted as the sole mechanism for advertising. The Sunday Times and 

Guardian online, each at approximately £800 to £1,000, are recommended as 

well as professional publications if the Board considered if a particular 

background emerges as a requirement (e.g. regulatory background). 

 

25. In relation to a detailed timetable, the following is proposed: 
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Board decision regarding how to proceed 5 December 

Board sub group formulates detailed process, including job 

description, role profile, indicative remuneration package, 

candidate pack, advertising copy, assessment options 

w/c 8 December 

Board decision on final process 18 December 

Campaign launches 19 December 

Closing date (allows a three-week window for applications) 9 January 

Shortlisting w/c 12 January 

Interviews (and any other assessment agreed) January Board 

meeting date 

Decision and offer of appointment By end of January 

      

26. The Board is invited to approve the approach to be taken to recruitment and 

delegate authority to a sub group of the Board to take forward the process 

as set out.   

 

27. The implications of the decisions taken by the Board are as follows: 

27.1 Budget – dependent on option agreed, as set out in the paper. 

27.2 Legislation – no specific implications considered determinative at this 

stage although Option 3 alone might (though not offering an openly-

advertised process) be thought less consistent with the discharge of the 

Public Sector Equality Duty, including the obligation to have due to the 

need to promote equality of opportunity for people with protected 

characteristics (including race, gender, sexuality, marital status, religion 

and disability). In any event, the recruitment process would need to be 

based on fair, honest and open criteria, and transparent decision-making. 

Ensuring the application and selection processes are barrier-free will be 

essential, and suitable adjustments made wherever possible and as 

requested. 

27.3 Resources – Panel members’ time, and costs of advertising.  

 

 

Devolved Nations 
 

28. There are no specific implications for the devolved nations, though advertising 

needs to have reach across England, Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland.  

 

Communications 
 

29. Once agreed, opportunities for a public announcement will be found, and the 

Panel’s stakeholders will be alerted by way of an email with a link to the Panel 

website (where details of the role and how to apply will feature prominently).  
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30. The Panel will need to be mindful that while a 3-week window is considered an 

acceptable period to hold open a recruitment campaign, the fact that it straggles 

the holiday period might attract comment. However, the timing of the Panel’s 

creation and the need to progress this matter with some speed is considered to 

justify adopting the proposed approach and timing.  

 

Risks 
 

31. There are risks attached to pursuing the accelerated option, including that either 

a very small number of applications will be received (owing to the application 

period falling over Christmas), or the reverse i.e. high volumes of applications 

are received. Additional administrative resource can be secured if volumes 

become an issue. If insufficient applications are received, the Board would need 

to extend the deadline for applications and the timetable would have to be 

adjusted.    

 

Recommendations 
 

 

32. The Board is asked to: 

 

32.1 agree the requirement overall for a Chief Executive; 

32.2 agree the proposal to recruit on an interim, flexible basis; 

32.2 approve the approach to be taken to recruitment; 

32.3 delegate authority to a sub group of the Board to take forward the 

process; and 

32.4 note the timetable for further work (paragraph 33). 

 

Timeline for future work 
 

33. The timetable proposed at paragraph 25 establishes the timeline for the work – 

specifying next steps, milestones and identifying clearly when the matter will 

return to the Board for further discussion.  

 

Attachments 
 

Annex A – Proposal submitted by GatenbySanderson [redacted – 

commercial in confidence] 

Annex B – Proposal submitted by Saxton Bampfylde [redacted – 

commercial in confidence] 

Annex C – GatenbySanderson terms of business for interim consultancy 

[redacted – commercial in confidence] 
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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD  
 
BOARD MEMBERS’ REMUNERATION 

 
Meeting: 5 December 2014 Status: for approval 
 
Lead responsibility: David Wolfe, Chair 
 

Contact details: Holly Perry, 
Governance Manager, 07813691565 

 
Purpose 
 

1. The purpose of this paper is to set out the proposed remuneration for Members 

of the Press Recognition Panel. 

 

2. The Board is invited to: 

2.1 approve the daily rate payable to the Chair of the Panel with effect from 3 

November 2014; 

2.2 approve the rate payable to Board Members with effect from 3 November 

2014 (the date of appointment of Board Members); 

2.3 approve in principle the future approach to setting Board Members’ 

remuneration pending further consideration in the light of public consultation; 

2.4 note the status of non-executives of the Panel as ‘office holders’ under the 

provisions of the Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions Act) 2003; and 

2.5 note the timetable for further work set out at paragraph 27. 

 

Executive Summary 

 

3. The Board needs to agree the rate of remuneration payable to the Chair and 

Members of the Press Recognition Panel. 

 

4. The Chair of the Board is the sponsor of this area of work, although the Royal 

Charter is clear that it is the responsibility of the Board to determine its 

remuneration arrangements. The work to prepare this paper has been 

undertaken by Holly Perry, interim Governance Manager, with external advice 

having been sought from recruitment consultants as to the prevailing rates 

payable across the boards of public bodies (and beyond).  

 

5. Proposed remuneration arrangements are being presented to a confidential 

session of the Board, to allow free and frank discussion and to determine the 

appropriate fee payable. Once approved, the agreed rationale for the rates set 

together with the proposed approach to future reviews of remuneration will be 

uploaded to the Panel’s website so that the Panel’s approach is presented 

openly and transparently, and is subject to consultation and scrutiny.  
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Strategic Objective 
 

 

6. The Terms of Membership of the Press Recognition Panel, including 

remuneration, are delegated to the Board under the terms of the Royal Charter 

(para 5.3): 

 

‘The Board may make arrangements to pay or make provision for paying, 

in respect of any Member, such amounts by way of allowances or 

gratuities as the Board determines. The amount of any such allowances or 

gratuities shall be set having regard to the prevailing rates payable to the 

members of boards of public sector bodies’. 

 

Background 

 

Independent analysis 

 

7. To provide an evidential basis and some independent advice to the approach to 

setting remuneration, three executive search agencies were invited to tender to 

assist the Chair with drawing together benchmarking data, narrative and 

recommendations. Three agencies were approached: 

 GatenbySanderson – fixed fee of £3,750 for a full report including data, 

analysis, a report and recommendations; 

 Saxton Bampfylde – fixed fee of £5,000 for a full report including data, 

analysis; and 

 Veredus – responded to say that they did not have the resource to do a 

formal exercise and were concerned that the fee to be charged would be 

prohibitive.  

 

8. On the basis that GatenbySanderson offered the lowest cost and were able to 

complete the work within the required timeframes, the Chair awarded this 

agency the contract to undertake the work. 

 

9. GatenbySanderson approached the work as a bespoke project. They met the 

Chair to gain a full understanding of: 

a) the organisation; 

b) the role of Board Members; 

c) the expected skill sets required for the role, professional qualifications and 

experience that the appointees needed to bring to make the necessary 

impact and associated time commitment.  

 

10. GatenbySanderson approached the work in three distinct phases: 

a) one to one discussion with the Chair (as described above); 
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b) market comparison – a ‘desk top’ market comparison exercise, looking at 

equivalent national roles within similar and broader public service 

organisations, to provide benchmarking data and analysis; 

c) report production – analysis and review of findings, written report with 

conclusions and recommendations.  

 

11. GatenbySanderson’s final report is attached at Annex A. 

 

Analysis 
 

Chair’s remuneration 

 

12. Unlike the position with respect to Board Members, the Chair’s letter of 

appointment set out a daily rate of £500 to cover the period up to the Panel 

coming into existence. Paper PRP03/14 on implementation steps taken to date 

invites the Board to agree payments for the work undertaken between the 

Chair’s date of appointment and the Panel coming into existence – a total of 21 

days at a rate of £500 a day (but with four of those days having been paid by 

the Commissioner for Public Appointments). The Board now needs to agree 

the daily rate to be paid to the Chair for the period from 3 November 2014. 

 

13. GatenbySanderson found that the daily rates for Chairs most commonly fell 

between £200 and £599, with a recommendation that the daily rate for the 

Chair during the set-up phase of the organisation should be between £375 and 

£500. Their report did not take make reference to the fact that on appointment, 

the rate agreed for the Chair was £500 a day. 

 

14. The Board is invited to approve the daily rate payable to the Chair of the Panel 

from 3 November 2014 giving effect to the requirements of the Royal Charter, 

having regard to the GatenbySanderson report, subject to a potential further 

review in the light of consultation and any other relevant changes.  

 

Board Members’ remuneration 

 

15. GatenbySanderson found that the daily rates for Board Members most 

commonly fell between £199 and £399, with a recommendation that the daily 

rate for Members during the set-up phase of the organisation should be 

between £250 and £350. As with the recommended rate for the Chair, the rate 

set should be subject to a potential further review in the light of consultation 

and once the Panel is fully operational.   

 

16. The Board is invited to approve the rate payable to Board Members giving 

effect to the requirements of the Royal Charter having regard to the 

GatenbySanderson report with effect from 3 November 2014 (the date of 
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appointment of Board Members) subject to a potential further review in the light 

of consultation and any other relevant changes. 

 

Approach to setting remuneration in future 

 

17. From a governance perspective, it is not considered best practice for a Board 

to set its own remuneration but the Royal Charter requires that here. The 

Board should consider what if any additional arrangements it wishes to put in 

place for the purposes of any further reviews of remuneration including the 

establishment of a remuneration committee. 

 

18. The Board may wish to consider whether such a committee, once constituted, 

should include an independent external member, as well as up to three 

members of the Board. Recommendations will be made to the Board as to the 

terms of reference for a Remuneration Committee, as part of the work on 

establishing the Governance Framework for the Panel. The Board is invited to 

comment on this proposed approach, to ensure views can be reflected in the 

drafting of the arrangements. As with other elements of the Governance 

Framework, an interim position would be adopted for further consideration by 

the Board following public consultation. 

 

19. The Board is invited to approve in principle the future approach to setting 

Board Members’ remuneration pending further consideration in the light of 

public consultation.  

 

Status 

20. The current advice (subject to formal confirmation) is as follows. Members of 

the Board of the Recognition Panel are designated as 'office holders'. The 

status of 'office holder' determines the treatment in matters of taxation. Section 

5 of the Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions Act) 2003 applies the provisions 

(of the act) to offices in the same way as they apply to employments. This 

means that fees paid will be subject to PAYE. Section 5 also defined an 'office' 

to be "any position which has an existence independent of the person who 

holds it and may be filled by successive holders". Section 14.1 of the Royal 

Charter stated: "The Recognition Panel shall have perpetual succession, and 

shall continue to exist as a legal person, regardless of the changes in its 

composition which occur when particular individuals cease to be Members and 

are succeeded by other individuals" and Section 5.1 sets out the membership 

of the Board. The Board is invited to note the status of non-executives of the 

Panel as ‘office holders’ under the provisions of the Income Tax (Earnings and 

Pensions Act) 2003. 
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21. The implications of decisions taken by the Board as set out in this paper are as 

follows: 

 Budget – as set out in Finance section of paper PRP03(14), there is 

sufficient budget available to pay the range of rates set out in this paper.  

 Legislation – the Royal Charter gives the Board the power to set its own 

remuneration. 

 Resources – exact resource requirements are dependent on the rates that 

are approved.  

 Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – no specific issues arise.  

 

Devolved Nations 
 

22. There are no identifiable implications/differences in relation to this area of 

activity and the devolved nations. 

 

23. There is no requirement for this report to be published in Welsh. 

 

Communications 
 

24. Once agreed, the arrangements for reviewing Board remuneration will be 

published on the Panel’s website and reviewed on a regular (at least annual) 

basis.  

 

Risks 
 

25. The key risk of challenge in relation to this area of work relates to the 

involvement of the Board in setting its own remuneration (something which, 

however, the Royal Charter specifically makes compulsory). The independent 

report prepared by external consultants helps to mitigate the risk of challenge, 

and the paper sets out recommendations regarding the process governing 

future reviews of remuneration. 

 

Recommendations 
 

 

26. The Board is invited to: 

26.1 approve the daily rate payable to the Chair of the Panel with effect from 3 

November 2014; 

26.2 approve the rate payable to Board Members with effect from 3 November 

2014 (the date of appointment of Board Members); 

26.3 approve in principle the future approach to setting Board Members’ 

remuneration pending further consideration in the light of public consultation; 

26.4 note the status of non-executives of the Panel as ‘office holders’ under the 

provisions of the Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions Act) 2003; and 

26.5 note the timetable for further work set out at paragraph 27. 
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Timeline for future work 
 

27. Once the Board agrees the rates payable to Board Members, arrangements will 

be made to give effect to the decision and payments to Members will begin. A 

paper on future arrangements for setting remuneration will be presented to the 

Board at a meeting in the first quarter of 2015. It is recommended that these 

arrangements come into effect within one year of inception, so that the next 

review of remuneration can take place in November 2015.  

 

Attachments 
 

Annex A – Report prepared by GatenbySanderson 

 

 

 

 



Non–Executive Directors
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Review



Executive Summary

This report provides an analysis of non-executive fee levels and trends in the
public sector based on a selection of high profile examples in each area.
Calculations for approximate daily rates have been calculated on the basis of a
48 week year and rounded to the nearest pound. Where there is a flexible time
commitment, the maximum figure has been used in the calculation for consist-
ency.

Scope

We have undertaken research across a broad spectrum of organisations
within the public sector including: Press Regulatory bodies, broader Regu-
lators, Central Government, Education, bodies established by Royal Char-
ter, Ombudsman, Commissioners, NHS Trusts and Housing. This research
extends beyond England into Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

We also looked beyond the public sector and provided a summary of av-
erage remuneration of NEDs in FTSE 100, 250, 350 and small and medi-
um-sized companies. The data we gathered on private sector
remuneration has been included to provide a useful comparison and has
not been used in our graphs and trend analysis.

Approach

To gather this data we carried out a 'desk top' market comparison exercise
looking at equivalent national roles within similar and broader public serv-
ice organisations to provide benchmarking data and analysis.



Trends and Recommendations

We have found that the daily rates for Chairs most
commonly fall between £200-£599 and £199-
£399 for Board Members.

There is a wide discrepancy between daily rates in
Press Regulators, with NEDs receiving from £176
(IMPRESS) to £500 a day (IPSO) and their respec-
tive Chairs receiving a daily rate of between £476
and £1041. We would recommend that the daily
rate for the Chair and NEDs of the Recognition
Panel sit somewhere in the middle of these to offer
competitive remuneration.

If we look at the wider public sector a number of
trends can be drawn out. At the most commercial
end of the spectrum, government-owned compa-
nies have a similar approach to the private sector.
These organisations tend to pay a market rate to
attract individuals with the expertise and the time
required for the appointment.  At the other end,
public bodies - such as universities - often expect
senior individuals to give a significant time commit-
ment for less competitive remuneration and in
some cases, no recompense.

It is also standard practice for members to receive a
set amount extra for additional commitments, most
notably for sitting on the audit committee.

Public bodies are sometimes allocated to 'bands' by
reference to the significance of the body - based on
its size, staff numbers and the resources manager,
budget/grant, as well as consideration of its likely
public profile. In Scotland for example, their Daily
Fee Framework 2014-15 recommends that the
most high profile public bodies offer a daily rate of
between £308-£523 for Chairs and £238-£355 for
members. The issue of public profile is a particular-
ly important consideration for the Recognition Pan-
el given the sensitivity of the work it will carry out.

As the Recognition Panel is still in the start-up
phase it is difficult to gauge a number of important
elements that are usually factored in to the determi-
nation of remuneration, including: the size of the
organisation when it is fully operational and the
volume of work that will be handled. With these
points in mind we would recommend that the daily
rates for the non-executive board of the Recogni-
tion Panel during the set-up should fall between
£375-£500 for the Chair and £250-£350 for the
Board Members. It may be that this figure is re-
viewed again once the Recognition Panel is fully
operational and there is a better sense of scale,
workload and other pressures e.g. media attention.
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Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Independent Press Standards
Organisation

Chair £150,000 a year £1,041 Min. 3 days a week

The IMPRESS Project Chair Equivalent to a Judge in an
Employment Tribunal (cur-
rently £473 per day) + rea-
sonable expenses.

5 days a month during
start-up, 2 days thereaf-
ter

Press Complaints Commission
(closed September 2014)

Chair £170,000 a year
(

£1,181 3 days a week

Press Regulation

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Independent Press Standards
Organisation

Board
members

£6,000 a year £500 Min. 1 day a month

The IMPRESS Project NEDs Equivalent to a Member of an
Employment Tribunal currently
£176 per day + reasonable ex-
penses.

2days a month during
start-up, 1 day thereafter

Press Complaints Commission
(closed September 2014)

NEDs £12,000 a year £250 1 day a week



Bodies established by Royal Charter

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

BBC Trust Chair £110,000 a year £573 3-4 days a week

BBC Trust Vice Chair £70, 610 a year £588 2.5 days a week

BBC Trust NEDs £32,952/37,660 a year £343/£392 2 days a week

Historic Royal Palaces Chairman Unpaid

Historic Royal Palaces Trustees Unpaid

Royal Television Society Trustees Unpaid

Royal Mint Chairman £40,000 a year

Royal Mint NEDs c.£20,000 a year

Not Stated

c. 1 day a month

Not stated

Not stated

Not stated

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Bar Standards Board Chair £797 a day

General Chiropractic Counci Chair £23,000 a year £319

General Dental Council Chair £55,000 a year £458

General Medical Council Chair £110,000 a year £764

General Pharmaceutical
Counci

Chair £48,000 a year £600

112 days a year 

1.5 days a week 

2.5 days a week 

3 days a week 

80 days a year

Human Fertilisation and Em-
bryology Authority

Chair £59,000 a year £410 2-3 days a week

Human Tissue Authority Chair £42,000 a year £292

Judicial Appointments Com-
mission

Chair £55,000-60,000 £573 - £612

3 days a week 

2 days a week

Nursing and Midwifery Coun-
ci

Chair £48,000 a year £500 2 days a week

The Pensions Regulator Chair £55,000-60,000 a year £573 - £612 2 days a week

Solicitors Regulation Authority Chair £90,000 a year £900 100 days a year

Other Regulators - Chairs



Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate

Time Commit-
ment

Bar Standards Board NEDs £9,000 a year £300

General Chiropractic Counci NEDs £6,610 a year £300

General Dental Council NEDs £15,000 a year £417

General Medical Council NEDs £18,000 a year £500

112 days a year 

1.5 days a week 

2.5 days a week 

3 days a week

General Pharmaceutical Counci NEDs £12,000 a year £300 80 days a year

Human Fertilisation and Embry-
ology Authority

NEDs £7,883 a yearr £219 2-3 days a week

Human Tissue Authority NEDs £7,882 a year £219 3 days a week

Judicial Appointments Commis-
sion

NEDs £338 a day 2days a week

Nursing and Midwifery Counci NEDs £12,000 year £400 2 days a week

The Pensions Regulator NEDs £15,000-20,000 a year £577-£769 2 days a week

Solicitors Regulation Authority NEDs £10,000 a year £500 100 days a year

Central Government and related organisations - Chairs

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Consumer Council for Water Chair £50,197 £349 3 days a week

Consumer Council for Water Regional
Chairs

£36,045 £250 3 days a week

Defence Equipment
and Support

Chair £90,000 a year £625 3 days a week

English Heritage Chair £40,000 a year £417 2 days a week

Environment Agency Chair £60,632 £421 2-3 days a week

Independent Parliamentary
Standards Authority

Chair £700 a day 2 days a week

Jersey Appointments Commission Chair £1000 a day 2 days a week

Judicial Pension Board Chair £400 a day Up to 20 days a year

National Audit Office Chair £40,000 a year £833 1 day a week

Natural England Chair £142,000 pro rata £592 2 days a week

Parole Board Chair £785 a day Up to 78 days a year

Senet Group Chair £100,000 a year £1,000 80-100 days a year

Single Source Regulations Office
SSRO

Chair Up to £550 a day 1-3 days a week

UK Statistics Authority Chair £71,250 a year £742 2 days a week

Youth Justice Board Chair £400 a day 2 days a week

Other Regulators - NEDs



Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Defence Equipment
and Support

NEDs £15,000 a year £417 2-3 days a month

Environment Agency NEDs £16,000-25,000 a year £267-£417 Up to 5 days a month
Independent Parliamentary
Standards Authority

NEDs £400 a day 2 days a month

Judicial Pension Board NEDs £325 a day Up to 15 days a year
National Audit Office NEDs £20,000 a year £833 2 days a month
Natural England NEDs £11,808 £328 3 days a month
Parole Board NEDs £300 a day 10-15 days a year
Single Source Regulations Of-
fice SSRO

NEDs Up to £500 a day 2-4 days a month

UK Statistics Authority NEDs £15-20,000 a year £625-£833 2 days a month
UK Government Departmen-
tal NEDs

Lead NEDs £15,000 a year* £625 24 days a year

Youth Justice Board NEDs £250 a day 2-3 days a month

*Non-Executive Board Members will be offered an honorarium of £15,000 a year in line with the Bank of England
Non-Executive Directors of Court. The role of Lead NED and the role of chair of the audit committee will each attract
an additional £5,000 a year. Individuals may waive all or part of their fee.

The Office of Manpower Economics provides an independent secretariat to the seven Pay Review Bodies and two
Police Boards England and Wales which make recommendations impacting 2.5 million workers – around 40% of
public sector staff – and a pay bill of £95 billion. These include:

● Armed Forces’ Pay Review Body AFPRB
● Review Body on Doctors’ and Dentists’ Remuneration DDRB
● NHS Pay Review Body NHSPRB
● Prison Service Pay Review Body PSPRB
● School Teachers’ Review Body STRB
● Senior Salaries Review Body SSRB
● Police Advisory Board for England and Wales PABEW
● Police Remuneration Review Body PRRB
● National Crime Agency Remuneration Review Body NCARRB

Chairs of the pay review bodies are paid £350 a day and non-executive directors are paid £300 a day. The chair of a
police board is paid £402 a day and the deputy chair is paid £321 a day. Time commitments vary depending on the
requirements of the body/ board from year to year.

Central Government and related organisations - NEDs



To ensure consistency and comparability across public bodies, a number of remuneration bands have been
developed within the Daily Fee Framework. Appropriate rates of remuneration are determined within this
Framework. Each public body is allocated to one of the bands by reference to the significance of the body -
based on its size staff numbers and the resources managed budget / grant, as well as consideration of its likely
public profile. In general, Band 1 bodies include a small number of the most significant Scottish NDPBs and
Public Corporations; Band 2 includes the majority of Executive NDPBs; Band 3 includes the smaller NDPBs,
advisory bodies and other ad hoc groups, etc. See below:

The Scottish Government

Members

Daily Fee

Banding Minimum Maximum Ceiling

Tribunal £238 £355 £472

Band 1 £218 £328 £418

Band 2 £165 £245 £310

Band 3 £88 £170 £247

Chairs & Members Daily Fee Framework 2014-15 gross daily fees
Chairs

Daily Fee

Banding Minimum Maximum Ceiling

Tribunal £308 £523 £667

Band 1 £306 £460 £517

Band 2 £197 £340 £406

Band 3 £136 £213 £291



Members

Daily Fee

Banding Minimum Maximum Ceiling

Tribunal £240 £359 £477

Band 1 £220 £331 £422

Band 2 £167 £247 £313

Band 3 £89 £172 £249

The pay policy expectation is that a daily fee should lie within the minimum and maximum of the relevant band in the Daily
Fee Framework. Daily feels are limited to and must not exceed the ceiling of the relevant Band.

The data for this section was taken from the ‘Public Sector Pay Policy for Senior Appointments 2014-15:
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/resource/0043/00438217.pdf

Chairs & Members Daily Fee Framework 2015-16 gross daily fees
Chairs

Daily Fee

Banding Minimum Maximum Ceiling

Tribunal £311 £528 £674

Band 1 £309 £465 £522

Band 2 £199 £343 £410

Band 3 £137 £215 £294

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/resource/0043/00438217.pdf


Of the 1406 public appointments held at 31 March 2013:

· 10% (60 Chairs and 78 board members) attracted remuneration of £10,000 or more a year;

· 39% (11 Chairs and 530 board members) attracted remuneration below £10,000 a year; and

· 52% (22 Chairs and 705 board members) were unpaid.

The data for this section was taken from the ‘Public bodies and Public Appointments annual report 2012/2013’
http://www.ofmdfmni.gov.uk/public-bodies-public-appointments-annual-report-2012-13.pdf.

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Arts Council of Northern Ireland Chair £10,000 a year £250 40 days a year
Arts Council of Northern Ireland Vice Chair £3,500 a year £175 20 days a year
Arts Council of Northern Ireland Members Travel expenses N/A 10 meetings a year
Commissioner for Public Appoint-
ments for Northern Ireland

Commis-
sioner

£28,652 a year £318 c. 90 days a year

Equality Commission for Northern
Ireland

Chief Com-
missioner

£53,666 a year £280 4 days a week

Equality Commission for Northern
Ireland

Deputy
Chief Com-
missioner

£10,000 a year £208 1 day a week

Equality Commission for Northern
Ireland

Commis-
sioners

£5000 a year £208 2 days a month

General Consumer Council for
Northern Ireland

Chair £20,000 - £25,000 a year £278-£347 6 days a month

General Consumer Council for
Northern Ireland

Deputy
Chair

£136.60 a day 1.5 days a month

General Consumer Council for
Northern Ireland

Members £102.35 a day 1 day a month

Health and Social Care Regulation
and Quality Improvement Author-
ity

Chair £17,684 a year £123 2-3 days a month

Health and Social Care Regulation
and Quality Improvement Author-
ity

Members £5,845 a year £162 2-3 days a month

Labour Relations Agency Chair £23,480 a year £245 2 days a week

Labour Relations Agency Members £5,050 a year £421 12 meetings a year
minimum

Office of the Police Ombudsman
for Northern Ireland

Ombuds-
man

£125,000 - £130,000 a year Full time

Youth Council for Northern Ire-
land

Chair £15,131 a year £1,261 Minimum 1 day a
month

Youth Council for Northern Ire-
land

Members £4,771 a year £398 Minimum 1 day a
month

Northern Ireland

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/resource/0043/00438217.pdf


Wales

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Arts Council of Wales Chair £43,810 a year £365 2.5 days a week
Arts Council of Wales Members £4,752 a year £365 1.5 days a month
Care Council for Wales Chair £249 a day 2 days a week
Care Council for Wales Members £198 per day 2 days a month
Higher Education Funding Coun-
cil for Wales

Chair £24,264 a year £337 6 days a month

Higher Education Funding Coun-
cil for Wales

Members £5,076 a year £282 1.5 days a month

Independent Appeal Panel for
Farmers

Panel
Members

£200 per day of hearings
and an additional £75
where three or more appeals
are heard in any one day.

N/A

Local Democracy and Boundary
Commission for Wales

Chair £240 a day 1-2 days a month

Local Democracy and Boundary
Commission for Wales

Members £198 a session 1-2 days a month

Welsh Industrial Development
Advisory Board

Chair £6,144 a year £512 c. 1 day a month

Welsh Industrial Development
Advisory Board

Members £4,752 a year £396 c. 1 day a month

Education

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Ofsted NEDs £4,141 a year £414 10 days a year
School Teachers’ Review
Body

NEDs £300 a day c. 25 days a year

Ofqual NEDs £6,000 a year £300 Up to 20 days a year
Quality Assurance Agency NEDs Unremunerated N/A Up to 10 days a year
Westminster Kingsway Col-
lege

NEDs Unremunerated N/A Up to 24 days a year

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Ofsted Chair Up to £70,000 a year £486 2-3 days a week
School Teachers’ Review
Body

Chair £300 a day c. 25 days a year

Ofqual Chair £40,000 a year £417 2 days a week
Skills for Care Chair £35,000 a year £243 2-3 days a week
Quality Assurance Agency Chair Unremunerated N/A 3 days a month
Westminster Kingsway Col-
lege

Chair Unremunerated N/A 24 days a year

*With a small handful of exceptions, NED and chair roles in Higher Education are unremunerated.



Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Care Quality Commission Commisson-
ers

£5,000-£10,000 a year £208-£417 2 days a month

Financial Ombudsman Service NEDs £24,500 a year £1,020
Legal Ombudsman NEDs £10,000 a year £500
Disclosure & Barring Service NEDs £20-25,000 a year £833-£1,042

2 days a month 
20 days a year  
320-24 days a year

Ombudsman/Commissioners

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Care Quality Commission Chair £60-64,999 a year £417-£451 22.5 hours a week
Criminal Cases Review Commis-
sion

Chair £100,000-104,999 a year £694-£729 3 days a week

Financial Ombudsman Service Chair £75,000 a year £781 2 days a week
Forensic Science Regulator Commis-

sioner
£54,000 a year £375 3 days a week

Independent Police Complaints
Commissioner

Chair £53,666 a year £280 4 days a week

Legal Ombudsman Chair £52,500 a year £875 60 days a year
Children’s Commissioner Commis-

sioner
£140,000 a year N/A Full Time

Office of the Immigration Services
Commissioner

Commis-
sioner

£110,000 - £114,999 £764-£798 3 days a week

Local Government Ombudsman N/A £135,000 -140,000 a year N/A Full Time
Prison and Probation Ombuds-
man

Chair £100,000-104,999 a year N/A Full Time

Service Complaints Commissioner Commis-
sioner

£478 per day 3.5 days a week

Service Complaints Ombudsman Chair £130,000 a year N/A Full Time

Surveillance Camera Commission-
er

Commis-
sioner

£90,000 pro rata £375 3 days a week

Parliamentary and Health Service
Ombudsman

Chair £150 000-155,000 a year N/A Full Time

Disclosure & Barring Service Chair £40-45,000 a year £417-£469 2 days a week



NHS Trusts

The level of remuneration paid to the chairs and non-executive directors is set by the Secretary of State for Health. All NHS trusts are
allocated to one of three remuneration bands, dependent on their turnover.  The current rates of remuneration payable to chairs and
non-executive directors increased by 1% from 1 April 2013 and are set out below:

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

NHS Trusts Chair Band
1

£23,600 a year £164 c. 3 days a week

NHS Trusts Chair Band
2

£21,105 a year £147 c. 3 days a week

NHS Trusts Chair Band
3

£18,621 a year £127 c. 3 days a week

NHS Trusts NEDs £6,157 a year £205 c. 2.5 days a month

This is now changing and newly appointed Chairs receive up to £40,000 depending on size. The largest Trusts turnover c£1
billion and employ c15,000 staff.  The smallest are c£100 million employing c.2,000 staff. Time commitment may increase
during significant periods such as the NHS Foundation Trust application process or visits from the Chief Inspector of Hospitals.

NHS Foundation Trusts

NHS Foundation Trusts are not-for-profit, public benefit corporations. They are part of the NHS and provide over half of all NHS
hospital, mental health and ambulance services. Foundation trusts are not directed by government so have greater freedom to
decide, with their governors and members, their own strategy and the way services are run. They can retain their surpluses and
borrow to invest in services for patients and service users. They are accountable to their local communities through their
members and governors, their commissioners through contracts, Parliament, the Care Quality Commission and Monitor
NHS Foundation Trust non-executive remuneration is as follows:

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

NHS  Foundation Trusts Chair £40,000-£55,000 a year £278-£382 c. 3 days a week
NHS Foundation Trusts NED £10,000 – £14,000 a year £333-£467 Minimum 2.5 days a

month



Housing

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Affinity Sutton Chair £25,000 a year £694 c. 3 days a month
BPHA Chair £28,000 a year £467
East Thames Group Chair £16,000 a year £444
Metropolitan Housing Chair £21,045 a year £351

4-5 days a month 
3 days a month 
5 days a month

Network Housing Group Chair £16,008 a year £667 c. 2 days a month
Notting Hill Housing Trust Chair £16,500 a year £688 c. 2 days a month
Hanover Housing Chair £20,000 a year £333 4-5 days a month

Organisation Role Remuneration Approximate
Daily Rate Time Commitment

Affinity Sutton NEDs £10,000 a year £417 c. 2 days a month
East Thames Group NEDs £8,250 a year £344 2 days a month
Metropolitan Housing NEDs Unremunerated N/A 1 day a month
Notting Hill Housing Trust NEDs £5,500-£8,300 a year £458-£692 c. 1 day a month
Hanover Housing NEDs £11,000 a year £458 1-2 days a month

Currently Wales has a ban on board pay of Housing Associations, in contrast to elsewhere in the UK. Proposals to
remove the ban were first announced at the start of 2014 and a consultation is currently underway asking for re-
sponses and questioning whether the Welsh Government should set a maximum payment for board members’ remu-
neration.  In a recent board pay survey by the National Housing Federation, 60% of associations in England said that
remuneration of board members had a positive or highly positive effect on five governance ‘key areas’ – board re-
cruitment, retention and attendance, and performance on an individual and group level.

FTSE 100, FTSE 250 and SMC small and medium-sized companies

Organisation FTSE100 FTSE250 SME

Chairman total fee £361,000 £175,000 £120,000
Deputy Chairman total fee £120,000 £86,000 £60,000
NED base fee £61,000 £46,000 £40,000

Senior Independent Director additional
fee

£17,000 £6,000 £5,000

Figures represent the median fee level.

As mentioned in the Executive Summary p.2 the data we have gathered on private sector remuneration has been
included purely to provide a useful comparison and has not been used in our graphs or trend analysis.

The above summary was taken from the 2013 PwC report on developments in NED fee levels in the private sector
http://www.pwc.co.uk/assets/pdf/pwc-non-executive-director-fee-summary-2013.pdf
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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD  

 

PLANS FOR FUTURE BOARD MEETINGS 

 

Meeting: 5 December 2014 Status: for approval 

 

Lead responsibility: David Wolfe, Chair 

 

Contact details: Holly Perry, 

Governance Manager, 07813691565 

 

Purpose 

 

1. The purpose of this paper is to set out proposed plans for future meetings of the 

Board, including dates, locations, content, the potential for inviting guests to 

business sessions and public access to Board meetings.  

 

2. The Board is invited to: 

2.1 agree dates for meetings of the Board in 2015; 

2.2 agree the location of meetings, specifically the intention to rotate meetings 

so that some meetings take place in Belfast, Cardiff and Edinburgh given 

the Panel’s remit extends to Northern Ireland, Wales and Scotland; 

2.3 agree the content of meetings, including the options for inviting guest 

contributors prior to formal business sessions; and 

2.4 agree the nature and extent of public access to meetings. 

 

Executive Summary 

 

3. Establishing meeting dates for the year ahead is a key element of governance 

in helping to ensure that decisions are robust, well informed and transparent 

and made in line with the Panel’s legislative obligations and in accordance with 

the governance framework. Issues around location, content and public access 

are important elements of the Panel’s commitment to transparency and 

openness.  

 

4. The Chair of the Board is the sponsor of this area of work. The work to prepare 

this paper has been undertaken by Holly Perry. 

  

Strategic Objective 

 

5. Under The functions of the Press Recognition Panel are determined by the 

Royal Charter (para 4.3) as public functions. As a public body, the Press 

Recognition Panel needs to establish robust governance arrangements 
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appropriate to its business, scale and culture, including the nature and format 

for Board meetings. The arrangements should combine efficient decision-

making with accountability and transparency. 

 

Analysis 

 

Meeting dates for 2015 

 

6. The proposed Rules of Procedure for meetings of the Board of the Press 

Recognition Panel state that ‘The Board shall meet at least ten times in each 

financial year. The period between any two consecutive meetings of the Board 

shall be no greater than two months’. 

 

7. The Chair has indicated that his preference is for meetings to take place on a 

monthly cycle (excluding August). If the Board agrees the proposal to rotate the 

location of Board meetings across the devolved nations, the intention is to fix 

dates which allow for flexibility as to location should the Board decide at any 

point to take advantage of that possibility. Therefore, in relation to the dates 

suggested, Board Members have been asked to take into account their 

availability to travel the afternoon before each of the dates set out. The following 

dates for meetings in 2015 have been proposed to Board Members by email (an 

update following receipt of responses from Members will be provided orally at 

the meeting): 

13/14/15/20 January 

26/27 February 

24/25/26 March 

21/22/23 April 

26/27/28 May  

16/17/18/30 June 

21/22/23 July 

22/23/24 September 

20/21/22 October 

17/18/19 November 

15/16/17 December 

 

8. The Board is invited to agree dates for meetings of the Board in 2015. 

 

Content of meetings 

 

9. As per the proposed Rules of Procedure for Board meetings (Annex A, agenda 

item PRP02/14 refers), business at every meeting of the Board is will include 

the minutes of the previous Board meeting; any matters arising from the 

minutes of the previous Board meeting; a report on any urgent decisions taken 
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between meetings and any items of other business. In terms of substantive 

content, items are likely to be drawn from the proposed list of Matters 

Reserved (Annex B, agenda item PRP02/14 refers). A ‘forward plan’ of agenda 

items for forthcoming meetings of the Board will be formulated, for 

consideration at regular intervals by the Board. Actions agreed at meetings will 

also inform the content of future meetings, and will be added to the ‘forward 

plan’. 

 

Guest contributors 

 

10. The proposed Rules of Procedure for meetings of the Board state that ‘The 

Board may invite other individuals to attend meetings of the Board, for example 

the Board may wish to hear a particular stakeholder's point of view on a matter. 

The invitation may be for the entire meeting or for a specific item(s); the invitee 

is not obliged to attend’. 

11. The Board is invited to agree the content of meetings, including the options for 

inviting guest contributors prior to formal business sessions. 

 

Nature and extent of public access to meetings 

 

12. The proposed Rules of Procedure for meetings of the Board contemplate that 

the Board may decide that Board business meetings should generally be 

conducted in public session. If the Board decides to adopt that approach, then 

a notice will be place on the Panel’s website, requesting that members of the 

public provide notification of their intention to attend a Board meeting in 

advance of the meeting taking place if possible.  Unless there are issues of 

space, it would intended that no member of the public should be excluded on 

account of not having provided notice of their intention to attend in advance.  

 

13. There will be occasions when some business will be more appropriately 

conducted in a confidential session at which only Board Members and relevant 

staff and advisers will be present. Proposed categories of confidential business 

would include the following: 

 any personal matter concerning an individual where Data Protection Act 

1998 provisions apply; 

 any matter which is deemed commercially sensitive; 

 any matter which is subject to legal professional privilege; 

 any matter relevant to the prevention or detection of crime and the 

 prosecution of offenders; 

 any information given to the Panel in confidence; 

 risk of a financial or political nature (either to the Panel or others) where 

 discussion in public would exacerbate the risk; 

 any other matter which is deemed by the Chair or Chief Executive  
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(subject to the Panel’s agreement) to require discussion in the confidential 

session. 

 

14. Not all items listed would necessarily need to be excluded from public 

business: a judgement would need to be made by the Chair in each case as to 

whether it was regarded as appropriate to include an item in confidential 

business or whether it could reasonably be discussed in public. Confidential 

agendas and papers would not be published on the Panel’s website and would 

be filed in a restricted folder. 

 

15. Some highly sensitive matters of business may arise that would require a 

greater degree of confidentiality with the need to be considered by the Board in 

private session (or instance, items concerning the payment of the Chief 

Executive, members of staff and advisers). Such sessions would be specifically 

be indicated on the Board agenda. 

 

16. Although highly unlikely, a situation might occur during a public meeting where 

the attendance of members of the public would be prejudicial to the public 

interest owing to the unexpectedly confidential nature of the business to be 

transacted or for some other specified reason. In these circumstances, the 

Board might, by resolution, would exclude members of the public from a 

meeting. The Chair might remove a member of the public from a meeting if that 

member of the public is frustrating the business of the meeting. 

 

17. The Board is invited to agree the nature and extent of public access to 

meetings. 

 

18. There are no known implications on the Panel’s reserves, legislation, equality 

and diversity and human rights on any decisions the Board may take in relation 

to their meetings planning for 2015. Budget and resources to manage these 

meetings is provided for in the 2014/15 budget and will be planned for in 

the 2015/16 budget. 

 

Devolved Nations 

 

19. There are no implications arising from this paper other than the implications of 

the decision to keep open the option of holding Board meetings in different 

locations. 

 

Communications 

 

20. Once the 2015 dates have been approved, they will be made available on the 

Panel’s website. Papers will be uploaded to the website between dispatch to 
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Board Members and meeting dates, and details about location and public 

access will also be made available when available.  

 

Risks 

 

21. There are no material risks associated with the recommendations in this paper. 

The recommendations are intended to ensure absolute transparency and 

compliance with best practice, which are expected to have a positive impact on 

the Panel’s reputation and  

 

Recommendations 

 

22. The Board is asked to: 

22.1 agree dates for meetings of the Board in 2015; 

22.2 agree the location of meetings, specifically the intention to rotate 

meetings so that some meetings take place in Belfast, Cardiff and 

Edinburgh given the Panel’s remit extends to Northern Ireland, Wales 

and Scotland; 

22.3 agree the content of meetings, including the options for inviting guest 

contributors prior to formal business sessions; and 

22.4 agree the nature and extent of public access to meetings. 

 

Timeline for future work 

 

23. The timings of future meetings of the Board are proposed at paragraph 7.  
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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD MEETING 
 

2nd meeting of the Press Recognition Panel 
 09.00 – 13:00, Thursday 18 December 2014 at 

 Times Room, 107 – 111 Fleet Street, London EC4A 2AB 
 

AGENDA 
 

1. Welcome and introductions    Chair  09:00 
 
2. Declarations of interest     Chair  09:00  
 
3.  Minutes of the meeting held on 5 December 2014   09:00 – 09:15 

For approval 
  
4. Draft Statement of organisational culture   Chair  09:15 – 10:00 

and approach (vision, mission and values)  
Paper PRP08(14) 
For decision 

 
5. Governance Framework     DW/HP 10:00 – 10:45 

Paper PRP09(14)  
For decision - interim policies on: xx, xx, xx (priorities to be agreed at Board meeting 
on 5 December 2014) 
 

6. BREAK         10:45 – 11:00 
 
7. Update on implementation steps taken since   DW/GS/HP 11:00 – 11:15 

Board meeting held on 5 December 2014 
Paper PRP010(14)  
For decision 
 

8. Update on Chief Executive recruitment  DW/HP 11:15 – 12:00 
Paper PRP11(14)  
For decision 
 

9. Draft Forward Plan of Board business   DW/HP 12:00 – 12:10 
Paper PRP12(14) 
For noting 

 
10.  Closing discussion     DW  12:10 – 12:20 

 For discussion, reflecting business meeting 
 
11.  Any other business     Chair  12:20 – 12:30 

To note 
 
12.  Meeting close        12:30 
 
Date and time of next meeting: XX January 2015. Exact time and venue to be confirmed.  


